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Introdution
At the end of the 19th entury radioativity was disovered by H. Bequerel
in 1897. From that disovery, sientists knew that radiation was emitted from spei
nulei. J. Chadwik in 1914 measured the energy spetrum of the β-deay of tritium nulei
aording to the reation
3H −→ 3He+ e− + νe and showed that it was ontinuous. In
order to reover the β-deay theory, one has to assume that another neutral partile
of spin
1
2
was emitted with the eletron : W. Pauli did postulate the existene of the
"neutronen" as he alled it to save the energy onservation priniple. J. Chadwik in
1932 observed a neutral partile as heavy as the proton that he alled "neutron". When
E. Fermi developed his theory of weak interation [1℄ inluding the β-deay as a 3-body
proess, he deided to all the famous Pauli neutral partile "neutrino" ; it was in 1934.
On the same year, H. Bethe and R. Peierls showed the peuliar nature of the neutrino
beause they alulated its ross setion [2℄ and predited the neutrinos were not easy
to be deteted. The observation of this partile has been atually waiting for 22 years.
F. Reines and C.L. Cowan built a detetor in South Carolina (USA) and through the
inverse β-deay reation ν+p→ n+e+, they aptured three neutrinos per hour produed
by the nulear power plant of Savannah River [3℄. By measuring this low rate with respet
to the huge number of neutrinos produed in a reator ore, they onrmed the elusive
harater of the neutrino. In addition, preise measurements of the energy spetrum of the
β-deay proess [4℄ gave hints of the smallness of the neutrino mass implying a massless
neutrino in most of theoretial alulations inluding the Standard Model (SM).
Later, in 1962, L. Lederman et al. [5℄ observed neutrinos in the pion deay whih
mainly produed muons when interating. With the two known leptons, eletron and
muon, the assoiation of eah to a orresponding neutrino ould be made. A third lepton τ
was disovered at Stanford Linear Aelerator Center (SLAC) [6℄. The assumption was
thus to expet a third neutrino. It was nally observed, in year 2000 by Diret Observation
of NU Tau (DONUT) experiment [7℄. Three families of leptons have been observed and,
experimentally, LEP experiments evaluated the deay width of Z boson [8℄ showing that
three families of leptons are expeted and onrmed that there are three dierent ative
light neutrinos : νe, νµ and ντ at the Z boson energy sale.
An additional unusual property of this partile is the heliity whih has been
investigated in 1958. M. Goldhaber et al. [9℄ by studying the onservation of the
angular momentum in the inverse β-deay proess on Europium nulei demonstrated
that neutrinos an only have a left-handed heliity and right-handed for antineutrinos,
respetively.
1
2 Introdution
Another important brik of the neutrino piture is the osillation phenomenon
formalized by B. Ponteorvo in 1957 [10℄ then by Z. Maki et al. in 1962 [11℄. Starting in
1964 and data analysis having nished 20 years ago, the Homestake hlorine experiment
deteted νe produed by the Sun and aptured by hlorine nulei in the detetor by inverse
β-deay proess. The neutrino rate measured was muh lower than the one expeted from
the Standard Solar Model (SSM) omputation [12℄ suggesting that some of νe hanged into
another avour travelling from the Sun to the Homestake mine. In the following years,
this result has been onrmed by Soviet-Amerian Gallium Experiment (SAGE) in Russia
[13℄ and GALLium EXperiment (GALLEX)/Gallium Neutrino Observatory (GNO) in
the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) [14℄. The osillation was a possible
explanation of these measurements but all these experiments were designed to measure
only one spei neutrino avor ontribution to the total solar neutrino spetrum.
One of the most exiting osillation result was given by SuperKamiokande in 1998
on atmospheri neutrinos when the experiment measured an unexpeted ratio between the
upward and the downward going muon neutrinos [15℄. This eet is the rst experimental
proof of neutrino osillation and of the existene of a non-zero neutrino mass as well.
Indeed, downward going muon neutrinos produed in the terrestrial atmosphere traveled
a longer distane inside the Earth before entering in the detetor. Assuming osillation
depends on the baseline length, there should be a dependane of atmospheri neutrino
rate on zenith angle. From this result, neutrino osillation seemed to be a valid theory and
an experimental quest started to haraterize this phenomenon by measuring the dierent
assoiated parameters : two squared masses dierenes and three mixing angles. Later
on, water Cerenkov detetors ame up to perform estimations of the total solar neutrino
ux and, as the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment did in 2000 in Canada,
validate the neutrino osillation hypothesis in the solar setor [16℄. These important
results were ompleted with other soures of neutrinos, for instane the nulear power
plant experiment KamLAND in Japan observed the osillations in 2005 ; furthermore,
experiments like K2K in Japan with neutrinos produed in aelerators also onrmed
the neutrino osillation. All these experiments allow physiists to build a global piture
of the neutrino osillation and in 2009, when I started this work, four out of the ve
above-named parameters were determined. The mixing angle alled θ13 remained not
measured and the sign of ∆m223 unknown. Moreover the Charge onjugation Parity (CP)
violation phase, possibly existing if θ13 has a non-zero value, was also undetermined. The
knowledge of θ13 is thus ruial and in 2009 the best limit was the result of the Chooz
experiment [17℄ published in 1999 : sin2(2θ13) < 0.14 at 90% Condene Level (C.L.)
with ∆m213 = 2.5 × 10−3eV2. In this ontext, several experiments were being built in
order to push down this limit and possibly to measure the atual value of θ13 : some of
them with nulear power plant neutrinos as Daya Bay, Reator Experiment for Neutrino
Osillations (RENO) and Double Chooz, some others with aelerator neutrinos as Main
Injetor Neutrino Osillation Searh (MINOS) or Tokai to Kamioka (T2K). The rst ones
are reator νe disappearane experiments and measure a dierene between the neutrino
rate in a near detetor lose to the nulear power plant (a few hundred meters) and another
plaed at a far position (≈ 1 km). MINOS and T2K are in the other hand νe appearane
experiments in a νµ beam and have a double goal : measure θ13 and validate the osillation
phenomenon by observing an appearane of a new avour instead of measuring a deit
of a ertain avour.
3Osillation Projet with Emulsion-tRaking Apparatus (OPERA) is also an
experiment designed to measure osillations in the atmospheri setor in the appearane
mode νµ → ντ . Although the νµ beam is optimized for ντ appearane, OPERA remains
sensitive to the νµ → νe osillation. This thesis work aims to evaluate the potential
sensitivity of OPERA to this osillation and to θ13 measurement. First a brief theoretial
and experimental review of neutrino osillation will be done. Then a desription of the
OPERA experiment, of the DAQ system and the analysis framework will be given. I
will then ome to the work I have done on the the reonstrution and the analysis of
eletromagneti showers in OPERA briks using MC studies of both τ → e appearane
hannel and the νµ → νe osillation.
4 Introdution
Chapter 1
Neutrino Physis
From the theoretial point of view [18℄, in an extension of the SM, the neutrino
an aquire a mass through oupling with a Higgs doublet whih is rather natural for what
is expeted from partile mass generation. In addition, dierent kind of experiments an
put a limit on the neutrino mass and some future ones are dediated to the measurement of
the atual value of this mass. In this unertain ontext, the best proof of the existene of
a massive neutrino is denitely the neutrino osillation phenomenon. In this hapter,
the formalism of neutrino osillations will be desribed and a review of the present
experimental piture of neutrino osillation will be drawn.
1.1 Neutrino Osillation
1.1.1 Mixing and osillation
The idea that a partile an osillate between dierent states goes bak to 1950's
and to the studies of kaons, partiles that were disovered in osmi rays interation in
the late 1940's [19℄. In 1953, in a sheme for lassifying the newly found partiles, theorist
M. Gell-Mann represented the neutral kaon K0 and its antipartile K0 as two distint
partiles. Both of them should be deaying into two or three harged pions with dierent
lifetimes. So the problem was to determine whih partile, K0 or K0, has originated a
nal state with two or three harged pions. The key to this problem is in realising that
what we observe must be an admixture of the two states K0 and K0. M. Gell-Mann made
the link with quantum mehanis and the superposition priniple : the neutral kaons are
two quantum states with nite and distint lifetime, short and long, thus dierent ways
to deay into two or three pions
1
, as shown in equation 1.1.
B. Ponteorvo used the same priniple for another neutral partile : the neutrino.
In 1957, he disussed the idea of neutrino-antineutrino mixing but 10 years later he turned
to the idea, that through the mixing, a νe ould osillate into a νµ and vie & versa [10℄.
Z. Maki et al. also made that same hypothesis in 1962 [11℄.
1
Note that in ase of a small CP violating eet, K0
L
→ π+π− is allowed with a branhing ratio of
order 10
−3
.
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|K0S〉 =
|K0〉+ |K0〉√
2
[CP = +1] K0S → 2π (1.1)
|K0L〉 =
|K0〉 − |K0〉√
2
[CP = −1] K0L → 3π
1.1.2 Osillation priniple
The basi idea behind neutrino mixing is that the states that partiipate in
weak interations are not exatly the same as the states of spei mass ; instead the
weak interation states are mixtures of states of spei mass. For instane, when
eletron-neutrinos are emitted at a ertain energy, the dierent mass states propagate
through spae at dierent veloities, i.e. the mass states beome out of phase with eah
other so that mixture will evolve with time. In this way, the mixture orresponding
to eletron-neutrino will hange into another mixture orresponding to a muon-neutrino
or a tau-neutrino. The matries used to diagonalize the Yukawa oupling matries of
harged leptons and neutrinos are mixed in the harged urrent Lagrangian to yield the
Maki Nakagawa Sakata Ponteorvo (MNSP) neutrino mixing matrix U
MNSP
= U [20℄.
The neutrino lepton avour states |να〉 are thereby related to the mass states |νk〉 by U
through :
|να〉 =
n∑
k=1
U∗αk |νk〉 (1.2)
The lepton avour state of a neutrino with an energy Ek and a momentum pk
travelling for a time t is given by :
|να(t)〉 =
n∑
k=1
U∗αk e
−iEkt |νk〉 (1.3)
By inverting relation 1.2, we obtain the following relation showing that after its
prodution, a neutrino is a linear superposition of the existing avour states :
|να(t)〉 =
∑
β=e,µ,τ
(
n∑
k=1
U∗αk e
−iEkt Uβk
)
|νβ〉 (1.4)
Neutrinos produed in a avour state α have a probability to be in a avour state
β as a funtion of time t written below :
Pνα→νβ(t) = |〈νβ|να(t, L)〉|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
U∗αk e
−iEkt Uβk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(1.5)
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From the De Broglie dispersion relation E2 = p2+m2 and the fat that neutrinos
are ultrarelativisti, the dispersion relation an be approximated by :
Ek ≈ E + mk
2E
⇒ Ek −Ej ≈
∆m2kj
2E
(1.6)
Hene, in neutrino experiments, the propagation time t is not measured and as far
as ultrarelativisti neutrinos travel at the speed of light : t = L, with L the propagation
distane.
The osillation probability is nally given by :
Pνα→νβ(L,E) = δαβ + 2ℜ
∑
k>j
U∗αkUβkUαjU
∗
βje
−i∆m
2
jk
L
2E
(1.7)
with the squared mass states dierene ∆m2jk = m
2
k −m2j .
and where δαβ = 1 if α = β, 0 otherwise.
As it is presented in setion 1.2.2.4, the upper bound on the neutrino mass is
within the eV and, in experimental partile physis, the neutrinos have an energy above
the MeV. Therefore, they are onsidered as relativisti. In addition, in the osillation
formalism, neutrinos have been desribed by plane waves for simpliity while it should
have been wave pakets. The treatment with wave pakets leads to the same formula
but adds the possibility of deoherene due to dierent group veloities. The latter an
happen only for very large travel distanes what is not the ase in the urrent neutrino
osillation experiments.
Only the seond term in expression 1.7 desribes the osillation as a funtion of the
distane L between the soure and the detetor and the neutrino energy E. Furthermore,
the dependene on the mass dierene between the mass states allows to establish that
an observation of the osillation phenomenon implies that neutrinos are massive. It is
important to notie that, in absene of CP violation, the osillation probabilities Pνα→νβ
do not depend on possible phases of the UMNSP matrix. Moreover, in the ase of invariane
under Charge onjugation Parity Time (CPT), we obtain:
Pνα→νβ = Pνα→νβ (1.8)
1.1.3 Two avours osillation in vauum
For the establishment of the neutrino osillation probability in vauum used in
the past experiments, let us onsider the simplest ase where only two neutrino avours
are involved : να and νβ linked by a rotation matrix depending only on a mixing angle θ :
(
να
νβ
)
=
(
cosθ sinθ
−sinθ cosθ
)(
ν1
ν2
)
(1.9)
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From equation 1.7 the resulting osillation probability is :
Pνα→νβ(L) = sin
22θ sin2
(
∆m2L
4E
)
(1.10)
where ∆m2 is the squared masses dierene between the mass states ν1 and ν2, and sin
22θ
ontrols the amplitude of the osillations whereas sin2
(
∆m2L
4E
)
is the osillating term with
the phase
∆m2L
4E
.
To obtain appreiable osillation, there should be a large mixing angle θ but also
a phase so that :
∆m2L
4E
≈ 1 (1.11)
When the phase is very large ompared to one, the nite energy resolution and/or
the nite detetor size lead to an averaged osillation probability of about half the
amplitude fator. Past osillation experiments have largely used the following formula
where the h and  onstants have been restored :
Pνα→νβ(L) = sin
22θ sin2
(
1.27
∆m2[eV2] L[km]
E[GeV]
)
(1.12)
1.1.4 Three neutrino avours osillations
In the ase of three involved neutrino avours in the osillation, the U
PMNS
matrix
depends on three mixing angles: θ12 , θ23 and θ13 and a CP violation phase δ. This phase
introdues a possible asymmetry between the osillation probabilities of neutrinos Pνα→νβ
and antineutrinos Pνα→νβ . If the neutrino is a Majorana partile, see setion 1.2.2.2,
there are two additional phases α2 and α3 that have no impat on the neutrino osillation
probabilities. U an be parametrized by the produt of three rotation matries and a
diagonal matrix arrying the two Majorana phases :
U =

1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23

×

 c13 0 s13e−iδ0 1 0
−s13e−iδ 0 c13

×

 c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
0 0 1

×

1 0 00 eiα2 0
0 0 eiα3


=

 c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − c12s23s13e+iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e−iδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13e+iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e+iδ c23c13

×

1 0 00 eiα2 0
0 0 eiα3


(1.13)
with cij = cos(θij) and sij = sin(θij), i, j = 1, 2, 3.
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When onsidering osillation probabilities, there are three additional parameters
oming from the squared masses dierenes between the mass states (m1, m2, m3): ∆m
2
12,
∆m223 and ∆m
2
31. However, only two of these parameters are independent sine :
∆m212 +∆m
2
23 +∆m
2
31 = 0 (1.14)
and onsequently neutrino osillations depends on six parameters. As it is desribed in
setion 1.3, (θ12, ∆m
2
12) were rst determined in the solar neutrino experiments and alled
(θ
sol
, ∆m2
sol
) while (θ32, ∆m
2
32) were determined in atmospheri neutrino experiments and
so-alled (θ
atm
, ∆m2
atm
).
Given the fat that this thesis is about the study of neutrino osillation in
the νµ → νe hannel with the OPERA experiment, the omputation of the related
probability of osillation in this hannel an be obtained from the equation 1.7 and using
the parametrization of U
PMNS
in equation 1.13 and the result is :
P (νµ → νe) = 4c213s213s223sin2
∆m213L
4E
×
[
1± 2a
∆m213
(1− 2s213)
]
(1.15)
+ 8c213s12s13s23(c12c23cosδ − s12s13s23)cos
∆m223L
4E
sin
∆m213L
4E
sin
∆m212L
4E
± 8c213c12c23s12s13s23sinδsin
∆m223L
4E
sin
∆m213L
4E
sin
∆m212L
4E
+ 4s212c
2
13(c
2
13c
2
23 + s
2
12s
2
23s
2
13 − 2c12c23s12s23s13cosδ)sin2
∆m212L
4E
∓ 8c212s213s223cos
∆m223L
4E
sin
∆m213L
4E
aL
4E
(1− 2s213)
1.1.5 Osillations in matter
Neutrinos travelling through matter may be oherently forward sattered by
interating with eletrons and nuleons omposing the medium. This modies the mixing
between avour states and propagation states and the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian,
leading to a dierent osillation probability with respet to vauum. To simplify the
formalism, only the 2-avour osillation will be onsidered in this setion.
1.1.5.1 Matter with onstant density
In the SM, fermions an interat with matter through dierent types of proesses :
absorption, inelasti and elasti satterings. For pratial purposes and beause neutrino
interations are weak, absorption proesses are negligible. Inelasti sattering going as
G2
F
, with G
F
the Fermi oupling onstant
2
, is typially negligible as well with respet to
oherent sattering going as G
F
. Neutrinos undergo thus forward elasti sattering, in
whih they do not hange momentum.
2
The most preise experimental determination of the Fermi onstant omes from measurements of the
muon lifetime, whih is inversely proportional to the square of G
F
, G
F
= 1.16637× 10−5GeV−2 [21℄.
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Neutrinos interat with matter via Neutral Current (NC) interations, regardless
of their avour. This interation reates an overall phase fator whih has no physial
eet on osillations [22℄. However, beause of the natural presene of eletrons in matter,
we must inlude the Charged Current (CC) sattering of νe's whih do aet the osillation
by adding a phase shift. This interation is at the origin of the addition of a potential to
the free Hamiltonian alled matter potential :
V
CC
=
√
2G
F
Ne (1.16)
where Ne the eletron density in the medium. VCC is the potential indued by the CC.
In the two avours ase, whih is a good theoretial exerise to understand the
priniple of osillation in matter with onstant density, the diagonal basis and the avour
basis are related by a unitary matrix with angle in matter [23℄ :
tan(2θ
M
) =
∆m2
2E
sin(2θ)
∆m2
2E
cos(2θ)−√2G
F
Ne
(1.17)
Here, three interesting limits are arising :
√
2G
F
Ne ≪ ∆m22E cos(2θ) : the vauum ase is reovered and θM = θ.
√
2G
F
Ne ≫ ∆m22E cos(2θ) : matter eets dominate and osillations are suppressed.
√
2G
F
Ne =
∆m2
2E
cos(2θ) : there is a resonane implying a maximal mixing θ
M
= π
4
for the resonane density N
R
= Ne.
The resonane ondition an be satised for neutrinos, if ∆m2 > 0, and
antineutrinos, if ∆m2 < 0. If there is an enhanement in one of the two hannels, it
is possible to dedue the sign of ∆m2 as will be desribed in setion 1.2.2.4.
1.1.5.2 Varying density and Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) eet
Neutrino osillations in the matter were investigated by Mikheyev and Smirnov
who pointed out the appearane of a resonane region : at a given neutrino energy, the
probability for osillation will be enhaned to large values, even when the mixing angles
in vauum are small. This mehanism is alled the MSW eet [24℄. Let us onsider the
ase in whih Ne is not uniform. This happens in the Sun where neutrinos are produed
and then propagate through a medium of varying density. In this ase the evolution of
avour eigenstates are not deoupled and in general, it is very diult to nd analytial
solution to this problem. However some assumptions an be made : if density is not
varying too fast, adiabati transformation an be onsidered. This adiabaity ondition
is available in the Sun for a ertain energy range.
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Below this energy range, about a few MeV, the vauum osillations are reovered.
If energy and density onditions are fullled, an interesting ase of the adiabati matter
resonane appears. A neutrino produed in the enter of the Sun in the avour eigenstate
νe will be guided to the surfae by that resonant adiabiity ondition whih modies the
osillation to a propagation eigenstate ν1, or ν2, with the probability cos
2θ
M
, or sin2θ
M
.
The osillation wavelength has to be small with respet to the propagation length i.e.
the Sun radius. Detailed alulation an be found in referene [25℄. In the extreme ase
of a matter eet dominane sin2θ
M
≈ 1, νe's will leave the Sun in the ν2 eigenstate
whih is omposed by the 3 avours of neutrinos approximately in equal frations as
shown in the gure 1.1 : the νe quantity on Earth is suppressed without onsidering the
osillation in vauum between the Sun and the Earth. In a realisti ase, solar neutrinos
will reah the Earth in the propagation states ν1 and ν2. The measured νe ux on Earth
ould be aeted by this MSW eet and both solar neutrino experiments sensitive to all
avours and aelerator experiments produing high energy neutrinos ould investigate
this phenomenon.
1.2 Other Properties
1.2.1 Heliity
First, if one assumes a fermion, i.e. a neutrino, it an be desribed by the Dira
equation :
Hψ = (−→α · −→p + βm)ψ (1.18)
Considering neutrino has a zero mass, it gives two deoupled equations for
two-omponent spinors χ(p) and Φ(p) :
Eχ = −−→σ · −→p χ (1.19)
EΦ = +−→σ · −→p Φ
where σ are 2 × 2 Pauli matries. Eah of these equations has respetively a
solution whih desribe a partile with a positive energy and a negative heliity λ = −1
2
for the rst one : a left-handed neutrino ν
L
and an antipartile with a negative energy and
a positive heliity λ = +1
2
for the seond one : a right-handed antineutrino ν
R
. As far as
neutrino interats only by weak urrent exhange and that urrent is of the Vetor - Axial
vetor (V-A) form, only left-handed neutrino and right-handed antineutrino respetively
an exist. If neutrino mass is not stritly zero, a Lorentz transformation would turn a ν
L
into a ν
R
and the assertion that only ν
L
exists in nature annot be made.
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1.2.2 Neutrino mass
Previous setion showed that the neutrino osillation are a well-established
phenomenon and proves experimentally that neutrinos are massive. It beomes interesting
to look how theory will give a mass to the neutrino. The osillation formalism desribed
in setion 1.1.2 and the heliity onsiderations presented in setion 1.2.1 showed that
left-handed avour eigenstates an be expressed as left-handed mass eigenstates :
|νLα〉 =
n∑
k=1
U∗αk |νLk 〉 (1.20)
Dierent mass generation mehanisms an be onsidered [18℄ as shown in the
following setions.
1.2.2.1 Dira mass term
As it has been already disussed, the SM does not predit the neutrino mass.
Expressing the Lagrangian, the mass generation of the neutrino has to be formulated by
introduing a new term alled the Dira mass term :
L
Dira
= −m
D
ν
L
ν
R
+ h.. (1.21)
where ν
L
and ν
R
are triplets of left-handed and right-handed neutrino mass eigenstates
respetively.
Note that this term onnets right and left parts then it is invariant under U(1)
symmetry : ν
L
→ eiαν
L
whih implies that the total lepton number is onserved.
1.2.2.2 Majorana mass term
As neutrino is a neutral partile, it ould be a Majorana partile i.e. neutrino
ould be its own antipartile. Aording to that assumption, the SM Lagrangian should
be modied by adding :
LL
Majorana
= −1
2
m
L
νT
L
Cν
L
+ h.. (1.22)
where C is the harge onjugation operator.
Considering this Majorana mass term, it is not anymore invariant under U(1)
symmetry and the total lepton number is onsequently violated by |∆L| = 2. Proesses
like double-β deay are therefore allowed.
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If the neutrino is a truly Majorana partile whih means νC
M
= ν
M
, where ν
M
stands for Majorana neutrino, and in general νC
M
= eiαν
M
, one an express in terms of
hiral omponents :
ν
M
= ν
L
+ e−iανC
L
(1.23)
From equation 1.22 the Majorana Lagrangian term beomes :
LL
Majorana
= −1
2
m
M
ν
M
ν
M
(1.24)
where the Majorana phase has just been attahed to the mass.
The previous setion explained that a right omponent an exist through the
Dira mass term, one an introdue Majorana mass terms ating on the right-handed
neutrino :
LR
Majorana
= −1
2
M
R
νT
R
Cν
R
+ h.. (1.25)
It is interesting to notie that eletroweak symmetry is not broken sine this
mass term links two right-handed neutrinos. Same as for the Majorana mass term for
left-handed neutrinos, the lepton avour symmetry is broken |∆L| = 2 with the same
onsequenes of the previous ase.
1.2.2.3 Dira + Majorana
Considering all these dierent Lagrangians and that both right and left heliities
exist for the neutrino, one an write a general mass Lagrangian with the mass term
expressed in the (ν
L
, νC
R
) basis :
L
mass
= L
Dira
+ LL
Majorana
+ LR
Majorana
(1.26)
= −1
2
ν
(
m
L
m
D
mT
D
M
R
)
νC + h..
In onlusion, the neutrino mass is hereby generally expressed. However the
neutrino nature, Majorana or Dira, is not yet determined. Observation of a double-β
deay with neutrinos emission ould stand for the Dira nature. On the ontrary, double-β
deay without neutrinos emission ould stand for the Majorana nature. Moreover this
would be also the rst proof of lepton avour symmetry breaking. Apart from these
onsiderations, the form of the mass term matrix is not yet known, several limits an
however be srutinized :
- m
L
= M
R
= 0 orresponds to a Dira neutrino whih is strangely omparable to
two Majorana neutrinos with equal masses of opposite sign.
- (m
L
=M
R
)≪ m
D
orresponds to a pseudo-Dira neutrino.
- M
R
≫ m
D
orresponds to the see-saw mehanism desribes in appendix C.2
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1.2.2.4 Experimental onstraints on the neutrino mass
There are dierent soures of experimental onstraints on the neutrino mass :
from osmology, from astrophysis, from aelerator physis and from neutrino physis.
 Cosmology onstraints
In the early universe, neutrinos were in equilibrium with the primordial
plasma. As the universe expanded, the rate of interations dereased leading to the
deoupling, rst, of neutrinos followed by photons. The temperature of neutrinos at
that time an be inferred from the photon temperature determined preisely thanks
to the Cosmologial Mirowave Bakground (CMB). From their temperature, one
an derive the present ontribution to the universe energy density that is onstrained
by astronomial data. This onstraint is transformed into a bound on the sum of
the neutrino masses. Furthermore, sine neutrinos were relativisti at the time
of deoupling, they must have suppressed the formation of small sale strutures
but partiipated to lustering on large sales resulting in hanges in the matter
power spetrum. The heavier the neutrino masses, the more pronouned the eet.
Consequently, a onstraint on the neutrinos masses an be derived from the survey
of the angular matter power distribution and partiularly of large sale strutures,
i.e. the galaxy distribution. The ombination of WMAP, CBI, ACBAR (CMB
experiments) and 2dFGRS (galaxy survey) yields at 95% C.L. [26℄ :
∑
mν < 0.24 eV for a single massive neutrino. (1.27)∑
mν < 0.71 eV for 3 degenerate massive neutrinos.
This limit is denitely low with respet to the others but the early universe
desription is strongly model dependant.
 Astrophysis onstraint
The famous supernova SN1987A oered the opportunity to detet supernova
neutrinos and given the tremendous baseline and measuring the time of ight from :
∆t[ms] = 5.15
(mν
1eV
)2(10MeV
E2
)
D
10 kp
(1.28)
it allows to put a onstraint on the neutrino mass at 95% C.L. :
mν < 5.8 eV (1.29)
 Aelerator physis onstraints
One an evaluate an upper limit on the neutrino mass for eah avour by knowing
the kinematis of dierent partile deays :
mνe < 2× 10−6 MeV from the tritium deay (1.30)
mνµ < 0.19 MeV from the pion deay
mντ < 18.2 MeV from the tau deay
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 Neutrino physis
Finally, neutrino physis experiments probing the osillation parameters measure
the squared masses dierenes and one of the lastest t [27℄ gives :
|∆m2| = 2.43+0.23−0.28 × 10−3 eV2 (1.31)
δm2 = 7.54+0.64−0.55 × 10−5 eV2
A simple observation on this experimental result is that only the solar mass dierene
δm2 = m21 −m22 = ∆m2
sol
is fully known, the sign has been determined thanks to
MSW eet on solar neutrinos.
The atmospheri mass dierene, dened by ∆m2 = m21 −m23 = ∆m2atm, has been
measured without a hint about the sign. So the ordering of mass eigenstates on
an absolute mass sale is not yet dened : this is the problem of mass hierarhy.
Nevertheless, the situation an be summarized by stating on the lightest neutrino
whih lets only 2 possibilities summarized on gure 1.1 the Normal Hierarhy (NH)
or the Inverse Hierarhy (IH) :
Figure 1.1: Mass splitting in the neutrino setor. Left : NH. Right : IH. [28℄
In the future, several experiments will try to lower this limit on the neutrino
mass and may nd the atual value of this mass. Among these experiments, one
an distinguish the β-deay experiments like KATRIN [29℄ and the neutrinoless double
β-deay experiments like SuperNemo [30℄. Their priniples are desribed in appendies
C.3 and C.4.
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1.3 Experimental Status Of Neutrino Osillation
An important part of the neutrino physis, in whih the OPERA experiment takes
part, onsists in measuring all parameters driving the osillation phenomenon desribed
in setion 1.1.4. We quikly determined the mixing angles, and onsequently squared
masses dierenes, in the solar and in the atmospheri setors beause of the abundane
of neutrino soures and beause of the relatively large value of these parameters. In 2009,
θ13 whih is the oupling between the two osillation regimes, was not measured and the
limit put by nulear reator experiments desribed in the following was ompatible with
a zero value meaning that a two avours osillation sheme was a possibility. In addition,
the measurement of CP phase and the other parameters would be signiantly aeted
depending on the large, small or zero value of θ13.
The best limit was put by the CHOOZ experiment at 90% C.L. [17℄ :
sin22θ13 < 0.1 (1.32)
CHOOZ measured the νe ux produed by the nulear power plant with a liquid
sintillator detetor at 1km from the reator trying to observe a deit in this neutrino
rate with respet to the expeted ux produed by the nulear reator.
Meanwhile, the other mixing angles and squared masses dierenes were quite
well tted. Aording to the global analysis [31℄, the solar and reator parameters, θ12
and δm2 were tted with data from GALLEX, SNO, KamLAND and Borexino :
δm2 = 7.67+0.52−0.53 × 10−5 eV2 (1.33)
sin2θ12 = 0.312
+0.063
−0.049
GALLEX was a Homestake-like experiment but using gallium instead of hlorine
in the LNGS from 1991 to 1997. SNO was a water Cerenkov detetor lled with heavy
water instead of normal water and was sensitive to all avours of solar neutrinos and to
neutral urrent interations as well ; data aquisition started in 1999 and ended in 2006.
KamLAND is an experiment whih was deteting νe from several nulear reators but sine
the baseline was long, for neutrinos at higher energies, the solar setor was also probed
by KamLAND using a liquid sintillator detetor. Note these data are ompatible with
neutrino osillation preditions orreted by the MSW eet mentioned in setion 1.1.5.2.
Finally, Borexino is a liquid sintillator detetor loated in the LNGS and measuring
sub-MeV solar neutrinos ; it started to aquire data sine 2007 and is still on going.
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Similarly the atmospheri setor is driven by ∆m2 and sin2θ23 and these
parameters were determined in 2009 [31℄ within 1σ :
∆m2 = 2.39+0.11−0.08 × 10−3 eV2 (1.34)
sin2θ23 = 0.466
+0.073
−0.058
with data from atmospheri neutrinos experiments like SuperKamiokande (SK) and from
Long BaseLine (LBL) experiments like KEK To Kamioka (K2K) and MINOS. Note that
the squared masses dierene is muh larger than in the solar setor whih indiates two
dierent osillation regimes.
This piture being inomplete, several experiments dediated to measure
the undetermined mixing angle θ13 were to be built in 2009. On the one hand,
LBL experiments like T2K in Japan whih aims to measure the appearane of νe into
a beam of νµ with the SuperKamiokande detetor plaed 295km away from the neutrino
soure. On the other hand, nulear power plant experiments like Double Chooz in Frane,
Daya Bay in China and Reno in Korea based on the same priniple of the CHOOZ
experiment but adding a detetor to ompare uxes at near position and far position to
redue the neutrino ux predition unertainties.
At the beginning of summer 2012, these experiments published their results and
ompleted the osillation piture by measuring the value of θ13 :
sin22θ13 = 0.092± 0.016(stat)± 0.005(syst) Daya Bay [32℄ (1.35)
sin22θ13 = 0.113± 0.013(stat)± 0.019(syst) RENO [33℄
sin22θ13 = 0.086± 0.041(stat)± 0.030(syst) Double Chooz [34℄
sin22θ13 = 0.104
+0.060
−0.045 T2K [35℄
First, Daya Bay and RENO exlude the zero value of θ13 with a large signiane.
The dierent results of these experiments are ompatible with eah others. But these
experiments are only sensitive to the reator setor whereas some others will be sensitive
to the solar or atmospheri ones. A global analysis [27℄ is required to ombine all
experimental results to probe the full parameters spae drawn by (δm2, ±∆m2, θ12, θ13,
θ23, δ). However, experiments have to be grouped with respet to their impat on the
parameters of the U
MNSP
matrix.
First group orresponds to LBL plus solar plus KamLAND data.
LBL experiments are dominantly driven by ∆m2 with an amplitude
cos2θ13sin
2θ23(1− cos2θ13sin2θ23) for the νµ → νµ disappearane hannel and with
an amplitude cos2θ13sin
2θ13sin
2θ23 for the νµ → νe appearane hannel. LBL data
used ome from experiments already desribed earlier in the previous global analysis
and adding new results of MINOS in νµ (and νµ) disappearane as well as updates in
appearane mode. Reent T2K results disappearane and appearane in its νe beam
are also added. These hannels will be analyzed in the same time in a 3ν osillation
framework with solar and KamLAND data in addition to onstrain independantly (δm2,
θ12, θ13).
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The seond group adds to the rst one the Short BaseLine (SBL) data of CHOOZ,
Double Chooz, Daya Bay and RENO desribed earlier in this setion whih are dominantly
driven by ∆m2 with an amplitude sin2θ13cos
2θ13.
The third group adds to the seond one atmospheri neutrino data from SK whih
are dominantly driven by ∆m2 and θ23.
The mixing parameters thus tted by this global analysis are summarized below
with their 1σ error in table 1.1.
Parameter
Best t ± 1σ error
δm2/10−5 eV2
(NH or IH)
7.54+0.26−0.22
sin2θ12
(NH or IH)
0.307+0.018−0.016
∆m2/10−3 eV2 (NH) 2.43
+0.06
−0.10
∆m2/10−3 eV2 (IH) 2.42+0.07−0.11
sin2θ13/10
−2
(NH)
2.41± 0.25
sin2θ13/10
−2
(IH) 2.44+0.23−0.25
sin2θ23 (NH) 0.386
+0.024
−0.021
sin2θ23 (IH) 0.392
+0.039
−0.022
δ/π (NH) 1.08
+0.28
−0.31
δ/π (IH) 1.09+0.38−0.26
Table 1.1: Result of the global 3ν osillation analysis for the 3ν mass-mixing parameters
in the NH or IH piture.
It is now lear that the piture is a 3-avours osillation sine θ13 is not
ompatible with zero anymore. Atually its value is large and allows to put a limit
on the CP violation phase whih seems more likely about π as shown on gure 1.2. The
LBL+solar+KamLAND data t allows large range of θ13 value, SBL experiments results
strongly narrow the allowed region and nally the addition of atmospheri data makes
the δ value π emerge within 1σ error. In the 2σ ontour, all δ values are allowed. The
situation is approximately similar in IH as in NH.
1.3 Experimental Status Of Neutrino Os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Figure 1.2: Results of the global analysis of neutrino masses, mixings and phases in the
plane harted by (sin2θ13 , δ ), all other parameters being marginalized
away. From left to right, the regions allowed at 1, 2 and 3σ refer to
inreasingly rih datasets: LBL+solar+KamLAND data (left panels), plus
SBL reator data (middle panels), plus SK atmospheri data (right panels).
A preferene emerges for δ values around π in both normal hierarhy (NH,
upper panels) and inverted hierarhy (IH, lower panels)[27℄.
In gure 1.3, the rst group of data shows a degeneray for θ23 between the rst
(0 ≤ θ ≤ π
4
) or the seond otant (
π
4
≤ θ ≤ π
2
) value. The SBL data lift the degeneray,
at least within 1σ, by onstraining θ13. In IH, T2K and MINOS allow larger values of θ13
and so the degeneray is not lifted. SK data validate the preferene to the rst otant
for θ23.
The value of θ23 within 1σ whih was 43.1
◦ +4.2◦
−3.4◦ in the former global analysis and
is now down to 38.4◦ +1.4
◦
−1.2◦ . This modiation between the previous and present value of
θ23 is important sine it aets the osillation probability and the expeted neutrino rates
by about 20% in the νµ → νe osillation study in OPERA.
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Figure 1.3: Results of the global analysis of neutrino masses, mixings and phases in the
plane harted by (sin2θ13 , sin
2θ23 ), all other parameters being
marginalized away. From left to right, the regions allowed at 1, 2 and 3σ
refer to inreasingly rih datasets: LBL+solar+KamLAND data (left
panels), plus SBL reator data (middle panels), plus SK atmospheri data
(right panels). Best ts are marked by dots. A preferene emerges for θ23 in
the rst otant [0,
π
4
℄ in both normal hierarhy (NH, upper panels) and
inverted hierarhy (IH, lower panels)[27℄.
Finally, there is a summary of all mixing parameters determined by this new
global analysis illustrated by the gure 1.4. The distributions of squared masses
dierenes, sin2θ12 and sin
2θ13 are linear and symmetrial whih means their distributions
are Gaussian, moreover there is none or small variations between NH and IH. sin2θ23 is
skewed towards the rst otant and δ is highly non Gaussian and gives no onstrain
above 2σ.
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Figure 1.4: Data used are the same as in 2009 adding T2K, Daya Bay, Reno and Double
Chooz results [27℄.
In this hapter, the theoretial and experimental neutrino physis pitures have
been drawn. The osillation priniple, its formalism in the 2ν and 3ν framework in the
vauum as well as in matter have been desribed. Other properties, i.e. heliity and
mass, have been also studied ; a brief experimental status reported about the dierent
onstraints on the neutrino mass. Finally an experimental status of neutrino osillation
has been given and more speially the reent evolution in the osillation results between
2009 and nowadays. Indeed, the 2ν framework has been signiantly exluded by reator
experiments in 2012 as well as they have measured the mixing angle θ13. A global analysis
of the mixing parameters emphasize the ambiguity for sin2(θ23) to be in the rst otant
or in the seond one and a preferene for the CP phase δ for π.
In this present ontext, the ontribution of OPERA is still to validate the
osillation in the atmospheri setor in the appearane mode and provide result in order
to onrm the rst-otant value of θ23. About θ13, by measuring νµ → νe osillation,
OPERA an also onrm the above mentioned results.
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Chapter 2
The OPERA Experiment
OPERA [36℄ is a long-baseline neutrino experiment loated at the Gran Sasso
Laboratory in Italy, 730 km from Centre Européen pour la Reherhe Nuléaire (CERN),
downstream in the CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso (CNGS) neutrino beam. The OPERA
experiment is designed and optimised for a diret appearane searh of νµ → ντ osillations
in the parameter region indiated by Super-Kamiokande [15℄ to explain the zenithal angle
dependene of the atmospheri neutrino deit. It detets the ντ Charged Current (CC)
interations in an almost pure muon neutrino beam produed at the CNGS. In addition to
νµ → ντ osillations, the OPERA detetor will also be searhing for νµ → νe osillations
thanks to its eletron identiation apability. OPERA is a large detetor made of a
VETO plane followed by two idential Super-Module (SMod) eah onsisting of a target
setion and a muon spetrometer. The Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC), a part of the
target setion, is made of a modular struture alled the "brik" : a sandwih of passive
material plates of lead interspaed with emulsion layers. By assembling a large quantity
of suh modules, it has been possible to oneive and realize 1.25 kt ne-grained vertex
detetor optimized for the study of ντ appearane. The walls of briks are alternated
with sintillator detetors alled Target Traker (TT) for event loation. The target
part is ompleted with magnetised iron spetrometers for muon harge and momentum
measurements. Finally, two automated systems alled Brik Manipulating System (BMS)
have been built in order to insert briks during the onstrution phase of the detetor
and extrat them one a neutrino interation is loated during the physis runs. Eah
part desribed above will be detailed in the following setions starting with the CNGS
beam. In addition, the desription of the neutrino interation and the expeted rates in
the OPERA target will be given. The detetion of the interations in a brik, the sanning
and the analysis proess will be desribed and the eieny of eah step will be assessed.
2.1 The CNGS Beamline Desription
The CNGS [37℄ neutrino beam was optimized for ντ appearane in the parameter
region indiated by the atmospheri neutrino experiments. A topologial desription of
the OPERA experiment inluding the CNGS beam is given in the gure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The OPERA baseline [38℄.
The CNGS beamline starts with the Lina whih aelerates protons to an energy
of 50 MeV. These protons are injeted to the Booster aquiring an energy of 1.5 GeV.
Then, they are sent to the Proton Synhrotron (PS) where they reah an energy of 14 GeV
before they are transferred to the Super Proton Synhrotron (SPS). Finally, the protons
reah their nal energy of 400 GeV. The shemati view of the aelerator omplex of
CERN is shown in gure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: The CERN proton aelerators used for the CNGS [38℄.
Two bunhes of 400 GeV protons are extrated from the CERN SPS in a 6 s yle.
Eah bunh is obtained in a 10.5µs short pulse with nominal intensity of 2.4 × 1013
protons on target (p.o.t.) per pulse. The proton beam is transported through the transfer
line TT41 to the CNGS target T40 [38℄. The target onsists of series of thin graphite
rods ooled with helium. Seondary pions and kaons of positive harge produed in the
target are foused into a parallel beam by a system of two magneti lenses, alled horn
and reetor. A 1000 m long deay tunnel allows the pions and kaons to deay into
muon-neutrinos and muons. The remaining hadrons are absorbed by an iron beamdump.
The muons are monitored by two sets of detetors downstream of the dump, where the
muon intensity, the beam prole and its entre are measured. Further downstream, the
muons are absorbed in the rok while neutrinos ontinue to travel towards the LNGS.
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Regarding to the beam parameters, the average neutrino energy at the LNGS
loation is about 17 GeV. The νµ ontamination is about 2.1%. The νe and νe
ontaminations are lower than 1% while the number of prompt ντ from DS deay is
negligible. The average
L
Eν
ratio is 43 km.GeV−1. Due to the Earth's urvature, neutrinos
from CERN enter the LNGS halls with an angle of 0.0585 rad with respet to the vertial
plane.
The diameter of the beam in the LNGS is about 2 km [39℄ and the beam intensity
is uniform along X and Y axis of the detetor.
The CNGS beamline setup is shown in gure 2.3 and the main features of the beam are
summarized in table 2.1.
Figure 2.3: Main omponents of the CNGS beamline [38℄.
L 730 km
〈E〉 17 GeV
L/〈Eν〉 43 GeV/km
νe + νe/νµ 0.87%
νµ/νµ 2.1%
ντ prompt negligible
Table 2.1: The CNGS neutrino beam features [36℄.
2.2 The Experimental Setup
The OPERA detetor loated in hall C of the LNGS in Italy, beneath 1400m of
rok whih redues the muon ux by a fator 10−7 to 1µ/m2/h [36℄, ombines Emulsion
Cloud Chambers (ECC) with eletroni detetors. This ombination is also alled the
"hybrid" struture. VETO planes are loated at the upstream part of the detetor and
aim to identify muons inoming the detetor. The target part is omposed of 31 walls
per SMod, beause of emulsion shortage only 27 walls are lled. Eah wall ontains one
layer of ECC briks and a seond layer of TT sintillators. Eah brik wall is omposed
of 64 rows and 52 olumns and only 56 rows are lled with 52 briks.
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These briks are omposed of a stak of 56 layers of lead with a thikness of 1mm,
interleaved with 43µm thik emulsion layers on both sides of a 205µm thik plasti base.
These briks are inserted into brik walls with the help of the BMS robots. A Changeable
Sheet doublet (CSd) [40℄ is independently paked and plaed downstream of eah brik.
In addition, SMod is equipped with a spetrometer to measure the harge and momentum
of harged partiles. Detailed desription of these parts is given in the following setions
and an be seen in gure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: A piture of the OPERA detetor. The Super-Module (SMod)s are
omposed of a lead target ombined with a sintillator target traker and an
eletroni muon spetrometer.
2.2.1 The OPERA lms
In order to produe emulsion plates in large-sale appliations, an R&D projet
was arried out between the Fuji-Film ompany and Nagoya University in Japan [41℄. A
target mass of 1 kt requires an area of emulsion sheets having the order of 100 000m2.
Beause the prodution of this amount of lms by hand is not possible, Fuji Film ompany
has used some ommerial mahines in order to avoid time onsuming prodution. The
ross setion view of the OPERA emulsion lm is shown in gure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: A ross setion view of the mahine-oated OPERA lm [41℄.
The emulsion sheet has been proessed by pouring emulsion gel, ontaining
embedded silver halide rystals, on plasti plates and drying them in limate-ontrolled
room. The thikness of the plasti base is 205µm. Emulsion gel has been spread out on
both sides of the base material. The blak lines, displayed in gure 2.5 in the middle of
the emulsion layers, are protetion oats with thikness of 1µm. The OPERA emulsion
layers are 43µm thik.
With the usage of the mahine oating system, a layer was generated
automatially on the emulsion lm surfae. The aim of that layer is to protet the
ative layer of the oated gel from any kind of mehanial eets. It also allows to avoid
extra leaning proedure for the emulsion lms being exposed to lead radioativity inside
ECC. The emulsion lms get some spots after being in ontat with lead. More detailed
information about the lead indued eets inside the ECC brik is given by referene [42℄.
These spots are alled fog. They an be erased with a refreshing proedure. The OPERA
emulsions are refreshed by applying high humidity and high temperature for 6 days. The
remaining fog level for the lms after refreshing proess is 5 grains/1000µm3.
2.2.2 The Emulsion Cloud Chamber
The main omponents of the ECC are lead, 1mm thik, and emulsion lms. The
hoie of lead has been driven by its high density and its short radiation length allowing
an optimization of the neutrino interation rates and the momentum measurement by
Multiple Coulomb Sattering (MCS) respetively. The ECC brik has been made by the
Brik Assembling Mahine (BAM). The BAM assembled and produed the ECC briks,
weighting 8.3 kg, as a stak of 56 lead plates interleaved with 57 nulear emulsion lms.
The transverse dimension of an ECC brik is 10.2 m× 12.7 m ; the thikness is 7.5 m.
This dimension orresponds to about 10X0 radiation lengths, enough to allow eletron
identiation and to estimate the energy with a resolution of about 30% reported in setion
4.3.2 via eletromagneti shower reonstrution in ECC and momentum measurements
by Multiple Coulomb Sattering (MCS) with a resolution of about 30% reported in
referene [43℄. After the BAM produes the ECC brik, two additional emulsion lms
alled Changeable Sheet doublet (CSd) are assembled and attahed to the downstream
fae of eah ECC brik. The CSd provides information when developed to onrm the
nding of the ECC brik whih ontains the neutrino interation vertex. The aim is to
avoid wasted lm handling and proessing of the misidentied briks. It is important
beause of the sanning overload of the ECC briks [40℄.
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2.2.3 The Changeable Sheet
Sine the onnetion riteria between Target Traker (TT) and the ECC briks
with respet to providing vertex loalization inside the ECC is an important subjet for
the νµ → ντ osillations, the CSd is used as an interfae between TT detetors and the
ECC briks. The Changeable Sheet (CS) is omposed of two nulear emulsions paked
in polyethylene-aluminium laminated envelope and installed inside a plasti box. The
CSd are taped to the downstream side of the ECC brik. A sketh of the CSd loalized
between TT and the ECC brik is shown in gure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Sketh of ECC briks assoiated with TT plane. The CSd in the blue box is
attahed to the downstream side of the ECC brik, so plaed between the
TT wall and the brik.
There are two goals of the CSd attahed to the ECC briks. The rst one is
to onrm the neutrino interation signals obtained from TT detetor, the other one is
to nd neutrino-related interations for the ECC brik SanBak (SB) analysis : CSd
improve the loation eieny by 50%, in the 2009 data sample, 1.5 briks are extrated
per event.
2.2.4 The Target Traker
The eletroni TT following the brik walls are omposed of two planes oriented
along the X and Y axis respetively. These two planes are onstituted by 4 modules of
6.7× 6.7m2 sensitive edge-to-edge surfae. A sketh of a target traker plane is shown on
the Left Hand Side (LHS) of gure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Main omponents of a TT wall of the OPERA detetor [44℄.
A basi unit of the module onsists of 64 strips, 26.3mm wide and 10.6mm thik,
readout by Wave-Length Shifting (WLS) bres oupled to two 64-pixels photodetetors.
The two end-aps of eah target traker module play an important role ; they protet
the WLS bres emerging from the sintillating strips that are guided towards the input
window of the multi-anode photomultipliers. In addition, they host the PhotoMultiplier
(PM) tubes as well as the monitoring light injetion system, the front-end eletroni ards
and the High Voltage (HV) power supplies. They also provide the mehanial struture
by whih the modules will be suspended on the OPERA detetor. A sketh of the end-ap
of a sintillator strip module an be seen on the Right Hand Side (RHS) of gure 2.7.
2.2.5 The Brik Manipulating System and brik handling
As already mentioned, the OPERA detetor is loated underground at the LNGS.
Composed of about 150 000 ECC briks, handling these briks to dierent analysis sites
needs several infrastrutures : the Brik Manipulating System (BMS) to insert and
extrat the ECC from the detetor, an X-ray marking mahine to align the CSd with
the ECC lms, one underground lm development laboratory for the CS to avoid their
ontamination with osmi ray traks, another lm development laboratory on the surfae
level of the lab for the briks. To handle the about 150 000 ECC briks needed to reah
an initial target mass of 1.25 kt two dediated manipulators were developed and built to
automatize the insertion and extration of briks to and from the detetor : the BMS [45℄.
They are installed on eah side of the detetor, one BMS automaton takes are of the
insertion and extration in both SMod. It onsists of the arousel part and the loading
station. To keep trak of the various ativities of the insertion during the target lling,
and the later extration and reinsertion during the run of the experiment, a database is
assoiated to trak every brik and its history from the assembly until it is disassembled
and sanned.
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On the BMS platform where brik insertion and extration take plae, a arousel
serves as an intermediate storage for 26 briks, orresponding to the amount of briks
needed to ll one half-row of the OPERA target. It pushes the briks inside the detetor
and to extrat them, a small sution-vehile an drive inside the target rows to ath
the briks. There is one loading station at eah side of the detetor. On this station a
brik drum an be plaed, hosting up to 234 briks in nine rows. The brik drum an be
quikly replaed to allow a ontinuous operation during the target lling and extration
of briks with a possible neutrino interation. The use of that drum avoids too many
manipulations of the briks to keep good alignment between plates, so that submiron
resolution an be ahieved. Eah above mentioned part of the BMS an be seen on gure
2.8.
Figure 2.8: Overview over the BMS. On the left, the arousel is shown. On the right,
the loading station with a half lled drum.
2.2.6 The Spetrometer
The two OPERA SMod are both equipped with a spetrometer. Eah of those is
omposed of :
 A dipolar magnet : 2 iron layers with a gap of 1.0m in between. They are omposed
of 12 iron slabs eah and 2 oils delivering a magneti eld of 1.55T.
 A High Preision Traker (HPT) : 3 groups of 4 planes of 8m-long vertial drift
tubes (×2 SMod) plaed in front, behind and in between the iron layers of the
magnet. They measure the urvature of the harged partile trajetories from whih
the momentum is inferred. The spatial resolution of 0.5mm of the HPT allows a
momentum measurement with a resolution of about 20% for momenta < 50 GeV/
for harged partiles oming from the CNGS diretion [46℄.
 22 Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) planes per SMod are embedded in the magnet
iron slabs : one RPC plane is made of 21 RPC units, arranged in a 3 × 7 matrix.
Eah RPC unit is sandwihed between two polypropilene layers with pikup opper
strips with horizontal (35mm pith) and vertial orientation (26mm pith) [36℄.
RPC planes allow to generate the prompt signal to trigger the HPT. Apart of that,
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another RPC plane is loated between the target and the spetrometer just before
the rst drift tube plane. It is tilted by 45
◦
to improve the resolution along the
Y axis and resolve ambiguities in the trak spatial reonstrution : this RPC plane
is alled XPC.
High energy harged partiles produed in neutrino interations an reah the
spetrometers. The RPC planes inside the magnets will provide the spatial resolution
neessary to use MCS together with the bending of the trak in the magneti eld to
measure the momentum with high preision. The deviation of the harged partiles in
the magneti eld will also dene their harge. Figure 2.9 shows the ross setion of a
spetrometer.
Figure 2.9: The OPERA spetrometer showing the HPT and the dipole magnet
equipped with RPC layers. The HPT planes are aligned in 3 parts per
magnet arm. The two additional RPC planes shown on the left are the XPC
[47℄.
2.3 The Sanning System
One an event is triggered by Eletroni Detetors (EDs) and the interation
point is found using the TT, a andidate brik is extrated and, if validated by CSd,
is sanned. The emulsion sanning load in the OPERA experiment is shared equally
between Europe and Japan. The san area required to loate a neutrino interation in the
OPERA experiment ranges from 5×5 m2 to 12.5×10 m2 i.e. the entire emulsion surfae.
In order to san these large areas, new sanning systems of high speed automatization
were developed, both in Japan and in Europe. To inrease the image aquisition rate, two
dierent designs were followed : in Japan the speed of the previouly used in CERN Hybrid
Osillation Researh apparatUS (CHORUS) system was inreased into a Super-Ultra
Trak Seletor (S-UTS) [48, 49℄, while in Europe a large number of high-speed mirosopes
with standard omponents, European Sanning System (ESS), was hosen.
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2.3.1 The European Sanning System
The design goal of the European laboratories was to develop an automati
mirosope stage with a sanning speed of 20 m2/hour, shown in gure 2.10, and
desribed in detail in [50, 51, 52, 53℄.
Figure 2.10: ESS mirosope setup [53℄.
To ahieve the sanning speed required by the OPERA experiment, many
mirosopes are used. The main design idea is the software-based approah for data
proessing. Thus, new algorithms an be easily tested and by the integration of
ommerially available omponents to build the mirosope, upgrades due to tehnologial
improvements are possible. The ESS mirosope onsists of a mehanial stage moving
along X and Y axis where the emulsion is set for the sanning and an optial part
mounted on a vertial stage moving along Z axis inluding an objetive immerged in
oil or in dry ondition. The images are taken in 16 views along the Z axis of eah
emulsion layer, with a ontinuous movement along Z. The depth of eld in one view is
about 3µm. These tomographi images are aptured with a Complementary Metal Oxide
Semiondutor (CMOS) amera.
2.3.2 The CS sanning
Everyday about 30 single Changeable Sheet (CS) emulsion sheets are sanned at
the LNGS sanning laboratory equipped with 12 mirosopes where the CSd attributed
to Europe are analysed ; the other CS sanning lab is loated in Japan. To onrm
the result of the Brik Finding (BF) of the EDs, the CS is detahed from the predited
brik and developed underground and sanned, the ECC is taken outside the underground
area only in the ase of a CS onrmation. With the CS sanning the muon angle of a
CC interation an be reonstruted with an error of about 10mrad, onstraining the
trak andidate preditions from the CS for the SanBak (SB) proedure of the ECC
[40℄. Both SB and BF proesses will be desribed later in setion 2.4.
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2.3.3 The ECC sanning in Europe
In the various sanning laboratories in Europe, Russia, Turkey and Japan up to
57 emulsion lms per brik have to be sanned. Bern, Bari, Bologna, Napoli, Padova
and Salerno have automatized the hanging of emulsion plates working for dry objetives
as well as with oil. For instane, about one day is needed to san and loate a neutrino
interation with one mirosope of the Bern sanning laboratory equipped with automati
plate hangers.
The Data AQuisition (DAQ) of the emulsion is divided into many steps, the rst
is the online proessing of tomographi images aquired from the emulsion lms to onvert
grains, reated by harged partiles, into groups of dark pixels alled lusters. Afterwards,
the lusters are onverted into reonstruted traks, MiroTraks (MTs) for eah emulsion
layer and BaseTraks (BTs) onneting two MiroTraks as shown in gure 2.11. After
the reonstrution of the MiroTraks and BaseTraks, other software pakages are used
to do an oine reonstrution, rst to align the emulsion plates, and then to reonstrut
the traks and verties. The software for these steps will be desribed later in setion 3.1.4.
Figure 2.11: On the Left Hand Side (LHS), the MiroTraks reonstrution in one
emulsion layer by ombining lusters belonging to images at dierent levels
[53℄. On the Right Hand Side (RHS), MiroTrak onnetions aross the
plasti base to form BaseTraks [53℄.
The sanning software used to reonstrut MiroTraks and BaseTraks from the
aquired images is alled Systema di Salerno (SySal) and is desribed in [51℄. The images
are transferred into a omputer, where an algorithm is exeuted to nd the lusters.
About 1 000 − 2 000 lusters are found per view, mostly due to random bakground.
Using quality uts on the shape and size, their number an be redued by 60%, before
traking. A MiroTrak onsists of a straight line, along whih the lusters are plaed in
the dierent tomographi views, about 20 000 lusters have to be heked.
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To avoid that every ombination is used, thus inreasing the time required, two
heks are used for ltering good hints for a MiroTrak (MT) :
Figure 2.12: Trak
oordinates
system
 Only physially interesting trak slopes are aepted,
with an angular aeptane of tanθ < 1
with tanθx,y =
dx,dy
dz
= TX, TY and the dx,dy on the
distanes in X,Y diretions between top and bottom
X,Y position of the MT in the emulsion layer and
dz : thikness of the emulsion layer. The trak
oordinates system is desribed on gure 2.12.
 The emulsion sensitivity for Minimum Ionizing
Partile (mip) is 31 grains/100µm, thus the average
number of grains per emulsion is 13. For eah
grain-pair internal trigger layers are dened, only
when another grain is found in one of these layers,
the MT searh for this ombination ontinues. The
minimum number of lusters for a MT is 6.
If after the MiroTrak (MT) searh a luster belongs to more than one MT,
only the MT with the highest number of lusters is kept. The nal traking step is
the ombination of MTs to BaseTraks (BTs)s, where eah MT's stopping Z position is
extrapolated towards the orresponding Z level of the plasti support, and if two MTs
agree within ertain position and slope toleranes, they are onsidered as orrelated, i.e.
a BT is reonstruted. The angular resolution of a BT is related to the auray in the
measurement of the mirotrak interept positions in the plasti base ∆X,∆Y ∼ 0.3µm
and ∆Z ∼ 3µm [52℄. Both MTs and BTs will be saved in the database, the lusters, i.e.
the raw data will not be stored, reduing the need of the data storage. A desription of
lusters, MTs and BTs in the OPERA lms is shown in gure 2.11.
2.3.4 The Sanning eieny
Sanning eienies depending on hardware and software parameters of the
mirosopes have been assessed with a global survey ompiling briks sanned and
analysed by dierent laboratories. These briks have been exposed to osmi rays and
then the eienies are omputed with the number of missing MTs or BTs in eah layer
or emulsion expeted to ontain a MT or a BT. Of ourse these eienies will depend
strongly on the trak angle and are shown in gure 2.13. Note that BT eienies derive
from the MT ones sine a BT is the ombination of two MTs : ǫBT = ǫ
2
MT .
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Figure 2.13: MT sanning eieny as a funtion of the MT angle. Aronyms in the
legend mean : F for Fedra and S for SySal telling whih reonstrution
software has been used, D for Dry and O for Oil showing the mirosope
objetive type used, L for Low and H for High distinguishing variability in
the sanning eienies among dierent laboratories. BernMC is a
sanning eieny evaluated in the Bern sanning laboratory. Fedra and
SySal softwares are desribed in setion 3.1.4.
The BernMC eieny is the one implemented and used to train the Artiial
Neural Network (ANN) to identify and estimate the energy of eletromagneti showers
desribed in setions 4.3 and 4.4. The others have been implemented in the analysis
framework OpEmuRe and are usually used by the ollaboration to apply on MC samples.
In the performane study of the eletromagneti shower tools detailed in hapter 4, I hose
the losest oial eieny to the BernMC one. The dierene is taken as the systemati
unertainty on the eieny as shown in table 2.2.
MiroTrak
angle (rad)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Sanning
eieny
(%)
82.5± 1.4 81.6± 4.2 75.6± 4.7 71.1± 3.5 69.8± 2.6 68.7± 2.2
Table 2.2: MiroTrak sanning eieny (OpEmuRe_FOH) applied to the MC
samples desribed in setion 3.1.5.1 and used for this thesis work.
2.4 The Analysis Chain
The trigger signal indiating the vertex loation is obtained by Eletroni
Detetors (EDs), i.e. the hit TT planes and the hit RPC planes in the spetrometer,
and is used to extrat the andidate brik where a neutrino interation has taken plae :
this proess is alled Brik Finding (BF).
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An event reorded by the EDs has to be on time with the CNGS : the proton
extration is tagged in CERN with a lok synhronized with the OPERA lok with a
time window of 20µs [54℄.
In addition, the onsidered event must not be tagged by the VETO as external
event.
The Brik Finding
The TT provides information to nd seondary partiles obtained from the
neutrino interation and determines the related brik to be extrated for reonstrution
and analysis. It is not easy to nd in whih brik exatly the interation happened.
Sophistiated Brik Finding (BF) algorithms are applied to extrat the right brik from
the wall. Only, when the neutrino interation left enough visible energy in the EDs, the
event an be reonstruted.
The detetion of a muon with the EDs, orretly reonstruted with an energy
of at least 1 GeV, allows the lassiation of suh events as 1µ, whih are mainly
CC interations. Otherwise, if no muons are reonstruted, the events are identied
as 0µ, whih are mainly NC interations [55℄. Note that CC and NC interations are
dierent beause of the harge of the boson exhanged during the proess : W
±
for CC
and Z
0
for NC as explained in setion 2.5.1.
The BF proedure is based on the trak reonstrution in the EDs to detet the
most probable brik ; the trak reonstrution in EDs will be explained in setion 3.1.3.
The hits inside the TT are ltered, to inrease the eieny and to redue ross talk of
the PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT) hannels, degrading the resolution. The most probable
briks are then extrated with the BMS. The BF performane has been studied with
MC samples simulating neutrino interations and the various ED response [56, 57℄. A
display of the BF result on a MC neutrino interation in the OPERA detetor is shown
in gure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: MC event in the OPERA detetor. BF gives probabilities and the
andidate whih has the highest probability is the one whih is extrated
rst and its CSd developed - here the brik B. The brik C is probably
indiated by baksattering traks. Brik A has been seleted beause there
is a strong ativity in the TT lose to the interfae of briks A and B [56℄.
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The eieny performane of the BF algorithm evaluated on 2008-2009 data
are summarized in table 2.3. A MC sample simulating 3000 νµ CC interations and
3000 νµ NC interations in the entire OPERA detetor has been proessed through the
same eletroni reonstrution software as data. The eieny is alulated looking for
the number of events found by the BF algorithm out of the number of generated events.
The BF eieny on data has been estimated by dividing the number of events where an
atual neutrino interation has been found in one of the extrated brik by the number
of events triggered by the Eletroni Detetors.
0mu 1mu
2008-2009 data 35.2% 61.9%
MC 49.4% 76.3%
Table 2.3: BF eienies evaluated on the 2008-2009 data sample [58℄ and on 2 MC
samples : MC_numuCC_1k_marh2011 and MC_numuNC_1k_marh2011
desribed in setion 3.1.5.1.
The positive eet of the existene of a long tted eletroni trak of the νµ CC
interations on the result of the BF predition is lear.
The MC/data disrepany an be explained by two arguments. First, the presene
of external bakground (interation in the rok and strutures surrounding the detetor)
in the data and not in the oial MC simulation whih represents an eet of about
1% for CC and 23% for NC events evaluated with a dediated MC study [59℄. Then
the OPERA simulation is not desribing exatly the numerous proedures of the data
analysis, espeially the relassiation of CC events as NC and NC events as CC. In fat,
if data are an admixture of CC and NC events, MC samples are made of pure CC or NC
interations. The eet of the external bakground will be enlightened in setion 3.1.3
and the one of the relassiation of events will be assessed properly in setion 3.2.2. In
addition, in 2009, the lassiation (0µ, 1µ) algorithm desribed later in setion 3.1.3 has
been improved by tuning the seletions with MC simulation in order to rejet the external
bakground. 2008-2009 data sample should be reproessed with this new version of the
lassiation algorithm to better ontrol this bakground.
The loalised brik with the highest probability is extrated. Its CSd is developed
and sanned to onrm the onnetion between TT and the ECC brik or to rejet the
andidate and extrat the seond brik seleted by the BF.
The Changeable Sheet in the BF proess
Before detahing the CS box from the brik for sanning, the X-ray marking of the
ECC done underground [40℄ is used to give a rst referene frame for the sanning. The
X-ray mahine prints four alibration marks in the orner of the CSd and the rst emulsion
plate, before the X-rays are absorbed by the rst lead plate, as shown in gure 2.15. This
alignment allows already a resolution of a few mirons between the CSd and the last ECC
plate.
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Figure 2.15: On the LHS, a shemati view of the X-ray marking system [60℄. On the
RHS, one X-ray spot of about 100µm of diameter in an emulsion [60℄.
Then, CSd is developed underground and is moved to the surfae to the
CS sanning lab while the brik is stored in a shielded area next to the detetor. The
CS sanning proess has been already explained in setion 2.3.2. One the CSd are
sanned and traks are onneted with TT result, these traks have to be followed down
to the ECC brik and this proess will require a few µm alignment between CSd and the
most downstream lm in the brik, i.e. the rst to be sanned.
Other lateral X-ray marks are printed on the brik to allow an ordering of the
emulsion lms, and a rst oarse alignment of about 5 µm from one ECC plate to another
in ase the osmi ray exposure of the ECC is not done, for instane the blak CS ase,
where the CS annot be analysed due to failure of CS development or a too high fog level.
As already mentioned, in order to reprodue the alignment of the lms of one brik
one it is disassembled, the briks are exposed to osmi rays before development. There
is a osmi pit in the basement of the OPERA building of the LNGS surfae site. The
briks are exposed for about 8 to 12 hours to aumulate high energeti straight osmi
ray traks with a density of about few muon per mm
2
[61℄, whih are needed for the
emulsion plate to plate alignment with a preision of a few µm. Above the ellar room, a
shaft with a 40 m thik iron shielding was put to lter low energeti osmi ray eletrons.
To shield the ECC briks from ambient radioativity, they are stored in lead ontainers.
Then, ECC briks are moved to the development laboratory next door and nally are
sent to one of the sanning laboratories where the reonstrution and analysis proesses
will be done and the result uploaded into the database.
2.5 Physis Performane
After having desribed the OPERA experimental setup and the analysis hain
of the EDs as well as the emulsion lms, this setion will assess the physis performane
of the OPERA detetor in the searh for νµ osillations. The neutrino interations and
ross setions used to ompute the neutrino uxes and rates expeted in the detetor are
desribed. Then, a summary of signal and bakground event rates is given.
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2.5.1 Neutrino interations and neutrino ross setions
In the neutrino interation with matter, one an list : lepton and nuleus, Charged
Current (CC) and Neutral Current (NC), and aording to the depth of the interation
with respet to the energy involved : Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS), Quasi-Elasti (QE)
and Resonant (RES).
CC and NC interations are dierent beause of the harge of the weak interation
boson exhanged during the proess : W
±
for CC and Z
0
for NC. All these interations
are summarized in gure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Feynman diagrams of the possible interations of a neutrino with matter.
From the left to the right, CC interation with a nuleus then with a lepton
and then with a lepton in s-hannel and NC interation with a nuleus and
with a lepton at the most right of the gure.
DIS, QE and RES interations ould happen through CC with a harged lepton
outoming or through NC without the emission of a harged lepton or any avour hange
for the neutrino.
In QE-CC interation , a neutrino interats with a nuleon (neutron n or proton p) and
hanges its nature as desribed by equation 2.1 :
νl + n→ l− + p (2.1)
νl + p→ l+ + n
A QE proess is also possible through NC interation with a neutrino esaping with the
same avour as the inoming one. These proesses depend on the nulear form fator and
the typial transfer energy is about 10MeV.
The RES proess is haraterized by the presene of pions in the nal state. The inoming
neutrino turns the nuleon in an exited state and, if the exitation energy is suient,
one an reate a ∆ resonane. The energy transfer for suh proess to our should be
greater than 300MeV, orresponding to the mass dierene between a ∆ resonane and
a nuleon.
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This type of interation is desribed in the CC ase by equation 2.2 :
νl + p→ l− +∆++ followed by ∆++ → π+ + p (2.2)
The NC ase gives :
νl + p→ νl +∆+ → π0 + p+ νl
or aording to another de-exitation mode of the ∆+
νl + p→ νl +∆+ → π+ + n+ νl
The DIS proess is haraterized by the presene of hadroni showers in the nal state
as shown by equation 2.3 :
νl + nuleon→ l− + hadrons (CC) (2.3)
νl + nuleon→ νl + hadrons (NC)
The energy transfer for the DIS proess is muh greater than the QE or RES
proesses. The nuleon goes through the fragmentation proess, its omponents, the
quarks and gluons, reombine to give hadrons and mostly pions in the nal state.
Inlusive ross setions of CC interation have been measured by several
experiments and are ompiled by the Partile Data Group (PDG) into the plot of
gure 2.17. NC proesses are muh less measured espeially at energies higher than
1GeV. Note also that the number of experimental measurements is quite small even
at low energy. In the Glashow Weinberg Salam (GWS) theory well desribed in the
review [62℄, the
σCCν
σNCν
ratio is near 3 beause of eletroweak oupling ; its ratio is also
inferred from experimental data and onrm this value :
σCCν
σNCν
≈ 3 (2.4)
This means for OPERA that CC interations will represent 75% of the total
number of interations while NC will represent 25%.
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Figure 2.17: σν/Eν are represented for the muon neutrino and anti-neutrino-nuleon
harged-urrent interation total ross setion as a funtion of the neutrino
energy. The error bars inlude both statistial and systemati errors. The
straight lines are the isosalar-orreted total ross-setion values averaged
over 30− 200GeV : σIsoν /Eν = (0.677± 0.014)× 10−38m2.GeV−1;
σIsoν /Eν = (0.334± 0.008)× 10−38m2.GeV−1. The average ratio of the
anti-neutrino to neutrino ross setion in the energy range 30-200 GeV is
σIsoν /σ
Iso
ν = 0.504± 0.003. Note that there is a hange in the energy sale
at 30GeV [63℄.
As explained above, the CC interations are dominant and the following
onsideration about neutrino uxes and rates in the OPERA experiment will be restrained
to this type of neutrino interation. Nevertheless, the NC interations are important for
the study of νµ → νe osillation sine a signiant bakground to the eletron searh
will be neutral pions in the νµ NC interations. NC event loation eieny, presented
in setion 3.2, is about 50%, implying an expeted rate about 50 events per 1019 p.o.t.
with respet to 500 νµ CC per 10
19
p.o.t.. Despite this non negligible rate of νµ NC
interations, it will be shown in hapter 5 that this bakground is well rejeted by a lower
ut on the eletron energy. Moreover, there is no experimental absolute measurement of
the NC interation ross setion ; only the
σCCν
σNCν
is determined.
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On the other hand, the dierent ontributions of DIS, QE and RES proesses to
the total neutrino ross setion are shown on gure 2.18.
Figure 2.18: Neutrino CC interation on nuleon ross setions divided by the neutrino
energy of the DIS, QE and RES proesses as a funtion of the neutrino
energy [64℄.
Looking at the gure 2.18, below 30 GeV QE and RES proesses ontributes
signiantly to the total ross-setion. Above, they are negligible and only DIS proesses
dominate. Hene looking at gure 2.17, the parametrization omputed by the PDG
between 30 and 200 GeV is desribing well the neutrino CC interation through
DIS proess and will be used in the alulation of neutrino rates.
For QE and RES proesses, ross setions are given for neutron and proton targets
and are assumed onstant as a funtion of the energy [65℄ :
νµ + n −→ µ− + p : σνµn→µ−p = 0.891× 10−38 m2 QE
νµ + n −→ µ− + p+ π0 : σνµn→µ−pπ0 = 0.537× 10−38 m2 RES
νµ + n −→ µ− + n + π+ : σνµn→µ−nπ+ = 0.276× 10−38 m2 RES (2.5)
νµ + p −→ µ− + p+ π+ : σνµp→µ−pπ+ = 0.330× 10−38 m2 RES
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The last issue in the ross setion ontribution to the neutrino rates is the
non-isosalarity of the target. Indeed, all ross setion measurements have been done
on isosalar targets. In the OPERA ase, the duial mass is represented by the lead
208
82 Pb. The rate alulation with the QE and RES proesses is straight forward, but
DIS proess is ourring on protons as well as on neutrons. However, several experiments
ompiled by the Kuzmin, LyubushkIn and Naumov (KLiN) projet [66℄ have determined
that total ross setions on neutron and on proton are dierent. Compiling these data,
the R = σn/σp ratio and one parametrization are shown on gure 2.19. Note this ratio
onerns the total ross setion and it is applied only to DIS proesses assuming that
QE and RES interations are negligible in the energy region where DIS proesses are
signiant aording to gure 2.18.
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Figure 2.19: On the LHS, the ratio of neutrino interation ross setion on neutron
divided by the proton one. The parametrization gives R = 2.81± 0.13 for
Eν ≤ 1.3GeV and R = 1.92± 0.06 for Eν > 1.3GeV. On the RHS, is shown
the same ratio for antineutrino interation ross setion. The
parametrisation gives R = (0.036± 0.015)× E + (0.19± 0.05) for
Eν ≤ 10GeV and R = 0.50± 0.03 for Eν > 10GeV.
Finally, we an alulate the total neutrino CC interation on nulei non-isosalar
ross setion with the equation :
σnon-isoν (E) = σ
RES, QE
ν + σ
DIS, non-iso
ν (E) (2.6)
where σRES, QEν =
Z
A
× σRESνµp→µ−pπ+ +
N
A
(σQE
νµn→µ−p + σ
RES
νµn→µ−pπ0 + σ
RES
νµn→µ−nπ+)
and σDIS,non-isoν (E) = σ
DIS, iso
ν (E)× fnon-iso = 0.677×E × 2
R(E)× (A− Z) + Z
(1 +R(E))×A
with N,Z and A numbers of neutrons, protons and nuleons of the target nuleus,
and R(E) given in gure 2.19.
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Considering antineutrino rates, DIS ross setion are shown in gure 2.17. Note
that for neutrino rates, QE and RES ontribute 10% with the mean neutrino energy of
the CNGS 17 GeV and note also that antineutrino interation ross setion is twie less
than neutrino interation ross setion for DIS proesses. Moreover, the νµ and νe uxes
delivered by the CNGS and quoted in table 2.1 orrespond to 2% of the νµ ux and 10% of
the νe ux, respetively. All these onsiderations imply that I will neglet the ontribution
of the QE and RES proesses in the antineutrino rates alulation.
2.5.2 CNGS performane
The CNGS beam started in 2006 by two years of ommissioning. The physis
run started in 2008 and is still on going. The status of the CNGS in terms of number of
protons on target (p.o.t.) is summarized in table 2.4.
Year Number of p.o.t. Integrated p.o.t. / Expeted p.o.t. over 5 years
2006 0.076× 1019 -
2007 0.082× 1019 -
2008 1.74× 1019 7.7%
2009 3.53× 1019 23.4%
2010 4.09× 1019 41.6%
2011 4.75× 1019 62.7%
2012 3.86× 1019 79.9%
Table 2.4: The CNGS neutrino beam status in 2012 [67, 68, 36℄.
The muon-neutrino and eletron-neutrino uxes Φ, delivered by the CNGS are
given in referene [38℄. Two more piees of information are needed, the OPERA target
mass and the neutrino interation ross-setion, in order to ompute the expeted neutrino
rates in the OPERA detetor for the dierent avours omposing the CNGS beam : νµ,
νµ, νe and νe whih all an be seen in gure 2.20. The 3 last omponents are of a small
fration and onstitute to what is ommonly onsidered as "νµ beam ontamination" as
shown in table 2.1.
The event rate Nν is the onvolution of the ν ux Φν(E), the neutrino interation
ross setion σCCν (E) and the νµ → νe osillation probability Pνµ→νe(E). Figure 2.21
shows the superimposition of the osillation probability onvolved with the ντ DIS CC
interation ross setion on the νµ ux delivered by the CNGS.
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Figure 2.20: Neutrino uxes delivered by the CNGS beam. On the top LHS, the νµ ux.
On the top RHS, the νe from the beam ontamination. On the bottom
LHS, the νe from the beam ontamination. On the bottom RHS, the νµ
from the beam ontamination.
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From the CNGS uxes, the ross setions, the non-isosalarity orretion and the
osillation probability quoted in setion 1.1.4 if it is needed, neutrino rates per 1019 p.o.t.
an be omputed and are shown in gure 2.22 and summarized for dierent ongurations
in table 2.5.
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Figure 2.22: Expeted neutrino CC interation rates in the LNGS. On the top LHS, the
νµ CC of the beam. On the top RHS, the prompt νe CC from the beam
ontamination. On the middle LHS, the νe CC whih result from the
osillation. On the middle RHS, the prompt νe CC from the beam
ontamination. On the bottom LHS, the ντ CC whih result from the
osillation from the νµ. On the bottom RHS, the νµ CC from the beam
ontamination. The dashed lines on the RHS plots indiate the upper limit
of the integration to ompute the rates ; on the LHS plots, the integration
will be done on the whole energy range. The bottom plot presents eah
ontribution superimposed to eah others with a logarithmi sale : νµ CC
in blak, osillated νe CC in red, νe CC in dark blue, ντ CC in green, νµ CC
in pink and νe CC in light blue. The mixing parameters used for this
alulation resulting from the osillation are listed in table 5.1.
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From the plots in gure 2.22, expeted neutrino rates, integrated up to 30 GeV,
for these dierent ontributions are summarized in table 2.5.
Channel
Expeted rate by 1019
p.o.t.
Expeted rate for
2008-2009 runs
Expeted rates
for 5 nominal
years
(22.5× 1019p.o.t.)
Integration
range
(GeV)
[0,30℄ [0,100℄ [0,30℄ [0,100℄ [0,30℄ [0,100℄
νµ CC 567± 58 667± 68 3010± 310 3540± 360 12800±1300
16300±
1700
νµ CC
QE+RES
56± 6 59± 10 297± 32 313± 53 1260±
135
1330±
225
Prompt νe
CC
2.56± 0.18 5.95± 0.45 13.6± 1.0 31.5± 2.4 57.6±4.1 134± 10
Prompt νe
CC
QE+RES
0.28± 0.02 0.39± 0.10 1.5± 0.1 2.1± 0.5 6.3± 0.5 8.8± 2.2
ντ CC 2.96± 0.30 3.10± 0.32 15.7± 1.6 16.4± 1.7 67± 7 70± 7
ντ CC
QE+RES
0.52± 0.05 0.52± 0.05 2.76± 0.27 2.76± 0.27 11.7±1.1 11.7±1.1
Osillated
νe CC
0.86± 0.06 0.87± 0.07 4.56± 0.32 4.61± 0.37 19.4±1.4 19.6±1.6
Osillated
νe CC
QE+RES
0.18± 0.01 0.18± 0.01 0.95± 0.05 0.95± 0.05 4.1± 0.2 4.1± 0.2
νµ CC 6.04± 1.80 13.6± 3.0 32.0± 9.5 71.9± 11.0 136± 41 306± 47
νe CC 0.12± 0.04 0.32± 0.07 0.66± 0.23 1.7± 0.4 2.8± 1.0 7.3± 1.7
Table 2.5: The expeted neutrino rates in the OPERA detetor with a target mass of
1.21 kt integrated up to 30GeV and up to 100GeV.
Note that the target mass of 1.21 kt is the mean value obtained by integrating
the number of briks in the detetor as a funtion of the CNGS beam intensity from 2008
up to 2010. This kind of omputation is neessary beause the OPERA target was not yet
lled in 2008 and beause the CNGS integrated luminosity summarized in table 2.4 varied
between 2008 and 2010. In addition, the OPERA target mass dereases as a funtion of
time sine briks are onstantly extrated from the detetor.
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The unertainties have been derived from the unertainty on the ross setion
(about 10%) given by the parametrisation in gure 2.17 and by the non-isosalarity
orretion, the unertainty of about 4% on the CNGS uxes reported by the work [69℄
and the unertainty on osillation probability summarized in table 2.6 and estimated
by varying mixing parameters in the t unertainty of the global analysis [27℄. Eah
osillation probability is mainly driven by a set of parameters whih are used to dene
the unertainty on the onsidered probability. The osillation probability is omputed
with eah parameter whih is given by the outome in a Gaussian funtion (mean value
is the best t parameter value and the standard deviation is the 1σ error on the t). This
proess is applied iteratively 10 000 times and gives the unertainty for eah osillation
probability type summarized in table 2.6.
∆P/P at 6GeV (%) ∆P/P at 17GeV (%)
νµ → νe 12.3 12.8
νµ → ντ 6.2 6.8
νe → νe 0.14 0.012  21 GeV
Table 2.6: Osillation probabilities unertainty used in the neutrino event rates
alulation. 17GeV and 21GeV are mean value of the energy spetrum of the
νµ ux and the νe ux respetively. 6GeV is the mean value of the neutrino
energy spetrum for the ντ (τ → e) hannel.
This method overestimates the unertainties sine it onsiders that all parameters
are unorrelated, but this rst order is a good approximation.
2.5.3 Physis performane in τ detetion in the OPERA
experiment
ντ CC interation are identied by deteting the τ -lepton. This detetion made
in the brik part will show the ourrene of νµ → ντ osillation.
The τ deay hannels searhed in ECC briks are the eletron, muon, single
harged hadron and multiple harged hadrons hannels. The τ -lepton deay hannels and
the respetive Branhing Ratio (BR) are [70℄ :
τ− → e−ντνe (17.83± 0.04)% (2.7)
τ− → µ−ντνµ (17.41± 0.04)%
τ− → h−ντ (+nπ0) (49.16± 0.12)%
τ− → h−h+h−ντ (+nπ0) (15.2± 0.08)%
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There are two types of deays, short and long deays, depending on the loation of
the deay vertex. In the short deay ondition, the daughter is produed by the neutrino
interation in the lead plate inside the brik, and then the deay ours in the same lead
plate. In the long deay ondition, the τ deay is in a lead plate dierent from the one
where it has been produed. The seletion of the long deay events are based on the
existene of a kink angle between the parent and the daughter traks : θ
kink
> 20mrad.
A sketh of the long deay topology in a brik and the emulsion lm design is shown in
gure 2.23.
Figure 2.23: Shemati piture of the τ detetion tehnique in the ECC brik for long on
the top and short on the bottom deays [50℄.
The seletion of the short deay events are based on the Impat Parameter (IP)
of the daughter trak with respet to the interation vertex : IP > 5 − 20µm. The
IP is dened as the minimal distane of approah in 3D as desribed in the work of
E. Barbuto et al. [71℄. The main bakground soures to the dierent hannels onsist of
harm deays for 54% of bakground events, then hadron interations orrespond to 30%
and nally large angle muon sattering represents 16%. The main bakground for the
τ → µ hannel omes from harm prodution in the νµ CC interations. The topologial
uts on the kink angle and on the transverse momentum of the muon help to redue that
bakground. The τ → e hannel is also aeted by the harm bakground in the eletroni
mode as far as the deay topology is deteted. The searh of the τ deay hannel into
hadrons is favoured due to its high branhing ratio. But the hadroni reinterations aet
this hadroni deay mode negatively as a high bakground. The summary of the OPERA
detetor performane after 5 years of running is illustrated in table 2.7 [59℄.
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Deay
hannel
Number of signal events expeted
Number of bakground
events expeted
22.5× 1019p.o.t. 4.88× 1019 p.o.t. 22.5× 1019p.o.t. 4.88× 1019 p.o.t.
τ → µ
1.79 0.39 0.09±0.04 0.02±0.01
τ → e
2.89 0.63 0.22±0.05 0.05±0.01
τ → h
2.25 0.49 0.24±0.06 0.05±0.01
τ → 3h 0.71 0.15 0.18±0.04 0.04±0.01
Total
7.63 1.65 0.73±0.15 0.16±0.03
Table 2.7: Expeted numbers of observed signal events for the design intensity of
22.5× 1019p.o.t. and for the 2008 and 2009 analysed data sample
orresponding to 4.88× 1019p.o.t. The fourth and the last olumns show the
expeted numbers of observed bakground events from soures desribed
above for the design intensity and for the 2008-2009 analysed data sample.
Errors quoted are systemati : 25% on harm bakground and 50% on
hadron and muon bakgrounds are assumed, these errors are ombined
linearly if they arise from the same soure, in quadrature otherwise [59℄.
2.6 νµ → νe Osillation Channel : detetion of eletrons
and photons in the OPERA experiment
This important subjet will be the aim of this thesis showing the performane
and the ontribution of OPERA to the neutrino physis in the investigation of
the νµ → νe neutrino osillation. Suh study needs a dediated tool to detet eletrons :
a reonstrution tool for eletromagneti showers ompleted by an identiation algorithm
and an energy estimation tool in order to perform kinematial analysis. As an example,
an eletron shower generated in an OPERA brik is shown in gure 2.24.
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Figure 2.24: A 6.5 GeV eletron shower spreading into an OPERA brik.
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This eletron reonstrution and its analysis will be a ruial point in order to
perform the νµ → νe osillation study as well as the τ → e mode in the νµ → ντ hannel
: they will be detailed in hapter 4.
Looking for osillated νe from the νµ produed by the CNGS beam is a hallenging
task sine only a few events are expeted. Any hannel having an eletron in the nal
state will be a soure of bakground. In addition, hannels with photon and no other hint
identifying learly the interation type, e.g. a muon trak in a νµ CC interation, will
be also a bakground to the osillated νe searh. The dierent soures of bakground are
thus :
 νe from the ontamination of the beam, this bakground is the most statistially
signiant, moreover the two energy spetra are overlapping within [0,30℄ GeV whih
means this bakground is irreduible in this range. An exess of νe events will be
thus looked for.
 The τ → e deay hannel, whih beomes a bakground in this ontext.
 NC neutrino interations, are produing hadrons and photons in the nal state.
 CC neutrino interations where the muon trak is missed.
The summary of the number of expeted signal and bakground rates for the
νe detetion in the OPERA detetor is illustrated in table 2.8. Chapter 5 of this thesis
shows the results of this osillation study.
Signal Bakground hannels
Osillated
νe
τ → e νNCµ promptνe
prompt
νe
QE+RES
νCCµ
mis−−→ νNCµ
N
evt
exp. in
2008-2009
4.61±0.37 2.92±0.30 1180± 120
(*)
31.5±2.4 2.1± 0.5 138± 14 (**)
N
evt

22.5×
1019p.o.t.
19.6± 1.6 12.4± 1.3 5010± 510
(*)
134± 10 8.9± 2.1 586± 59 (**)
Table 2.8: Expeted numbers of νe signal events in OPERA for the design intensity of
22.5× 1019p.o.t. and for the 2008 and 2009 analysed data sample
orresponding to 5.3× 1019p.o.t. (*) and (**) hannels will be drastially
redued by putting a lower ut on the energy of the eletron shower as
desribed in setion 5.1.3.
This hapter has presented the OPERA experiment whih is running from 2008.
The CNGS beam has been desribed and its performane in terms of neutrino uxes has
been assessed. Apart from that, a desription of the OPERA detetor has been given
and the analysis hain has been explained. The expeted neutrino rates in the detetor
taking into aount the features of the CNGS beam and the phenomenology of neutrino
interations have been omputed and the performane of OPERA in τ detetion as well
as in νe detetion have been reported.
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Chapter 3
Analysis Framework And Eieny
Assessment
In this hapter, the analysis software of the OPERA experiment, as well as the
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation framework will be presented. The reonstrution and
analysis software OpRelease using CERN ROOT 5.24 is installed on a 64-bit luster at
the Lyon omputing enter. Assoiated with the OpEmuRe pakage, the software allows
a full detetor reonstrution for the rst time in OPERA, from the eletroni neutrino
event trigger up to the vertex reonstrution in the ECC. Previously, the eletroni
reonstrution and the ECC reonstrution were dissoiated. In addition, proedures to
make the link between these two detetions, i.e. the Brik Finding (BF), the Changeable
Sheet (CS) sanning and the SanBak (SB), were not simulated, and the data sanning
and the MC sanning simulation were not performed with the same software. The
implementation of the shower reonstrution algorithm, developed before in the work
of Y. Caari et al. [72, 73℄, into the reonstrution pakage OpEmuRe is a part of
this thesis work. Event loation eienies will be assessed in the desribed analysis
framework using MC simulations. The statistial methods used in the next hapters will
be also desribed here.
3.1 Analysis Framework
To test the detetor response and the data analysis software thoroughly,
MC simulations are used in partile physis. For the OPERA experiment, there are
several steps that are detailed in the following.
 The neutrino event generation by OpNEGN desribed in setion 3.1.1.
 The partile trak propagation inside the detetor is performed with OpRelease,
desribed in setion 3.1.2, and is omposed of the eletroni detetor simulation,
alled OpRe, and the ECC simulation, alled OpEmuRe. To analyse the MC
samples, the ombination OpRelease/OpEmuRe provides a omplete simulation of
the detetor.
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3.1.1 MC event generation
The neutrino event generation is the rst step of MC studies. In the OPERA
experiment, it has been performed using the OpNEGN neutrino generator [74, 56, 39℄.
The OpNEGN generator is derived from the Neutrino Osillation MAgneti Detetor
(NOMAD) experiment and is needed to generate a large sample of neutrino interations.
The modiations neessary to the OPERA experiment inluded the CNGS target and
the beam uxes. The Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS) neutrino interations are based
on a modied version of the LEPTO 6.1 generator, while the fragmentation proess is
desribed with a modied version of JETSET 7.4 . Ourring nulear re-interations
from hadrons produed in the fragmentation proess are desribed with the Formation
Zone Intra-nulear Casade (FZIC) ode (extrated from the DPMJET II.4 generator)
and reinserted in the JETSET simulation. The Quasi-Elasti (QE) and Resonant (RES)
neutrino interations as well as the Fermi momenta generation of the target nuleons are
desribed in more detail in [39℄. Several thousands of neutrino events were generated,
grouped in beamles with pure CC or NC neutrino interations.
3.1.2 Partile propagation in the detetor
The software framework OpRelease is the main software of the OPERA
experiment, used for the data analysis as well as for the MC simulations. It is designed to
allow the running of dierent MC programs as Geant3 or Geant4 [75℄ and Fluka [76℄ for
partile propagation. OpRelease is a software arhiteture omposed of dierent pakages
to simulate spei proesses of partile propagation in the OPERA detetor. Eah
pakage of the OpRelease is a single shared library libOp*.so ; thus, it an be dynamially
loaded by the software. It is managed by the Conurrent Version System (CVS) and
stored on the OPERA CVS repository at a 64-bit luster, the Computing Centre of
IN2P3 (CCIN2P3) in Lyon. This allows to keep trak of hanges in the software.
The internal organization and the external interation with other OpRelease pakages is
performed through the Conguration Management Tool (CMT). Apart from the pakages,
the OpRelease needs external kits distributed freely on the web : CERNLIB 2006 release
[77℄, Class Library for High Energy Physis (CLHEP) 2.0.3.2 release [78℄, ROOT 5.24.00
release [79℄, Pythia 6 [80℄, ROOT Virtual Monte Carlo (VMC) [81℄, Geant3 1.11 release
[75℄ and ORACLE, the orale library and lient to aess the database [82℄. The oordinate
system used for the experiment is dened in gure 3.1. The urrent version of the
OpRelease is 4.1, however that one has been released reently and thus has not been
used in this work. The OpRelease 4.0 was the up-to-date version at the beginning of this
study.
In order to run, the MC simulation uses the dierent pakages of the OpRelease
mentioned above. The geometry of the detetor is desribed in the OpGeom pakage.
It takes into aount the fat that the geometry of the OPERA target is hanging over
the time of the experiment due to the insertion and extration of the ECC briks. The
geometry used for the simulation inludes the full layout of the hall B and surrounding
rok to simulate also "rok muons" oming from upstream interations. Those are not
related to the neutrino interations in OPERA but are registered in the detetor.
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Figure 3.1: OpRelease oordinates system [83℄.
The full detetor MC simulation in the OPERA experiment is based on the OpSim
pakage of the OpRelease framework. OpSim is based on the ROOT VMC kit [81℄. By
dening the geometry in aordane with ROOT lasses, the VMC allows a free hoie of
the transport engine to propagate the partiles.
The output of OpSim is handled with another pakage alled OpDigit, to onvert
physial hits, i.e. the energy deposits, into the nal data format also alled "digit" by
applying the detetor response. Before it an be analysed, one an hoose to either
ignore the ECC hits and use the eletroni detetor only, or to propagate the traks in
a 3 × 3 matrix of briks surrounding the neutrino interation. In this ase, it is possible
to simulate the full proessing hain of Eletroni Detetor (ED) trak reonstrution
and BF (OpRe), CS sanning and vertex loalization with the OpEmuRe pakage. An
overview of the relevant pakages of the OpRelease framework is shown in gure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Overview of the OpRelease framework and its pakages [83℄.
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3.1.3 Analysis of the Eletroni Detetors
The OpRe reonstrution pakage performs many tasks, eah one issued by a
subpakage : for instane a subpakage to take into aount rosstalk in the PMT, another
subpakage to hek the time oinidene between CNGS and the OPERA event, a third
one to reonstrut 3D traks and so on. Important tasks with respet to the eletron
neutrino analysis are :
 Event lassiation : OpCara is the pakage whih lassies whether events are
"CONTAINED" in the OPERA detetor. If they are not, and depending on the
presene of hits in the VETO plane or in the TT on the edge of the detetor,
events an be lassied as "FRONT MUON" or "SIDE MUON", whih ompose
the major part of the external bakground. The other ontribution to the external
bakground omes from another lassiation whih is "BORDER SOFT NC" and
whih represents NC events without 3D traks ourring in the regions where the
external bakground is more important. However, these events are analysed to
inrease the NC event loation eieny sine some of them are atual NC neutrino
interations oming from the CNGS beam. Neutrino interations an eventually
our in the iron of a spetrometer due to its high density and present a low
ativity in the TT planes. Finally, the lass "NO DECISION" is an option if
none of the properties of lassiation desribed above is fullled by the urrent
event. To onlude, only "CONTAINED" and "BORDERSOFTNC" events will
be analysed and ompose the seleted OPERA data. Studies about the OpCara
algorithm inluding a detailed desription of these lasses an be found in the work
of A. Bertolin et al. [84, 85℄.
 MuonID pakage : does the identiation of the muon aording to two piees
of information. The number of TT and RPC wall ontaining hits has to be
greater or equal to 14, and the eletroni 3D trak to be reonstruted in the two
longitudinal planes by a pattern reognition algorithm. The two longitudinal traks
thus reonstruted are ombined to give a 3D trak in order to rejet hits whih are
not present in the two planes and are probably instrumental bakground. This 3D
trak is proessed by a Kalman Filter (KF) in order to alulate the momentum
taking into aount the MCS. The produt length× density is omputed and used
to identify the trak : it is taken as a muon if its value is greater than 660 g.m−2.
A omplete desription of the muon identiation proedure is given in the OPERA
ollaboration paper [86℄.
 Energy pakage : estimates the visible energy left in the TT and omputes the
reonstruted neutrino energy. The energy deposited in the TT is alulated strip by
strip using the result of the PMT gain measurement and the alibration parameters :
the TT visible energy is dened as the sum of all strips energy. An energy alibration
has been made with osmi ray traks as a funtion of the number of photoeletrons
measured on the left and the right side of the bres and of four free parameters.
The visible energy deposited in the TT will be used later in the analysis of hapter
5. The reonstruted neutrino energy has been parametrised with MC simulation
as a funtion of the MC true hadroni energy and the visible energy in the TT. The
work of C. Jollet et al. [87℄ details these features.
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 BF pakage : the OpRe pakage alls the OpBrikFinder pakage routines used
to nd the brik where the neutrino interation ourred. The priniple of this
algorithm has been already desribed in setion 2.4.
3.1.4 Analysis of the nulear emulsions
3.1.4.1 Emulsion reonstrution software
At the level of the ECC, several pakages exist to analyse data obtained from
the sanning of the emulsions and simulate neutrino interations in the brik. The
sanned data in the OPERA experiment are stored in a entral database, from whih
the reonstrution of events is performed. The OpEmuRe analysis pakage has been
designed to handle sanned events extrated from the database as well as MC simulation
samples. Before proessing with OpEmuRe, it is neessary to onvert the data or the
MC simulation to the relevant input format. This is aomplished with the OpEmuIO
pakage. The latter is thus the onvergene pakage for data and MC, it allows to :
 download and extrat an event from the database, opying it into a ROOT le. The
struture of suh a le is named the "emulsion data model" and is dened by the
OpRData lass.
 read a MC le ontaining digits and onvert it to the emulsion data model format,
produing a new ROOT le for eah MC event.
The arhiteture of the ECC reonstrution software is summarized in gure 3.3a.
While data go through the CS nding and the SanBak (SB) proedure before
looking for a vertex in the ECC brik, the MC samples at the OpEmuIO level do not
inlude yet these two proesses (CS and SB). It appeared neessary to add the simulation
of the CS and the SB in the MC OpEmuRe framework. Eah proess in the OpEmuRe
framework is oded into an algorithm, as a routine alled by OpEmuRe if hosen by the
user. These routines are interfaed with the external kits Framework for Emulsion Data
Reonstrution and Analysis (FEDRA) or SySal. These are needed for their set of lasses
and methods related to the trak reonstrution in the ECC brik. Both of the external
kits FEDRA and SySal have been developed in parallel in order to reonstrut traks
and verties. SySal has already been mentioned in setion 2.3.3 beause of its use in
the sanning proess to reonstrut lusters, MiroTraks and BaseTraks. Its developer
deided to extend its abilities up to the trak reonstrution inside the entire ECC in
addition of the BaseTrak reonstrution ; FEDRA, is aimed from the start to perform
the trak reonstrution inside the brik. In general, SySal follows a MiroTrak-based
reonstrution whih aims to enhane the trak reonstrution eieny whereas FEDRA
uses a BaseTrak-based reonstrution. Details about the two external kits an be found in
[51℄ for SySal and in [88℄ for FEDRA. Other OpEmuRe algorithms have been developed
to perform analysis on reonstruted data as the Deay Searh Proedure (DSP) desribed
later in setion 5.5.1 or the shower reonstrution algorithm whih is thoroughly desribed
in hapter 4. All these algorithms are listed in gure 3.3b.
Sanning labs use either FEDRA or SySal in their standalone versions to
reonstrut events in the sanning proess. OpEmuRe is not used systematially on data,
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nevertheless a sub-dataset has been reonstruted with OpEmuRe and released in the
ollaboration as a test of this framework. The dierent steps of the event reonstrution
will be desribed in the following. From the BaseTrak reonstrution during the sanning
proedure up to the vertex reonstrution.
Overview of the OpEmuRe framework. Algorithms of the OpEmuRe pakage.
Figure 3.3: OpEmuRe arhiteture and its algorithms [89℄.
3.1.4.2 Emulsion sanning and event reonstrution
Dierent sanning steps are dened for the OPERA experiment, four automati
steps and the visual inspetion. In order to assess the total eieny of the event
reonstrution in OPERA, these steps are reprodued in the OpEmuRe framework with
dierent algorithms :
 CS sanning algorithm : is the rst sanning step. A large area of several m
2
of
the two CS emulsion layers attahed to the brik are sanned in Nagoya or in the
LNGS to look for the preditions from the ED.
 SB trak sanning algorithm : is used to follow the traks predited in the CS
upstream inside the ECC to nd the neutrino vertex. This is performed in the
various sanning laboratories in Europe or in Japan. The sanning area is small for
the predition san, when the X-Ray grid is used for alignment. For higher preision,
an area of about 1 m2 has to be sanned to allow an alignment with osmi ray
traks.
 Total volume sanning : After the onrmation of the stopping point of the SB
trak, an area of 1 m2 of emulsion lm is sanned for ve plates up, and ten plates
downstream the stopping point dening the analysed volume in the ECC. The
stopping point will be dened in the following. During this total san, several
algorithms are sequentially proessed in the volume : a) Linking algorithm whih
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reonstruts the BaseTraks as desribed in setion 2.3.3 ; b) Alignment algorithm
whih denes an ane transformation from one plate to another by aligning osmi
ray traks ; ) Traking algorithm whih assoiates BaseTraks plate by plate to
reonstrut traks through the volume and d) Vertexing algorithm whih ombines
reonstruted traks into a vertex.
 SanForth trak sanning : When the vertex is found, the traks are followed
downstream to searh for possible hadroni re-interations or deays and to measure
the momentum of the traks with the MCS method [43℄.
 Manual hek : Visual inspetion of the traks, inluding the stopping points
onrmation and eletron-pair heks.
CS sanning
When a possible neutrino interation is loalized by the BF algorithm in one
ECC, the brik is extrated and the X-ray marking is performed. The CS is then
detahed and developed to be sanned, while the ECC remains underground awaiting
for the CS sanning result. In the CS sanning, an area of 4 × 6 m2 per emulsion is
sanned around the muon predition in ase of CC interations while for NC events, a
larger area is sanned ; this sanning is alled general san. Inside the sanning area
of 24 m2 only a few traks related to the event are expeted, and will be onrmed by
visual inspetion afterwards. A pair of CS traks inside the emulsion is shown in gure
3.4 ; only traks with four visually onrmed MiroTraks are seleted as CS traks. The
MiroTrak objet is desribed in setion 2.3.3.
Figure 3.4: A shemati view of two traks in a CSd [56, 57℄.
To math the two CS sheets, the position marks of the X-ray grid are used. An
even better mathing an be ahieved by the alignment of the Compton eletron traks
found in both CS.This seond alignment is done if no CS trak andidate was found after
the rst sanning, and sine it is only a omputational task, no additional general sanning
of the CS is needed. Afterwards a "3-out-of-4" searh an be performed i.e. the visual
inspetion for a fourth MiroTrak in the ase of a probable CS trak with only three
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automatially found MiroTraks. If after the Compton alignment and the "3-out-of-4"
proedure, no CS trak andidate was found, the CS will be re-sanned at least one, with
an improved predition of the Eletroni Detetors. If the sanning result stays negative,
a new CSd is attahed to the extrated brik whih is reinserted in the OPERA target.
The next probable brik is extrated and its CS sanned. This proedure improves the
loation eieny by 50% ; in the 2009 data sample, 1.5 briks are extrated per event.
This proedure, up to the "3-out-of-4" searh is reonstituted with an algorithm whih
runs as an OpEmuRe pakage.
SB proedure
After a positive result of the CS sanning, the ECC is disassembled and the
emulsions are developed and sent to one of the various sanning laboratories in Europe
or in Japan. During the SanBak (SB) proedure the extrapolations of the CS traks
bak into the brik are followed upstream, until no trak an be found anymore during
5 plates, whih denes the "stopping point". To nd the CS trak predition in the
rst emulsion plate, an area of 3 × 3mm2 is sanned, as the preision of the mehanial
alignment between brik and CS is about 1mm. During the SB proedure, two sans
are performed : an inter-alibration area san to align the emulsion plates with osmi
ray traks over an area of a typial size of 0.25 up to 1 m2 , and the predition san
with an area of one view of 390 × 310µm2, whih is dened by the predition from the
previous plate. The extrapolation from the previous plate has an auray of 10-20 µm,
due to the inter-alibration. The absene of a MiroTrak in the predited area denes
the stopping point, whih is onrmed by a visual inspetion of the predited position in
the four onseutive planes upstream. If more than one CS predition exists, as shown in
gure 3.5, a vertex an be dened.
Figure 3.5: If a CS trak was found in the CS, the predition is followed upstream in the
brik until a stopping point or vertex is found. The following up inside the
brik is performed by point-like sanning [56, 57℄.
The neutrino interations are randomly distributed inside the brik, so on average
about 30 plates per event have to be sanned for the loalization of the interation.
This proedure is reprodued by the SB OpEmuRe algorithm, with the exeption that
the total surfae of eah plate is used instead of restriting to the area where the predition
is searhed.
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The Total San volume
After the CS traks were onrmed as a stopping point, the Total San (TS)
is performed. The san volume onsists of 15 onseutive plates sanned over an area
of about 1 m2 eah, 10 downstream of the stopping point and 5 upstream. If the
inter-alibration volume, sanned during the SB, was large enough, it an be used as the
TS volume. Inside this volume the trak reonstrution is performed after the BaseTrak
reonstrution and the plate alignment on possible traks not followed by the SB.
The Linking and alignment pakages : The linking as a part of the sanning
proedure, has been already desribed in setion 2.3.3. The linking and alignment
proesses are simulated as OpEmuRe pakages. Nevertheless the alignment proess is
skipped in MC simulations sine plate misalignment is not taken into aount.
The Traking pakage : The trak reonstrution proedure forms hains of
BaseTraks without missing lms. These hains serve as a trigger to start the Kalman
Filter (KF) [90℄ proedure for trak tting and following. Traks are reonstruted with
a minimum of two BaseTraks and a maximum of three onseutive missing ones. The
nal result are long traks onsisting of an array of BaseTraks aompanied by the t
funtion provided by the KF proedure. To improve the traking auray smoothing is
used. In addition, apparatus resolution, provided as an input parameter, and multiple
sattering eets are taken into aount for the probability and t alulation. The main
riteria for traks BaseTraks aeptane is the probability given by the KF.
This proedure is reonstituted with an OpEmuRe algorithm alled "Traking".
The vertexing pakage : The vertexing reonstrution tries to nd a onvergene
of traks into the interation point. Two methods are used in OPERA. The FEDRA
one omputes the minimum distane between a ouple of traks ; this is a pair-based
approah and it is explained in more detail in the work of V. Tioukov [88℄. The other
one is implemented in the SySal software and is based on a global vertexing approah. It
looks for an interept of a group of traks by extrapolating them in the transverse plane
with a ertain resolution. This proess is desribed in the work of E. Barbuto [71℄.
This proedure is reonstituted with an OpEmuRe algorithm alled "Vertexing".
The Deay Searh Proedure (DSP) : In addition, the DSP is performed to
reonstrut the neutrino interation, either as a vertex or a single trak. To nd possible
interesting events, suh as τ or harm deays and/or νe interations, a topologial searh
of deay daughters or parent traks is done, inluding an eletron/gamma separation
searh for showers. The topologial analysis of the event is nalized with the momentum
measurement of the traks found, thus a reonstrution of the neutrino interation, the
event energy and the type of the interation an be performed.
The Sanforth sanning
During the SanForth (SF) sanning, traks that were found at the vertex and
do not have a math in the CS trak preditions, are followed downstream the brik to
nd their stopping point or a possible re-interation. Thus, the SF methods allow to
distinguish muons (isolated stop) from hadroni traks (re-interation).
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3.1.5 Monte Carlo simulation and testbeam data
The analyses in partile physis are arried out on MC samples to test the detetor
performane and the analysis framework and then, is applied on physis data ; it is
important to hek if MC samples are ompatible with data to validate suh study. This
setion desribes various MC and data samples used in this work.
3.1.5.1 Monte Carlo simulation samples
Numerous analyses in this thesis use extensively MC samples to estimate event
loation eieny, eletron identiation eieny and eletromagneti showers tool
performane. All these samples are dened in table 3.2 and have been proessed
through the entire OpRelease 4.0 reonstrution. They ontain interations that have
ourred randomly in an ECC brik hosen randomly in the whole detetor exept if the
"Observation olumn" mentions something else.
3.1.5.2 OPERA data
OPERA datasets used in this work are alled data_eletron_TB_4GeV and
data_eletron_TB_2GeV. To alibrate the energy and identiation of eletromagneti
showers as well as to ompare to MC performane of these tools, two ECC briks have
been exposed to an eletron enrihed pion beam (2 and 4 GeV) at CERN on summer
2011. The T9 beamline, desribed in the work of L. Durieu et al. [91℄, is omposed of
two erenkov detetors to measure eletron density in the beam, two wire hambers, for
the beam prole monitoring, alternated with two sintillator planes for trigger and nally
the ECC briks plaed downstream of all these detetors.
The erenkov ounters will be used to separate eletrons from pions. First,
the eletron ratio has been measured with erenkov detetors. But unfortunately, the
eieny of the erenkov detetors is about 10%. So it has been deided to rely on the
sintillator ounts. Then, the number of needed sintillator ounts has been omputed to
obtained the aimed density. Knowing that the sintillator is the same transverse area size
as the ECC and the beam prole is almost at on the entire ECC transverse area, the
expeted number of eletrons in an exposed ECC an be inferred. All these results are
summarized in table 3.1.
Eletron density
(# of eletron per
m
2
)
Eletron ratio (%)
Expeted number
of eletrons in eah
ECC
2 GeV 2.5 23 80
4 GeV 1.4 5.2 50
Table 3.1: The pion ontamination and eletron density measurements. The expeted
number of eletrons in eah ECC brik is given and omputed aording the
method desribed hereafter.
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Name
Channel
Stat.
Observation
MC_nue_1k
νe from the
beam
ontamination
1000
-
MC_nueqe_1k
νe from the
beam
ontamination
1000
Contains only QE
and RES proesses
MC_osillated_nue_1k
Osillated νe 1000
Mixing parameters
are taken from the
analysis [31℄ and
sin22θ13 = 0.11 is
given by the T2K
ollaboration [92℄.
MC_osillated_nue_3k
Osillated νe
generated
with νµ
energy
spetrum
3000
The osillation
probability has to be
applied a posteriori.
The low energy
omponent will not
be highly populated.
MC_taue_3k
Osillated ντ
with τ deay
in eletroni
mode
3000
The osillation
probability has to be
applied a posteriori.
MC_numun_3k
νµ NC
interations
3000
-
MC_numu_3k
νµ CC
interations
3000
-
MC_eletronPion_4GeV_1k
Mixture of
eletrons and
pions
1000
Monohromati (4
GeV) partiles
generated in the rst
lead plate of a
random ECC in the
detetor.
MC_eletronPion_2GeV_1k
Mixture of
eletrons and
pions
1000
Monohromati (2
GeV) partiles
generated in the rst
lead plate of a
random ECC in the
detetor.
MC_eletron_10k
Eletrons
10000
Energies in the range
[0,30℄ GeV and
inoming angles in
the range [-0.6,+0.6℄
rad. Partiles
generated randomly
in an ECC of the
detetor.
Table 3.2: Desription of all MC samples used in the analyses of this work.
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3.2 Event Loation Eieny Assessment
3.2.1 Eieny assessment on Monte Carlo
The analysis framework and MC samples available have been dened in
setion 3.1. Thus, it is now possible to ompute event loation eieny in the OPERA
experiment for all relevant hannels for this work and listed in setion 2.6 : osillated νe,
τ → e, νNCµ , prompt νe, prompt νe QE+RES and (νCCµ mis−−→ νNCµ ). The strategy to
assess these eienies is to reprodue as losely as possible the data analysis desribed
in setions 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. The MC samples have been proessed with the OpRelease
ombined to the OpEmuRe pakage in order to reprodue the event loation proedure
by applying the riteria listed below :
 OpCara and muon trak rejetion : the event lassiation by OpCara as
"CONTAINED" in the OPERA detetor or "BORDER SOFT NC" is required.
As desribed in setion 3.1.3, the muon identiation is based on two riteria but
the number of hit TT planes auses a signiant ontamination of the CC sample
with energeti NC events. This wrong lassiation would rejet these NC events
whih represents an important ontribution for a νe searh study. Moreover, these
energeti NC events an be manually relassied as NC in data during the analysis
of the CSd. This peuliar proess is not simulated and would ause an additional
systemati unertainty to this study. That is why only the rejetion of events with
a reonstruted trak identied as a muon one is used. This seletion will be alled
"Muon Id" in the following.
 BF : the standard Brik Finding (BF) algorithm is applied on our MC samples and
the result of a positive BF with one and two briks is used, positive meaning that the
brik where the MC true neutrino interation ourred is the one indiated by the
BF algorithm as the most probable and the seond most probable ones. However,
the OpRelease 4.0 does not allow the proess of the seond most probable brik
through the reonstrution.
 CS : a Changeable Sheet (CS) traking algorithm similar to the one applied on data
has been implemented in the software. A positive result in this step is the presene
of at least two traks whih would point out a onvergene to a vertex in the brik.
 SB : the suess of this proess is validated by a stopping point found within
5 plates with respet to the true position of the simulated vertex and at least
further upstream to plate 55. Indeed, the TS volume is opened 5 plates upstream
as desribed in setion 3.1.4.2, whih is the limit to nd the real vertex position.
Applying these riteria on MC samples related to this study, will give the event
loation eieny one the SanBak (SB) proedure has onrmed the presene of a
neutrino interation in the analysed brik.
These event loation eienies will depend on the neutrino energy and the vertex
depth in the brik. An illustration of these variations is shown in gure 3.6 for the
osillated νe sample, in gure 3.7 for the prompt νe sample, in gure 3.8 for the prompt
νe QE+RES sample, in gure 3.9 for the νµ → ντ (τ → e) sample and in gure 3.10 for
the νµ NC sample.
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Figure 3.6: On the LHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth in
the brik. On the RHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true
neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with MC simulation
of the νµ → νe osillation hannel.
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Figure 3.7: On the LHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth in
the brik. On the RHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true
neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with MC simulation
of the prompt νe hannel.
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Figure 3.8: On the LHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth in
the brik. On the RHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true
neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with MC simulation
of the prompt νe QE+RES hannel.
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Figure 3.9: On the LHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth in
the brik. On the RHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true
neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with MC simulation
of the νµ → ντ with the τ lepton into its eletron deay hannel.
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Figure 3.10: On the LHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth
in the brik. On the RHS, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true
neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with MC
simulation of the νµ NC hannel.
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Figure 3.11: Loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth in the brik
on the RHS and as a funtion of the MC true neutrino energy on the LHS.
The neutrino events with energy less or equal to 20 GeV on the top panels
and the neutrino events with energy greater than 20 GeV on the bottom
panels. All these plots have been obtained with MC simulation of the
prompt νe hannel.
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The rst observation on these plots, looking at the error bars, is that the statistis
is not suient due to the MC prodution proess of OPERA. The vertex depth dereases
signiantly in the last 5 plates for all hannels beause of the small multipliity in the
CSd and in the TT wall downstream of the brik. The event loation in the rst half-brik
is lower, about 40%, than in the seond half-brik, about 60%. This eet is due to the
low energy neutrino event as we an see for instane with the prompt νe MC sample in
gure 3.11 where the population has been split in two bins : neutrino energy less or equal
to 20 GeV and neutrino energy greater than 20 GeV. Note that these "splitting" methods
have been applied to all hannels and orresponding plots an be found in appendix F.
Finally the event loation eieny inreases with the energy up to 20GeV.
Events with neutrino energies above 30 GeV are not inluded in this study sine an
upper energy ut of 20 GeV will be applied.
A summary of the event loation eieny step-by-step for eah hannel is given
in table 3.3 exept for the νCCµ
mis−−→ νNCµ hannel whih is given in table 3.4.
osillated νe τ → e νNCµ prompt νe prompt νe
QE+RES
Muon Id 0.897±0.010 0.852±0.009 0.731±0.008 0.752±0.014 0.943±0.007
BF 0.784±0.011 0.727±0.015 0.537±0.009 0.669±0.015 0.841±0.010
CS 0.715±0.026 0.612±0.036 0.376±0.016 0.660±0.024 0.807±0.022
SB 0.642±0.033 0.524±0.054 0.340±0.018 0.636±0.028 0.730±0.029
Table 3.3: Summary of event loation eieny for eah reonstrution step up to the
loation of the neutrino interation by the SB proedure. The eieny of
eah step is umulative with respet to previous steps. The unertainties
quoted are statistial. It is important to note that numbers from the BF up
to the loation are extrapolated from the 1-brik BF, CS and SB eienies
sine the OpRelease 4.0 annot proess the seond brik ; that is also why the
unertainties are higher than for other numbers.
νCCµ
mis−−→ νNCµ
Muon Id 0.073± 0.005
BF 0.060± 0.025
CS 0.053± 0.007
SB 0.052± 0.007
Table 3.4: Event loation eieny for the νCCµ
mis−−→ νNCµ hannel. It inludes the
misidentiation of the muon trak. The eieny of eah step is umulative
with respet to previous steps. The unertainties quoted are statistial. It is
important to note that numbers from the BF up to the loation are
extrapolated from the 1-brik BF, CS and SB eienies sine the OpRelease
4.0 annot proess the seond brik ; that is also why the unertainties are
higher than for other numbers.
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Table 3.3 shows that hannels with an eletron in the nal state have a loation
eieny higher than 50%. The νµ NC hannel is signiantly lower and the dierene
is in the muon identiation. Indeed, energeti NC events present long hadroni traks
whih an be misidentied by the ED and the muon identiation algorithm as muons.
This eet means a redution of this bakground for the osillation studies in hapter 5.
Table 3.4 shows that the νCCµ
mis−−→ νNCµ loation eieny is small thanks to the muon
identiation whih is fortunate sine the νµ CC rate quoted in table 2.8 is high.
These loation eienies have to be heked with the OPERA data, espeially
as the data reonstrution is not exatly the same as the MC reonstrution proess. This
is performed in the next setion.
3.2.2 Comparison of the Monte Carlo simulation with data and
systemati unertainty
It will be explained in setion 5.3.1 that analysed data in this thesis will be the
2008 and 2009 data samples. At that time, the muon identiation was not as eient
as it is now. Muon identiation has to be reproessed with the last developments of this
algorithm. Meanwhile, the present knowledge of the lassiation of the events in 2008
and 2009 data is summarized in table 3.5.
2008 2009
0µ 1µ 0µ 1µ
Events found
with the ED
406 1292 1097 2460
Events loated in
ECC
169 834 360 1490
DATA loation
eieny
0.416± 0.024 0.646± 0.013 0.328± 0.014 0.605± 0.010
MC loation
eieny with
two CS traks
0.340± 0.018 0.579± 0.029 0.340± 0.018 0.579± 0.029
MC loation
eieny with
one CS trak
- 0.775± 0.026 - 0.775± 0.026
Systemati
unertainty
0.038 0.065 0.006 0.085
Table 3.5: Summary of event loation in 2008 and 2009 data. 1µ numbers are quoted as
a referene sample. 0µ represents the sample in whih we look for
eletrons [58℄. The MC loation eieny omputed in setion 3.2.1 is added
for 0µ (νµ NC) and the event loation eieny for the 1µ events is omputed
as for the νµ CC events in setion 3.2.1 but aepting events with a
reonstruted muon trak in the EDs instead of rejeting them. The last line
presents the systemati unertainty inferred from the MC/data omparison.
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On the one hand, two types of MC event loation eieny are quoted, one using
the CS seletion of two traks as desribed in setion 3.1.4.2 and the other one with only
one CS trak. For 0µ events, the 2 CS traks are well suited to determine roughly whether
the vertex is in the brik. For 1µ events, if only one CS trak is found and is onneted with
the ED 3D trak identied as muon, the deision proess an ome up to validate the event
as loated in the onsidered brik aording to the information of TT hits and possibly a
neighbour brik. The true CS seletion eieny of 1µ events is most probably between
the two values quoted in table 3.5. There is room for improvements by implementing the
state-of-the-art of the deision proess in the CS sanning in the MC simulation. The
systemati unertainty for 1µ events kept in this study will be the larger one in order
to be onservative. Taking the event loation eieny dierene between MC and data
is motivated by the fat that the main error on this proess is the lassiation of the
events as 0µ or 1µ. In data, after the systemati lassiation, the sample are puried by
relassifying misidentied 0µ events as 1µ (∼ 15% of loated 0µ events) or misidentied
1µ events as 0µ (∼ 1% of loated 1µ events). The dierene between event loation
in data and in a pure sample of NC events assesses the systemati unertainty on the
remaining muon misidentiation after relassiation. Finally, to take into aount this
disrepany between the MC and data, the half of the dierene will be onsidered as the
systemati unertainty of the loation eieny within 2σ. The systemati unertainties
quoted in table 3.5 are dierent between 2008 and 2009. Beause of the presene of
external bakground in 2008 data sample, the event loation eieny are larger. Given
the relatively large variability of the loation eieny with the number of CS traks, it
seems reasonable to take as the systemati unertainty on the event loation eieny
the average value, weighted by the beam luminosity in 2008 and 2009, inferred from the
omparison of 2008 and 2009 data with MC simulations : 0.340±0.017 for NC events and
0.775±0.078 for CC events.
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Figure 3.12: On the LHS, the loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex
depth in the brik. On the RHS, the loation eieny as a funtion of the
MC true neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with MC
simulation of the νµ → νe osillation hannel by using only the OpCara
"CONTAINED" or "BORDERSOFTNC" lassiation.
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To estimate the impat of the muon misidentiation on the dierent hannels
used in this work, the event loation eieny by using the ED tags "CONTAINED" and
"BORDERSOFTNC" assoiated to the absene of a muon trak (dened as the standard
proedure) is ompared at the same sample using only the ED tags, for instane on the
osillated νe MC sample. The standard proedure has been already shown in gure 3.6
and the simplied seletion is shown in gure 3.12. The same plots for the other hannels
an be found in appendix F.
The event loation eieny is globally enhaned of about 10%. Indeed, some
0µ events, mislassied as 1µ beause of the misidentiation of an energeti hadron trak
as a muon one, are reovered and in addition are easy to loalize sine those are energeti.
In fat, gure 3.12 shows a more important enhanement at high energy than gure 3.6.
Table 3.6 summarizes the dierene between the two types of event lassiation
for eah hannel studied in this thesis work.
osillated νe τ → e νNCµ prompt νe
prompt νe
QE+RES
Standard
event
loation
0.642±0.033 0.524±0.054 0.340± 0.018 0.636±0.028 0.730±0.029
Simplied
event
loation
0.695±0.031 0.585±0.054 0.430± 0.019 0.805±0.024 0.732±0.029
Eieny
loss
0.053 0.061
0.09
0.169 0.002
Table 3.6: Summary of event loation eieny for eah event lassiation proedure.
The possible misidentiation of the muon trak is irrelevant for the
νCCµ
mis−−→ νNCµ hannel.
The muon misidentiation implies a drop of 5% of the event loation eieny
for the signal. However, the drop for the prompt νe events is muh more important. The
irreduible bakground represented by this hannel is thus redued.
3.3 Statistial Methods
Statistial methods in the analysis tools are used for several purposes in
this thesis : eletron/pion separation, eletromagneti shower energy estimation and
bakground rejetion for an osillation study. In all these studies, there is a large
number of disriminating variables and orrelations among them. Hene a ombination
of independent uts on eah variable would not be suitable. Moreover, in the osillation
study, the number of signal events expeted is about one order of magnitude below the
number of bakground events. We hose to use multivariate analysis to optimize the
separation power of eah variable. Two methods have been used : Fisher disriminant
and ANN.
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These two methods are naturally dierent and ahieve also dierent performanes.
Dierenes inlude robustness, linear or non-linear orrelations, overtraining and so on.
For the shower analysis purpose, independent C++ programs based on a ROOT lass
TMultilayerPereptron have been used. For the osillation study, the method has been
implemented in an analysis software alled Toolkit for MultiVariate Analysis with ROOT
(TMVA) [93℄. For a lassiation study, typially signal and bakground, distributions of
disriminating variables fed the analysis tool whih gives a unique lassiation output
variable. This method has to be previously trained on a spei sample to determine the
oeients used afterwards to optimize the bakground rejetion on another sample. The
two methods are desribed in detail in appendix E.
Chapter 4
Eletromagneti Shower Reonstrution
In Nulear Emulsions
Eletron detetion in the OPERA experiment is a ruial goal to the
neutrino osillation physis in the νµ → ντ (τ → e) as well as in the
νµ → νe (νe → e+ hadroni shower) hannels. To this end, the geometrial reonstrution
of the eletromagneti showers whih spread in the OPERA brik, the identiation of the
showers as eletrons (or pions) and the estimation of the energy are performed. In this
setion, I will desribe the shower reonstrution algorithm in the OPERA framework
followed by the identiation and energy estimation performane. A omparison with
test beam data to alibrate these analysis tools will be also shown. Finally, I will
report on the systemati unertainties and the new features of the eletromagneti shower
reonstrution tool.
4.1 Phenomenology Of Eletromagneti Shower
Passage of harged partiles through matter has been extensively studied in the
1950's. A good summary is given in the referene [21℄. However, a brief reminder of
what is important for our purpose is given hereafter. From the Bethe-Bloh formula, it is
assumed that the energy loss by the inident partile in a single interation is negligible
with respet to its total kineti energy. This hypothesis is true only if the mass of the
inident partile is muh greater than the eletron mass. Sine eletrons and positrons do
not satisfy this hypothesis, the formula that desribes their energy losses is dierent. As we
shall see, in the energy range of our interest [1-20 GeV℄ eletromagneti proesses, whih
are responsible for the eletron-positron shower development, dominate. The integrated
energy losses of an eletron of energy E traversing a material of thikness t derease
exponentially with t and are proportional to the inident energy E0 as δEe(t) = E0 e
− t
X0
where X0 is the radiation length of the material. For a pion, δEe(t) = onstant. This
dierene will be used to distinguish eletrons from pions deteted in the OPERA briks.
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High energy eletrons predominantly loose energy in matter by bremsstrahlung
and high energy photons by e
+
e
−
pair prodution ; the ionization is negligible at high
energy. The harateristi amount of matter whih is signiant for these interations is
alled the radiation length X0. Aording to the previous statement about the integrated
average energy losses, the radiation length is the mean distane over whih a high energy
eletron looses
1
e
of its energy by bremsstrahlung and also
7
9
of the mean free path
for pair prodution by a high energy photon. Consequently, X0 orresponds also to
an appropriate sale to desribe eletromagneti shower and an be parametrized as in
equation 4.1 [94, 21℄.
X0 =
716.4 [g/m2]A
Z(Z+ 1) ln(287/
√
Z)
(4.1)
with Z and A the atomi number and the atomi mass of the absorber, respetively.
The ritial energy E

an be dened as the energy at whih the eletron energy
loss rate by bremsstrahlung is equal to ionization loss rate :
(
dE
dx
)
brem
= (
dE
dx
)
ionization
(4.2)
A t of experimental measurements of the ritial energy for dierent hemial
ompounds gives two omputations [21℄ :
E

(liquids, solids) =
610MeV
Z+ 1.24
(4.3)
E

(gases) =
710MeV
Z+ 0.96
(4.4)
When seondary partiles in the eletromagneti shower reah this ritial energy,
the development of the shower is onsidered as stopped. In OPERA, the duial mass is
omposed of lead whih means : E

≈ 7MeV and X0 = 5.6mm.
A possible parametrization of an eletromagneti shower is given by the work
of C.W. Fabjan et al. [95℄. The longitudinal prole an be desribed by a gamma
distribution :
dE
dt
= E0 b
(bt)a−1e−bt
Γ(a)
(4.5)
with the sale variable t = x
X0
and where a and b are free parameters. "x axis" is dened
by the diretion of the inoming eletron whih generates the shower.
The various possibilities to use suh information in the algorithms for the
partile identiation and energy estimation will be disussed in the following. The
transverse development of the shower has been extensively studied e.g. in the work of
W.R. Nelson et al. [96℄ and the work of G. Bathow et al. [97℄. These examples use the
sum of exponential funtions or Gaussian funtions alibrated aording to the detetor
response for eah ase. On the average, only 10% (1%) of the energy lies outside the
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ylinder with radius R
M
(3.5 R
M
) alled Moliere radius and is used as the sale variable
to desribe the transverse prole :
R
M
= X0
E
s
E

where E
s
≈ 21 MeV. (4.6)
R
M
= 1.7 m in the OPERA ase.
4.2 Eletromagneti Shower Reonstrution Algorithm
4.2.1 Priniple
In order to reonstrut an eletromagneti shower as it develops in an OPERA
brik, an algorithm has been elaborated in 1998 [72℄. The mehanism of eletron and
photon interations in matter has been previously desribed in setion 4.1 and has shown
that many traks are expeted in the emulsions. A simplied representation of those
showers stands in two steps :
1. The shower initiation with reonstruted traks : a shower needs to be initiated with
a seed. A reonstruted trak orresponds more likely to a physial objet instead
of a single BaseTrak (BT) whih ould be bakground.
2. The shower reonstrution onneting BTs from a lm to the next one is based on
geometrial riteria and desribes the development inside the material.
4.2.2 Shower initiation with reonstruted traks
First, the algorithm is going to reonstrut traks. A omplete desription and
the parameter set used for that proess is given in setion 3.1.4.2. BTs are seleted
aording to the angular and position aeptanes to build traks. From many possible
onnetions, the traks are seleted based on a χ2 ut. These olletions of BTs serve as
a trigger for starting the trak tting with the Kalman Filter (KF) [47℄ in order to get a
omplete objet. Finally, the reonstruted traks are propagated to hek whether they
are fragments of traks or they orrespond to a real physial trak. One more the KF is
used a posteriori for smoothing.
Eah trak reonstruted by this proedure is onsidered as a andidate for the
shower reonstrution.
4.2.3 Shower reonstrution
Shower propagation is applied lm by lm starting with the most upstream one.
For eah andidate trak, the most upstream BT is onsidered as an initiator.
Then, this BT is projeted in the next lm downstream where the algorithm will look for
a BT to attah to that initiator with geometrial onsiderations summarized in table 4.1.
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Variables used for the
seletions
Values of the seletions
Basetrak in a
transverse area of
2500x2500 µm2
around the initiator
abs(x
BT
− x
initiator
) ≤ 1250 AND abs(y
BT
− y
initiator
) ≤ 1250
Cut on the angle of
the BT
abs(θ
X
) < 0.5 rad AND abs(θ
Y
) < 0.5 rad
Angle dierene
between the BT and
the projetion of the
initiator
abs(θ3D
BT
− θ3D
init
) < 0.150 rad
Position dierene
between the BT and
the projetion of the
initiator
abs(r
BT
− r
init
) < 0.150mm
The BT has to be
inside a
one+ylinder shown
on the right
Table 4.1: Summary of the seletions in the BT olletion proess.
The algorithm will proeed iteratively from a lm to another up to the last lm
of the volume used in the analysis and dened in setion 3.1.4.2. Usually, only showers
whih spread over at least four lms are kept as physial eletromagneti showers.
One a shower is reonstruted, it has to be identied and its energy has to be
estimated. As we note in setion 4.1, the identiation whih is mainly a separation
between eletrons and pions an be performed by using Multiple Coulomb Sattering
(MCS) of traks ; it was also shown that it an be used to estimate the energy. Both
analyses will use ANN whih has been used extensively in many high energy physis
experiments for the same goals. A desription of the ANNs analysis tool is given in
appendix E.2.
4.3 Eletron Identiation
MCS implies a behaviour that is not the same between eletron and pion
traks, espeially in terms of angular dierene between several fragments of the trak.
Moreover, this sattering behaviour assoiated with a dierent phenomenology of hadroni
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showers [98℄
1
and eletromagneti showers infers a disrepany between pion and eletron
shower shapes. These two piees of information will be used to feed an ANN in
order to separate eletrons from pions. MC samples used for this purpose will be
MC_eletronPion_4GeV_1k and MC_eletronPion_2GeV_1k, while data samples will
be data_eletron_TB_4GeV and data_eletron_TB_2GeV ; all these samples are
desribed in setion 3.1.5. Note that the eletron-pion proportion is the same for MC
as for data. First the priniple of the algorithm will be desribed. Then, the performane
of that tool will be presented ; the eieny of the eletron identiation for the νe and
ντ (τ → e) hannels have been heked in setion 4.3.3 ; simulation samples dediated to
this study are MC_osillated_nue_1k and MC_taue_3k.
4.3.1 Priniple of the algorithm
As it is shown in gure 4.1, the longitudinal prole of eletrons and pions is
very dierent as well as the number of BTs in the reonstruted shower. These piees of
information are used as input values to feed the ANN.
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Figure 4.1: Mean longitudinal proles for eletrons and pions, both with an energy of
4 GeV.
Table 4.2 shows all the variables given as inputs for the ANN.
The ANN struture is omposed by two hidden layers with 63 and 21 neurons,
appendix E.2 desribes in more detail the ANN struture. The training is stopped after
120 epohs when the predened sampling error, omputed on the validation sample,
reahes a plateau before starting to inrease.
1
This referene gives a desription of the phenomenology of hadroni showers and ompares the
harateristi properties of hadroni and eletromagneti showers.
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Desription of the variables
Physial meaning
of the variables
Typial value for
eletrons at 4
GeV
Typial value for
pions at 4 GeV
Multipliity of BTs in the
shower
This observable
is expeted
approximately
proportional to
the energy
21.3± 1.8 12.8± 0.2
The mean value of the
angular dierene between
an initiator and one BT in
the shower distribution
An eetive
method to take
into aount the
sattering of
partiles in the
shower
35.9± 0.2 mrad 3.97± 0.01 mrad
The Root Mean
Square (RMS) value of the
angular dierene between
an initiator and one BT in
the shower distribution
24.9± 0.1 mrad 2.87± 0.01 mrad
The mean value of the
position dierene between
an initiator and one BT in
the shower distribution
40.1± 0.2µm 10.64± 0.03µm
The RMS value of the
position dierene between
an initiator and one BT in
the shower distribution
27.1± 0.1µm 7.93± 0.03µm
The ontent of eah bin of
the shower longitudinal
prole i.e. the number of
BTs per lm.
This prole is
physially
parametrized
with the energy
see gure 4.1 see gure 4.1
Table 4.2: Summary of the ANN inputs of the eletron identiation algorithm. The
typial values are atually the mean value of the distributions of these
variables alulated with the MC sample MC_eletronPion_4GeV_1k
desribed in setion 3.1.5.1.
The ANN gives an output variable lose to 1 for eletrons and to 0 for pions. An
appropriate ut on this variable depending on the number of lms used to identify the
shower an give an eieny-based approah, for whih the probability of the shower to
be eletron-indued is higher than 90% or a purity-based approah, where the probability
of the shower to be pion-indued is less than 1%.
data_eletron_TB_4GeV and data_eletron_TB_2GeV are the data samples
used to alibrate the energy and the identiation of eletromagneti showers as well as
to ompare to MC performane of these tools. Two ECC briks have been exposed to an
eletron enrihed pion beam (2 and 4 GeV) at CERN on summer 2011.
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Figure 4.2 displays a lassial identiation result of pion-eletron separation in
a 4 GeV pion beam enrihed with eletrons. Figure 4.3 displays the same for the 2 GeV
ase.
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Figure 4.2: Output variable of the identiation ANN for testbeam data at 4 GeV on the
RHS [99℄ and for a MC sample testbeam-like on the LHS showing the ANN
output value for MC true eletrons in red and for MC true pions in blak.
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Figure 4.3: Output variable of the identiation ANN for testbeam data at 2 GeV on the
RHS [99℄ and for a MC sample testbeam-like on the LHS showing the ANN
output value for MC true eletrons in red and for MC true pions in blak.
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Figure 4.2 shows the good separation apability of the identiation tool with the
MC simulations : only one pion is identied as an eletron and almost all eletrons are
well identied. On the plot orresponding to data, the ANN gives for some showers an
output value below 0. This an be explained by the fat that the Neural Network (NN)
has been trained with MC simulations where the instrumental bakground is missing.
In data, due to the presene of bakground traks, unexpeted inputs feed the NN and
the output an be out of the "normal" range [0,1℄. However the proportion of identied
eletrons and pions in data are in agreement with the MC results.
Figure 4.3 shows the same behaviour but none pion is identied as eletron. There
are more misidentied eletrons beause of a smaller development of showers at low energy
whih redues the performane of the identiation algorithm.
4.3.2 Performane
As stated earlier, the ANN output values vary from 0 to 1, around 0 for pions
and 1 for eletrons. An appropriate ut on this value to ensure an eletron identiation
eieny of more than 90% is determined. However, it varies depending on the number of
lms used for the shower reonstrution. In this ase, less than 1% of the seleted showers
are from pion ontamination. Figure 4.4 shows the performane of the algorithm with a
MC simulation of pure eletrons within the entire brik. This allows to dene a ut on the
output variable distribution at a value of 0.78 beyond whih the shower is identied as an
eletron. Figure 4.5 displays the performane of the algorithm with a MC simulation of
osillated νµ → νe. On the LHS of this gure, the distribution shows the result when the
full brik available volume is onsidered whilst on the RHS, the distribution is omputed
for showers reonstruted in the OPERA standard volume for whih 10 emulsion lms
are onsidered for the sanning. Figure 4.6 shows the performane of the algorithm when
the νµ → ντ sample is used in the MC simulation with the τ lepton reonstruted into its
eletron deay hannel. Evenly, the left distribution orresponds to the ANN output using
the full brik available volume whilst the right one onsiders the standard 10 emulsion
lms volume.
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Figure 4.4: MC simulation Neural Network output distribution for the pure eletron
sample using the full brik information thus dening the ut at 0.78 for the
ANN output.
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Figure 4.5: MC simulation Neural Network output distribution for the νµ → νe
osillation hannel. The left distribution orresponds to the ANN output
using the full brik available volume whilst the right one onsiders the
standard 10 emulsion lms volume.
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Figure 4.6: MC simulation Neural Network output distribution for the νµ → ντ
osillation hannel with the τ lepton reonstruted into its eletron deay
hannel. The left distribution orresponds to the ANN output using the full
brik available volume whilst the right one onsiders the OPERA standard
10 emulsion lms volume.
The identiation performane an be estimated both on the MC samples
testbeam-like and on the data of the above mentioned testbeam ampaign. In the
MC sample, eah trak is systematially proessed through the shower reonstrution
and the identiation algorithm. In the data, the rst approah has been to proess the
shower reonstrution as in the MC sample, on all traks alled "beam" traks. The
brik exposure implies that partiles, eletrons and pions, are inoming the brik by the
upstream side and then loose energy by showering for the eletrons and ionization for
the pions. "Beam" traks orrespond to all reonstruted traks with three fragments of
traks in the three rst emulsion lms. Those will be used as what we alled initiator
trak in the shower algorithm.
The result of this proess gives 260 traks identied as showers out of 960 "beam"
traks in the 4 GeV brik ; the number of expeted eletrons quoted in table 3.1 is 50 and
is inferred from the analysis of the erenkov ounters plaed in the beam upstream of the
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ECC as explained in setion 3.1.5.2. Pions have been reonstruted as eletron showers
beause of the presene of a large amount of bakground traks (instrumental) along
the pion trak. This eet is not reproduible in MC simulations sine the instrumental
bakground is not yet inluded. In the data proessing, a spei quality ut on BTs has
been applied in order to rejet this bakground and avoid the misidentiation of pions
as eletrons to purify the sample before reproessing shower identiation. The identied
eletrons are then visually inspeted to determine if they looks like eletron showers or
pions assoiated to bakground traks. The result of this proessing is summarized in
table 4.3.
E (GeV) "Beam" traks Expeted eletrons Seleted traks
Eletron traks
onrmed
2 350 80 69
49
4 960 50 52
43
Table 4.3: Result of the eletron testbeam data reproessing aording to the seletions
desribed above.
The identiation eienies with the testbeam data and with the
MC simulations are summarized in table 4.4. Note that I estimated these identiation
eienies up to 4 GeV beause of the existene of the testbeam data up to that energy.
Identiation performane for eletromagneti showers up to 16 GeV an be found in the
work of F. Juget and F.Meisel [73℄ as well as in the work of L. Arrabito et al. [100℄.
E (GeV) MC DATA
ǫe→e (%) ǫπ→e (%)
seleted
expeted
(%)
onrmed
seleted
(%)
onrmed
expeted
(%)
2 60.2±4.5 0.14±0.14 86± 4 71± 5 61± 5
4 76±8 0.14±0.14 100±3 83± 5 86± 5
Table 4.4: Summary of the eletron identiation algorithm performane with
ǫα→β =
Number of MC true β identied as α
Total number of MC true β
and ηα =
Number of partile identied as α
Number of expeted α partiles
.
Comparing the results with the MC simulations and with the testbeam
data obtained with a systemati identiation algorithm use shows that identiation
eienies are dierent for MC and for data mainly due to a dierent analysis proess
desribed above. The pion ontamination in data is not reproduible in the MC simulation
sine the instrumental bakground is not inluded in the latter. However, if we onsider
the visual inspetion as a proess whih makes the pion ontamination in data going to 0,
the rst and the last olumn of table 4.4 beome omparable and ould show an agreement
between MC and data.
An on-going development with the same algorithm onsist in a separation of
eletron showers from gamma showers based on the priniple that shower development
is slightly dierent due to the rst proess whih initiates the interation, i.e.
bremsstrahlung or pair prodution.
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4.3.3 Identiation eieny results
4.3.3.1 νµ → νe (e) hannel
Shower reonstrution and eletron identiation proesses thus established are
applied to MC simulation of OPERA eletron neutrino events, both from beam and
from the osillation proess νµ → νe. The identiation eieny has been evaluated as a
funtion of a variable number of lms. The results are shown in gure 4.7 and summarized
in table 4.5.
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Figure 4.7: Eletron identiation eieny as a funtion of the shower extension in
terms of number of lms obtained with MC simulation of the νµ → νe
osillation hannel on the LHS. The same eieny but only for MC true
eletron showers on the RHS. The dierene gives the systemati
unertainty on identiation of showers.
On the LHS of gure 4.7, the plot shows the result given by the identiation
tool. The right plot shows the eieny only for the true eletrons. The dierene
between the two plots omes from the gamma ontamination produed by neutral pions.
These two ases orrespond to the limits of the eet of the gamma ontamination on
the eletron identiation. The mean value of the dierene between the two histograms
is taken as the systemati unertainty of the identiation proess. If the dierene is
zero, the statistial error orresponding to 1 event out of the bin population is taken as
the systemati unertainty. The purity of the eletron identiation proess is given by
dividing the left histogram by the right one.
The MC true identiation of reonstruted showers is done by omputing the
ratio of BaseTraks linked to a hit of the primary eletron divided by the total number of
BaseTraks in the shower. This ratio is illustrated by gure 4.8. The 0-value of that ratio
is mostly omposed by π0 and stress the importane of a gamma-eletron separation tool.
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Figure 4.8: Ratio of BaseTraks linked to a hit of the primary eletron divided by the
total number of BaseTraks in the shower with all events on the LHS and
with only showers whih have an extension of 10 plates at maximum on the
RHS. Both of these plots are obtained with MC simulation of the νµ → νe
osillation hannel. A ut to 0.5 is used to evaluate the misidentiation of
eletron showers.
Number of lms
Identiation
eieny
Identiation
eieny
systemati
unertainty
Identiation purity
7.5
0.62 0.11
0.65
12.5
0.81 0.09
0.79
17.5
0.88 0.06
0.88
22.5
0.93 0.04
0.92
27.5
0.94 0.04
0.93
32.5
0.95 0.02
1.00
37.5
0.98 0.01
1.00
42.5
0.94 0.01
0.98
47.5
1.00 0.01
1.00
52.5
1.00 0.03
1.00
57.5
1.00 0.03
1.00
Table 4.5: Eletron identiation eieny and purity for the νµ → νe osillation
hannel.
It is shown with the values of table 4.5 that showers reonstruted with an
extension of 10 lms have an eletron identiation eieny value of (81± 9)%. If more
lms are used, the mean eletron identiation eieny is about (95 ± 4)%. Thus, to
searh for and identify an eletron and therefore a νe andidate event in the OPERA ECC,
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within the OPERA nominal sanning proedure, a minimal number of 10 sanned lms is
required. In whih ase, the nal shower reonstrution and identiation mean eieny
ombined to the loation one is (47± 10)% for the osillation hannel νµ → νe using the
eienies and their systemati error mentioned above for the eletron identiation and
quoted in table 3.6 for the event loation.
However, one the event is identied as an eletron event, the volume sanned
is extended to the entire brik. Sine the systemati unertainty depends on the number
of lms as illustrated in table 4.5, one an improve the systemati unertainty by using
all emulsions available in the event and thus give a more realisti unertainty on the
identiation proedure. In our 2008-2009 data sample, the νe andidate events span over
20 plates in average. The nal shower reonstrution and identiation mean eieny
ombined to the loation one is therefore (47± 8)%.
4.3.3.2 νµ → ντ (τ → e) hannel
The same shower reonstrution and eletron identiation proedures are applied
to MC simulation of OPERA tau neutrino events, from the osillation proess νµ → ντ
with the τ lepton into its eletron deay hannel. The identiation eieny has been
evaluated for a dierent number of lms. The results are shown in gure 4.9 and
summarized in table 4.6. The ratio used to assess the identiation systemati unertainty
is illustrated by gure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Eletron Identiation eieny as a funtion of the shower extension in
terms of number of lms obtained with MC simulation of the νµ → ντ with
the τ lepton into its eletron deay hannel on the LHS. The same eieny
but only for MC true eletron showers on the RHS. The dierene gives the
systemati unertainty on identiation of showers.
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Figure 4.10: Ratio of BaseTraks linked to a hit of the primary eletron divided by the
total number of BaseTraks in the shower with all events on the LHS and
with only showers whih have an extension of 10 plates at maximum on the
RHS. Both of these plots are obtained with MC simulation of the νµ → ντ
with the τ lepton into its eletron deay hannel.
Number of lms
Identiation
eieny
Identiation
eieny
systemati
unertainty
Identiation purity
7.5
0.67 0.13
0.61
12.5
0.87 0.13
0.70
17.5
0.84 0.06
0.86
22.5
0.92 0.08
0.84
27.5
0.87 0.02
0.95
32.5
0.97 0.07
0.87
37.5
0.98 0.05
0.91
42.5
0.97 0.04
0.93
47.5
1.00 0.08
0.85
52.5
0.94 0.02
1.00
Table 4.6: Eletron identiation eieny and purity for the νµ → ντ with the τ lepton
reonstruted into its eletron deay hannel.
It is shown with the values of table 4.6 that showers reonstruted with an
extension of 10 lms have an eletron identiation eieny value of (87 ± 13)%. If
more lms are used, the mean eletron identiation eieny is about (92± 7)%.
Thus, to searh for and identify an eletron and therefore a τ lepton andidate
event in the OPERA ECC, within the OPERA nominal sanning proedure, a minimal
number of 10 sanned lms is required. In whih ase, the nal shower reonstrution and
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identiation mean eieny ombined to the loation one is (28±6)% for the osillation
hannel νµ → ντ with the τ lepton reonstruted into its eletron deay hannel using
the eienies and their systemati error mentioned above for the eletron identiation
and quoted in table 3.6 for the event loation. By using the maximum number of plates
available in the event one it has been loated and identied as an eletron event, the nal
shower reonstrution and identiation mean eieny ombined to the loation one is
(28± 5)%.
4.3.3.3 Energy and vertex depth dependenies
The performane of the eletron identiation proedure is also studied as a
funtion of eletron energy as well as of the vertex position (the position of the ourrene
of the neutrino interation) in the ECC brik. Figure 4.11 shows the variation of the
eletron identiation eieny as a funtion of the eletron energy obtained with the
MC simulation when the νµ → νe osillation hannel is onsidered. Figure 4.12 shows the
orresponding results for the νµ → ντ osillation with the τ lepton into its eletron deay
hannel. The eienies are given for both gures as a funtion of the MC true value
of the energy (the shower energy estimation will be desribed in the next setion). The
eletron identiation is omputed onsidering the full available volume in the brik. For
both osillation hannels, the eletron identiation is quite high, around 80% at energies
below 20 GeV. At low energy, below 5 GeV, the identiation eieny drops beause
of the small trak multipliity whih do not allow to reonstrut showers. If now, we
onsider the realisti ase where the event loation eieny is onsidered as well as a
shower reonstrution over the OPERA standard volume of 10 lms extension, the nal
omputed eieny of the eletron identiation is displayed in gure 4.13 and gure 4.14
and shows a value around 65% for energies below 20 GeV.
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Figure 4.11: Eletron identiation eieny as a funtion of the eletron MC true
energy on the RHS and eletron identiation eieny as a funtion of the
MC true vertex depth on the LHS, both obtained with MC simulation of
the νµ → νe osillation hannel.
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Figure 4.12: Eletron identiation eieny as a funtion of the eletron MC true
energy on the RHS and eletron identiation eieny as a funtion of the
MC true vertex depth on the LHS, both obtained with the MC simulation
for νµ → ντ osillation hannel with the τ lepton into its eletron deay
hannel.
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Figure 4.13: Loated eletron identiation eieny using the OPERA standard
volume as a funtion of the eletron MC true energy obtained with the MC
simulation for νµ → ντ osillation hannel with the τ lepton into its
eletron deay hannel.
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Figure 4.14: Loated eletron identiation eieny using the OPERA standard
volume as a funtion of the eletron MC true energy on the RHS and
eletron identiation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth
on the LHS, both obtained with MC simulation of the νµ → νe osillation
hannel.
As mentioned above, the performane of the eletron identiation proedure is
also studied as a funtion of the vertex position (the position of the ourrene of the
neutrino interation) in the ECC brik. This vertex position is expressed as the plate
(lm) number. Figure 4.11 shows the variation of the eletron identiation eieny
as a funtion of the lm number obtained with the MC simulation when the νµ → νe
osillation hannel is onsidered. Figure 4.12 shows the orresponding results for the
νµ → ντ osillation with the τ lepton into its eletron deay hannel. The eienies
are given for both gures as a funtion of the MC reonstruted vertex position. The
eletron identiation is omputed onsidering the full available volume in the brik. For
both osillation hannels, the eletron identiation is quite high, around 90%. There is,
nevertheless, a signiant drop of the identiation eieny in the last 7 plates beause
of the too small number of plates available for the proper work of the ANN analysis.
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4.4 Energy Estimation
The energy estimation is one of ruial issues for OPERA physis. This algorithm
has been developed using the same ANN as for the identiation but for that dierent
purpose. From the same input variables desribed above, this analysis will give in this
ase, the energy of the shower as the output. The priniple of the algorithm will be rst
presented. Then the performane will be evaluated both on MC samples and on data.
Finally, a systemati error study will be shown. MC samples used to alibrate this tool will
be MC_eletronPion_4GeV_1k, MC_eletronPion_2GeV_1k and MC_eletron_10k
while data samples will be data_eletron_TB_4GeV and data_eletron_TB_2GeV.
Simulation samples used to test the energy estimation tool are MC_osillated_nue_1k
and MC_taue_3k. All these samples are desribed in setion 3.1.5.1.
4.4.1 Priniple of the algorithm
The algorithm is based on the same Artiial Neural Network (ANN) as for the
identiation algorithm. However, an important disrepany is on the parameters of the
BaseTrak (BT) seletion. The identiation algorithm has been developed before the
energy estimation and has shown good performane. Later on, the energy estimation was
being revealed more sensitive to bakground than the identiation algorithm. So it has
been deided to use more restritive uts in order to suppress most of bakground traks.
The modied parameters an be found in table 4.7.
Variables used for the
seletions
Values of the seletions
Angle dierene
between the BT and
the projetion of the
initiator
abs(θ3D
BT
− θ3D
init
) < 0.130 rad
The BT has to be
inside a
one+ylinder shown
on the right
Table 4.7: Summary of the seletions spei to the energy estimation algorithm in the
BT olletion proess.
These parameters are handed over as input variables for dierent types of ANN.
For the training of the ANN, two sets of MC sample events have been used ; one of
eletrons with ontinuous energies in the range of 0 GeV to 30 GeV and with ontinuous
inoming angles θ
x
and θ
y
in the range [0, 0.4] rad and another one with ontinuous
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energies in the range of 0 GeV to 100 GeV and with ontinuous inoming angles θ
x
and
θ
y
in the range [0, 0.6] rad. Both sets have an energy spetrum lose to the one from
the τ → e hannel. The output of the ANN is taken as energy value to be observed.
The ANN has been trained for 200 epohs, using the stohasti learning method and
onsisting of a struture with N input neurons, N+1 and N neurons in the two hidden
layers. Dierent parametrizations for harateristis of an eletromagneti shower in the
ECC have been systematially studied. The meaning of the ANN parameters mentioned
above is desribed in appendix E.2.
4.4.2 Performane
Performane of this energy estimation algorithm has been evaluated on the
MC sample of 10 000 eletrons produed in an energy ontinuum from 0 to 30 GeV
with a at spetrum and with inoming angles θ
x
and θ
y
in the range 0 to 0.6 rad. The
rst step of the analysis has been to dene a pure sample of eletrons to assess the best
performane in energy estimation of this tool. The pure sample has been dened aording
to the following seletions summarized in table 4.8.
Variables used for the
seletions
Values of the seletions
Inoming angle of the
eletron
abs(θ3D) < 0.1 rad
Contained shower :
multipliity of
MiroTraks (MTs)
At least 50% of MTs inside one brik
Table 4.8: Summary of seletions dening a pure eletron sample.
Showers have been reonstruted over the full volume available for the event.
Figure 4.15 shows a satter plot of the MC true energy as a funtion of the reonstruted
energy and its assoiated prole.
The reonstruted energy is linear up to 20 GeV with the MC true energy as we
an see on the RHS of gure 4.15. For our purpose, 20 GeV is good enough sine an upper
ut on the neutrino energy at 20 GeV will be used in the analysis reported in hapter 5.
The eet of the "ontained" showers seletion is illustrated by gure 4.16 where
this seletion has been removed : the spread of the reonstruted energy values in the
high energy region is enhaned as well as the error of the t whih inreases above 10%.
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Figure 4.15: On the LHS, a satter plot of the reonstruted energy as a funtion of the
MC true energy. On the RHS, the tted prole of the satter plot shown
on the left. The parametrization showed on the prole gives :
E
REC
= (0.92± 0.01) ∗ E
MC
. The error quoted here is the error on the t.
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Figure 4.16: On the LHS, a satter plot of the reonstruted energy as a funtion of the
MC true energy. On the RHS, the tted prole of the satter plot shown
on the left. The parametrization showed on the prole gives :
E
REC
= (0.80± 0.01) ∗ E
MC
.
The orretion to the reonstruted energy thus dened above is :
E
REC
= (0.92± 0.01) ∗ E
MC
(4.7)
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The parametrization of the reonstruted energy is dened in the linear region
[0,20℄ GeV. Figure 4.17 shows plots of the Reonstruted-MC true energy ratio and
residuals of the reonstruted energy below 20 GeV and for "ontained" showers. Residuals
are dened as :
residual =
E
REC
− E
MC
E
MC
=
∆E
E
(4.8)
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Figure 4.17: On the LHS, the ratio distribution of the reonstruted energy over MC
true energy and on the RHS, the distribution of the reonstruted energy
residuals are presented for the MC simulation of single eletrons. Here, the
showers are reonstruted over the full volume available for the event and
seleted aording to table 4.8. The gaussian t of the energy ratio gives
σ(E
REC
/E
MC
) = 0.28± 0.01 ; for the residuals, σ(∆E/E) = 0.29± 0.01 and
the mean gaussian value is −0.08± 0.01.
The shower reonstrution tool on the pure sample an ahieve a mean resolution
of 29% with a bias of 8%. Computing the resolution of the reonstruted energy divided
by the MC true energy as a funtion of the latter gives gure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Resolution on the shower energy as a funtion of the MC true energy. The
t of the energy resolution gives
σ(E)
E
= 0.34±0.05√
E
+ 11% with E in GeV.
The resolution parametrization of the OPERA alorimeter is therefore :
σE
E
=
(34± 5)%√
E
+ (11± 2)% with E in GeV (4.9)
However these performanes have been assessed in an "idealisti" ase on the pure
MC sample beause of the variation of the energy estimation with the inoming angle of
the eletron and with the vertex depth in the brik. These dependenies are studied in the
following. Moreover, the existene of eletron testbeam data desribed in setion 3.1.5.2
allows to ompare data with MC simulations.
4.4.3 Energy alibration and omparison of the MC simulation
with data
4.4.3.1 Energy alibration
The variations of the shower energy estimation with the eletron inoming angle
and with the vertex depth are illustrated in gure 4.19 where the total MC sample of
single eletrons is analysed. The latter represents the information leakage outside one
brik onstrained in the pure sample with the "ontained" seletion.
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Figure 4.19: In the top panels, the satter plot of the residuals as a funtion of the
vertex depth and its assoiated prole. In the middle panel, the energy
residuals as a funtion of the shower axis angle. The parametrization of
this dependeny gives :
∆E
E
= −0.206− 1.48 θ
3D
(eletron). In the bottom
panel, the energy residuals as a funtion of the shower extension in number
of plates. All plots presented are obtained with the MC simulation of single
eletrons.
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The energy residuals are stable with the vertex depth up to the plate 40 ; the
deviation above this value is visible but not so important up to plate 47. This plate
is the last one to onsider if the eletron is to be identied within one brik proedure.
Otherwise, the energy residuals vary strongly with the shower axis angle whih degrades
the resolution and implies a bias in the energy estimation whih ould be orreted
aording to the parametrization. Therefore, the resolution in energy is investigated
inluding this orretion. The shower extension has to be 20 plates at least to reah the
stability region in shower extension.
Figure 4.20 shows a satter plot of the MC true energy as a funtion of the
reonstruted energy and its assoiated prole taking into aount the orretion of the
energy as a funtion of the shower axis angle. Only showers "ontained" are onsidered.
Figure 4.21 shows plots of the Reonstruted-MC true energy ratio and residuals of the
reonstruted energy below 20 GeV and for "ontained" showers.
In this more realisti approah, the orretion has improved the
reonstruted/MC energy ratio and the bias on the energy is also improved. The
Gaussian t of the residuals in gure 4.21 shows a bias of 12%, but given the asymmetri
shape of this distribution, the tted mean value is not signiant. However, the resolution
on the energy has been enhaned. A multivariate orretion (shower axis angle, shower
extension and vertex depth) would be suited to improve that resolution.
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Figure 4.20: On the LHS, a satter plot of the reonstruted orreted energy as a
funtion of the MC true energy. On the RHS, the tted prole of the
satter plot shown on the left. The parametrization showed on the prole
gives : E
REC
= (1.05± 0.01) ∗ E
MC
. The error quoted here is the error on
the t.
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Figure 4.21: On the LHS, the ratio distribution of the reonstruted orreted energy
over MC true energy and on the RHS, the distribution of the reonstruted
orreted energy residuals are presented for the MC simulation of single
eletrons. Here, the showers are reonstruted over the full volume
available for the event and are ontained in the brik. The Gaussian t of
the residuals, σ(∆E/E) = 0.49± 0.01 and the mean Gaussian value is
0.12± 0.02.
The nal resolution of the OPERA alorimeter is therefore onstant with the
energy and is about 50%. It does not t with the usual stohasti behaviour in 1/
√
E
beause of a too low sampling with 10 X0 in one brik.
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Figure 4.22: Resolution on the shower energy orreted as a funtion of the MC true
energy.
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4.4.3.2 Test beam data analysis and omparison with the MC simulation
The prodution of these data are desribed in setion 3.1.5.2. The analysis
proedure and the identiation of eletrons inside this dataset has been detailed in setion
4.3.2.
The result in terms of energy estimation of the eletron testbeam data at 2 and
4 GeV are presented in gure 4.23.
Figure 4.23: Reonstruted energy on the seleted eletrons in testbeam data for 4 GeV
on the LHS and 2 GeV on the RHS.
From the parametrization dened in gure 4.20 with MC simulations, MC
energies at 2 and 4 GeV an be omputed with their assoiated statistial unertainty.
The MC/data omparison is shown in table 4.9 and estimate the ompatibility between
MC and data.
MC Energy (GeV) 2.10±0.03 4.20±0.05
Data Energy (GeV) 1.8±0.1 4.2±0.2
∆E/E (%) 14 0
Table 4.9: Summary of the eletron energy estimation with testbeam data and MC
simulation. The unertainties on the MC values derive from the errors on the
parametrization. The unertainties on the data values are statistial.
The dierene on the energy estimation between the MC simulation and data
have to be ompared to the resolution shown in gure 4.18 of 34%. The value obtained
in data are ompatible with the energy given by the MC simulation.
Furthermore, if the shower energy estimation is limited on the low energy eletrons
beause of a small trak multipliity, it would be interesting to perform other testbeams
with eletrons from 4 up to 20 GeV to be ompared at the MC simulations performane.
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4.4.4 Energy estimation results
The performane of the energy estimation algorithm has also been studied with
the MC samples from the simulation of OPERA eletron neutrino events, both from beam
and from the osillation proess νµ → νe as well as from the simulation of OPERA tau
neutrino events, from the osillation proess νµ → ντ with the τ lepton reonstruted into
its eletron deay hannel.
Figures 4.24, 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 show a satter plot of the MC true energy as a
funtion of the reonstruted energy and its assoiated prole - the error bars represent the
spread of the E
REC
values - below whih the distributions of Reonstruted Energy over
MC true energy ratio and of the reonstruted energy residuals (residual = EREC−EMC
E
MC
)
are presented. In gures 4.24 and 4.27, the showers are reonstruted over the OPERA
standard volume of 10 plates while in gures 4.25 and 4.26, the full available volume
is used. For gures 4.26 and 4.27 the reonstruted shower energy after applying the
orretion on the energy dened in setion 4.4.3 is used. All gures 4.24, 4.25, 4.26 and
4.27 are obtained from the MC simulation of the osillation proess νµ → νe.
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Figure 4.24: A satter plot of the MC true energy as a funtion of the reonstruted
energy and its assoiated prole are shown in the top plot, below whih the
ratio distribution of the reonstruted energy over MC true energy and on
the bottom, the distribution of the reonstruted energy residuals are
presented for the MC simulation of the osillation proess νµ → νe. Here
the showers are reonstruted over the OPERA standard volume.
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Figure 4.25: Idem with showers reonstruted over the full volume.
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Figure 4.26: Idem with the orreted energy in the full volume.
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Figure 4.27: Idem with the orreted energy in the OPERA standard volume.
By omparing gure 4.25 with gure 4.24, the eet of the inreased size of the
analysis volume to reonstrut a shower is lear : the bias on the energy is improved
while the resolution is kept under ontrol. On the other hand, by omparing gure 4.25
with gure 4.26, the parametrization on the energy orrets the bias almost ompletely
and degrades the resolution as it has been already shown with the MC study in setion
4.4.3.1 with pure eletrons. Both the full volume and the energy orretion are neessary
to estimate the energy of the eletromagneti showers unbiased.
Both gure 4.28 and gure 4.29 are obtained from the MC simulation of the
osillation proess νµ → ντ with the τ lepton reonstruted into its eletron deay
hannel. Similarly to the previous proess, gure 4.28 shows a satter plot of the MC
true energy as a funtion of the reonstruted energy, below whih the distributions of
Reonstruted Energy over MC true energy ratio and of the reonstruted energy residuals
(residual = EREC−EMC
E
MC
) are presented. Here (gure 4.28), the showers are reonstruted
over the full volume available for the event. The same plots and distributions have been
omputed onsidering the OPERA standard volume and are shown in gure 4.29.
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Figure 4.28: A satter plot of the MC true energy as a funtion of the reonstruted
energy is shown in the top plot, below whih the ratio energy distribution
and on the bottom, the distribution of the reonstruted energy residuals
are presented for the MC simulation of the osillation proess
νµ → ντ (τ → e). The showers are reonstruted over the full volume.
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Figure 4.29: Idem with showers reonstruted over the full volume.
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The importane to use all the emulsion lms available for an event to estimate
the energy of the eletron showers is one more stressed by omparing gures 4.29 and
4.28.
In onlusion, the OPERA standard volume is shown not to be suient for
the energy estimation. The latter is nevertheless orretly performed when the shower
reonstrution is onsidered with the full available volume in the brik. Moreover the
orreted energy is muh loser to the MC truth but the resolution is learly degraded.
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4.5 Improvements of the Shower Reonstrution
Algorithm
4.5.1 Eletromagneti shower reonstrution within two OPERA
briks
The standard analysis to estimate the energy of eletromagneti showers is
performed by using 20 lms for νe andidates and by using an entire brik for τ andidates.
However, aording to the eletromagneti shower model desribed in setion 4.1, an
eletron an produe a shower with a transverse extension parametrized by the well known
Moliere radius and a longitudinal extension parametrized by a omplex funtion desribed
by equation 4.5. From equation 4.6, the Moliere radius is about 1.7 m in our ECC whih
is of the order of magnitude of a brik dimension. In addition, from a parametrization
desribed in [21℄, the longitudinal spread of a 4 GeV eletron shower is about 23 m. Suh
an eletron shower an hene spread over more than one brik. Moreover, our searh and
detetion of νCCτ interation favours the downstream part of the brik as quoted in setion
3.2, where the number of plates available to the interation is smaller and thus the energy
estimation ould be biased for suh events. The aim of this study is to estimate the
number of andidates with a signiant biased estimation of the energy, the error on the
energy by using the standard proedure and to dene a strategy to estimate the energy
of eletromagneti showers within two briks. The MC samples used in this study are
MC_νe_1k_marh2011 and MC_τ → e_1k_marh2011 and are desribed in setion
3.1.5.
4.5.1.1 Motivation of reonstruting showers over two briks
The natural approah to ahieve the energy estimation for showers whih spread
over two briks would be the use of the ANN trained in these onditions ; but suh
approah is a heavy proedure. Therefore, I just aimed to estimate the fration of events
onerned by the seond brik, their topology, and the relevane of this estimation in
terms of energy resolution of the OPERA alorimeter. Thus, a rst approah has been to
nd a riterion to determine if an eletromagneti shower has a signiant fration inside
the seond brik. Regarding the large number of low energy BaseTraks (BTs), it has
been deided that only the primary eletron trak extension is relevant to estimate this
population. The eletromagneti shower reonstrution has shown a non-linear behaviour
as a funtion of the BT multipliity for the showers with energies lower than 1 Gev and
greater than 14 GeV as shown on gure 4.30. Then, the algorithm an ahieve a best
resolution with a ertain number of plates and area in the transverse plane, olleting
more information does not neessary mean improve the energy estimation.
Considering the ντ (τ → e) sample, I estimated the fration of events where a
signiant part of the eletron shower deaying from the tau goes into the seond brik
in terms of extension of the eletron seondary trak. Then I estimated the fration of
events where a signiant part of the eletron shower outgoing from a νCCe interation
goes into the seond brik in terms of extension of the eletron primary trak. The results
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are respetively 26% for the τ → e hannel and 44% for the νe hannel as shown in gure
4.31, it remains to quantify the error on the estimation of the energy on these events.
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Figure 4.30: On the RHS, the BT multipliity in the shower as a funtion of the
reonstruted eletron energy. On the LHS, a zoomed version of the plot on
the RHS for energies between 0 and 5 GeV.
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Figure 4.31: MC true vertex Z position of all events (blak) and with the seondary
eletron in the next downstream brik (red) for a sample of 1 000 νCCτ
interations with primary τ whih deays into an eletron on the LHS.The
same plot for a sample of 1 000 νCCe interations of the beam on the RHS.
As a seond step in this analysis, I looked at the fration of MiroTraks (MTs)
in the seond brik with respet to the total number of MTs in the event for the two
samples. This seond idea seems more simple and able to deliver a more quantitative
information than the rst one based on the span of the primary eletron trak. The result
is shown in gure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32: Fration of MTs in the seond brik with respet to the total number of
MTs in the rst and seond briks for the τ → e sample on the left and for
the νe sample on the right. The perentages indiates the fration of events
onsidered by the MT fration delimited by the histogram.
Analysing the plot on the RHS of gure 4.32, we an say that about 50% of the
νe orrespond to events with more than 50% of the BTs in the seond brik. The former
estimation was atually ne. Conerning the τ → e ase, the former estimation of 26%
seems underestimated sine the plot on the LHS of gure 4.32 shows a MT fration of 40%
for 50% of events. Nevertheless, at this level of the study, the MTs orrespond to MC true
information without any detetor eieny. The reality is muh probably between these
two estimations of 26% and 40%. We expet a smaller fration of τ → e events going
to the seond brik beause of a lower energy spetrum than in the νe ase. The point
of a reonstrution within two briks is to be able to estimate the most aurate energy
estimation of an eletron shower as possible for the τ → e andidates in OPERA knowing
that only a few are expeted as mentioned in setion 5.2.3.
4.5.1.2 Determination of the missing part of the energy in the seond brik
for the τ → e and νe hannels
The strategy to determine this missing part of the energy is to reate two
subsamples of events, the one with the shower spreading over the seond brik and another
one with showers ompletely ontained in the rst brik. In addition, we impose a ertain
extension, i.e. 29 plates, of the shower to make mathing longitudinal proles with the
showers of the rst group as you an see in gure 4.33. Note that on the plot, the blak
prole is shifted by 28 plates to superimpose the two proles.
The point of reating these two groups is to use the energy estimation on this
seond group reonstruting showers with a full prole and then, with a prole trunated
in the same way as the prole of the rst group is. A omparison between these two
energy estimations gives a mean error of 20% whih is done on the energy estimation of
the events with a signiant part of the eletromagneti shower in the seond brik.
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Figure 4.33: Eletron trak longitudinal prole over two onseutive briks for
1 000 events with respet to that seletion : Group Ib whih are events
with the ντ interation in the rst half-brik and within MTs beyond plate
29, Group II whih are events whih go up to the seond brik and with the
interation in the seond half-brik.
In onlusion of this hapter, for the purpose of the analysis of the OPERA
eletron neutrino events, from the osillation proess νµ → νe as well as the OPERA
tau neutrino events, from the osillation proess νµ → ντ with the τ lepton reonstruted
into its eletron deay hannel, we have elaborated, and validated the reonstrution
proedure of the eletromagneti showers using a MC simulation in the ANN approah
within the OPERA emulsion omputing framework, OpEmuRe.
The eletron identiation performane of the eletromagneti showers with
the shower reonstrution tool of the OPERA ollaboration has been assessed with
MC simulations on single eletrons as well as physis hannels (νµ → νe and
νµ → ντ (τ → e)). The systemati unertainty of the identiation proess of about 20%
has been also evaluated by using the MC true information on the physis hannels. A
omparison with testbeam data of this eletron identiation has been also performed.
We onlude that the OPERA standard volume of 10 emulsion sanned lms is well suited
for the eletron identiation.
The performane of OPERA as an eletromagneti alorimeter has been then
assessed. In one OPERA brik, the expeted resolution on a eletron shower is about
50% in a realisti ase. Some improvements on this resolution ould be done by orreting
the reonstruted energy with a multivariate study (shower extension, vertex depth)
in addition of the presented orretion with the shower axis angle. The energy of
eletron showers have been also heked on the physis hannels and a omparison of
the MC simulation with data from the testbeam have shown a ompatibility between the
two estimations. We onlude that the full available volume and at least 3 to 4 radiation
length (about 20 lead plates) are neessary for better results when the energy estimation
is aimed.
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Chapter 5
Analysis Of Eletron Channels :
Eletron Neutrino And τ → e
The νµ → νe osillation study onsists in the searh of eletron neutrino in
the muon neutrino beam. This appearane will be explored in the CC interations and
DIS proesses. The expeted rates for the signal and all bakground hannels will be
evaluated with MC simulations. Then, based on the MC study, a signal will be searhed
in analysed data and the sensitivity of the OPERA experiment to the νµ → νe osillation
will be presented. A signal of the νµ → ντ osillation in the eletroni deay of the tau
with the OPERA detetor is performed and its results are reported in this hapter.
5.1 Outline Of The Analysis
The OPERA sensitivity to the νµ → νe osillation is limited by the presene
of νe in the CNGS beam, i.e. 0.87% of the νµ ux. These eletron neutrinos are an
irreduible bakground alled in the following setions prompt νe. However, the energy
spetra are dierent for prompt νe and for osillated νe as shown in gure 2.22. Indeed,
the energy distribution of osillated νe's has its maximum below 20 GeV and is negligible
above 30 GeV while prompt νe energy distribution has a long tail above 30 GeV : the
(osillated νe)/(prompt νe) ratio will be maximal below 20 GeV. Looking for the osillation
signal will depend on the energy of the eletron shower. The neutrino energy is not
easily alulated from eletroni detetors sine the eletromagneti omponent of the
neutrino interation is not well measured in the Target Traker (TT) ; however, it would
be possible to use the TT information to assess the eletromagneti energy leakage outside
the brik. That is why the performane in energy evaluation of eletron showers in the
ECC has been studied arefully in setion 4.4 giving an energy resolution of 50% for the
OPERA alorimeter. The searh for the νµ → νe osillation signal will be improved by
applying other kinematial seletions to redue the other bakground soures desribed
in setion 2.6. The analysis presented in this hapter requires :
 A νe searh proedure to selet eletron neutrino interations in the data and apply
in a similar way the proedure to the MC samples.
 The estimation of the beam omponents, the neutrino interation ross setions and
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the dierent eienies of the seletions to weigh eah hannel properly.
 The estimation of the expeted neutrino rates for eah hannel after seletions to see
if a signiant exess in the νe events an be extrated and the statistis needed to
reah this result if not. The onstraints to the mixing angle θ13 and to the squared
mass dierene ∆m2 given by the OPERA result will be also evaluated.
The eletron detetion tools and the knowledge of the νµ → νe osillation study
allow to perform also the researh of the τ → e events as an osillation signal in the
νµ → ντ hannel.
The MNSP matrix parameters used in the analysis detailed in this hapter ome
from the global analysis of G.L. Fogli et al.[27℄ and are summarized in table 5.1.
Parameter
Best t ± 1σ error
δm2/10−5 eV2
(NH or IH)
7.54+0.26−0.22
sin2θ12
(NH or IH)
0.307+0.018−0.016
∆m2/10−3 eV2 (NH) 2.43
+0.06
−0.10
∆m2/10−3 eV2 (IH) 2.42+0.07−0.11
sin2θ13/10
−2
(NH)
2.41± 0.25
sin2θ13/10
−2
(IH) 2.44+0.23−0.25
sin2θ23 (NH) 0.386
+0.024
−0.021
sin2θ23 (IH) 0.392
+0.039
−0.022
δ/π (NH) 1.08
+0.28
−0.31
δ/π (IH) 1.09+0.38−0.26
Table 5.1: Result of the global 3ν osillation analysis for the 3ν mass-mixing parameters
in the NH or IH piture.
5.1.1 Event rates
The expeted neutrino rates in the OPERA detetor will be alulated for signal
and bakground at generation level and after reonstrution. The signal event rate S is
the onvolution of the νµ ux Φνµ(E), the neutrino interation ross setion σ
CC
ν (E), the
νµ → νe osillation probability Pνµ→νe(E) and the signal eieny εsignal where A is a
normalisation fator to take into aount the target mass :
S = A
∫
Φνµ(E)× σCCν (E)× Pνµ→νe(E)× εsignal dE (5.1)
The bakground event rate B is the sum of eah dierent bakground hannel
event rate B
prompt
, Bτ→e, BνµNC and BνµCC→νµNC.
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B
prompt
= A
∫
Φνe(E)× σCCν (E)× Pνe→νe(E)× εprompt dE (5.2)
where Pνe→νe is the νe disappearane probability.
Bτ→e = A
∫
Φνµ(E)× σCCν (E)× Pνµ→ντ (E)× BR(τ → e)× ετ→e dE (5.3)
where BR(τ → e) is the branhing ratio of the eletroni mode of the tau deay.
BνµNC = A
∫
Φνµ(E)×Rσν (NC/CC)× σCCν (E)× Pνµ→νµ(E)× ενµNC dE (5.4)
where Rσν (NC/CC) ≈ 3 is an experimental value of the NC/CC neutrino ross setion
ratio as presented in setion 2.5.1.
BνµCC→νµNC = A
∫
Φνµ(E)× σCCν (E)× (1− εµ)× Pνµ→νµ(E)× ενµCC→νµNC dE (5.5)
where εµ is the eieny of identifying a muon in the eletroni detetors and will be
evaluated on MC νµ CC sample named MC_numu_3k and desribed in setion 3.1.5.1.
All the εx eienies will inlude all event loation eienies as well as eletron
identiation eienies quoted in setions 3.2 and 4.3, respetively.
5.1.2 Estimation of minor bakgrounds
Some other hannels than those desribed above will partiipate, positively or
negatively, to the eletron searh. However, all of them are expeted to have a low
ontribution. An estimation of their rates is thus presented hereafter to motivate whether
we should proeed further than event loation proess with a preise evaluation. These
hannels are :
 QE and RES interations : νe and τ → e represent additional signal
and bakground with dierent event loation eieny, whih are quoted in
setion 2.5.2, and kinematial seletion strategy whih will be desribed later in
setion 5.1.3.Otherwise, the rates for these interations are given in setion 3.2.
 harm → e : harm partiles D+, D+S , D0 and Λ+c produed in DIS interations
have eletroni deay modes. The expeted harm to eletron rate Nc is given by
equation :
Nc = Nνµ × σνµCC harm × fc × BR(Charm partile→ e+semileptoni) (5.6)
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where Nνµ is the expeted number of νµ CC interations in the detetor per
1019 p.o.t., σνµCC harm is the harm ross setion and, at OPERA energies, is equal
to 4.38± 0.26% of the νµ CC one, aording to the work of N. Agafonova et al.[59℄.
fc represents the harm frations given by the thesis of M. Besnier [39℄ and BR,
the branhing ratios of inlusive eletroni modes for eah harm partile, taken
from [70℄, both are summarized in table 5.2.
Charm partile fc BR(Charm partile→ e+semileptoni)
Λ+c 0.253± 0.049 0.045± 0.017
D+s 0.092± 0.038 0.065± 0.004
D+ 0.217± 0.034 0.161± 0.003
D0 0.438± 0.030 0.065± 0.0011
Table 5.2: Charm to eletron frations produed in νµ CC interations in the OPERA
experiment.
After omputation, the number of harm events Nc per 10
19
p.o.t. giving an eletron
in the nal state is :
Nc = 2.2± 0.4 (1019p.o.t.)−1 (5.7)
For these two ontributions, QE+RES interations and harm → e, loation
eieny given by setion 3.2 will be applied and to the harm hannel, the eieny of
misidentifying a muon trak as well. Table 5.3 reports these rates at the event loation
level for harm → e, νe for QE+RES and for DIS and τ → e for QE+RES and for DIS
and, nally, also for osillated νe for the sake of omparison.
These rates are to be ompared at the τ → e hannel ones. νNCµ and νCCµ mis−−→ νNCµ
hannels are not in the table, indeed their high rate expeted in the detetor is not a
good referene sine they ontribute poorly to bakground after seletion beause of good
disriminating apability of the eletron energy of these two bakground soures.
The τ → e hannel represents the less ontributing bakground soure in terms of
expeted rate before seletion whih makes it a good referene to estimate the importane
of the minor bakground soures studied here. Aording to the results of table 5.3, the
following ontributions to the signal of bakground soures will be negleted :
 harm → e is at 21% level of the τ → e bakground, the smallest bakground
hannel.
 τ → e QE+RES represents about 12% of the τ → e events and in 2008 and 2009
data (5.3× 1019p.o.t.) where 1.5± 0.2 loated τ → e events are expeted.
 osillated νe QE+RES : 12.6 ± 1.2 osillated νe events are expeted for
22.5× 1019p.o.t. and QE+RES events orrespond to 21% of those. This additional
signal will not be proessed.
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harm→ e prompt νe
QE+RES
prompt νe
τ → e
QE+RES
τ → e osillated νe
QE+RES
osillated νe
Rate
(ν.(1019p.o.t.)−1)
2.2± 0.40 0.39± 0.10 5.95± 0.45 0.093± 0.009 0.55± 0.06 0.18± 0.01 0.87± 0.07
µ
misidentiation
0.052± 0.007 - - - - - -
Event loation 0.524± 0.026 0.730± 0.037 0.636± 0.032 0.374± 0.019 0.524± 0.026 0.691± 0.035 0.642± 0.032
Expeted
loated rate
(ν.(1019p.o.t.)−1)
0.060± 0.011 0.28± 0.07 3.78± 0.34 0.034± 0.004 0.288± 0.035 0.12± 0.01 0.559± 0.053
Table 5.3: QE+RES interations and harm→ e hannel rates with their assoiated systemati unertainties in the OPERA
detetor at the event loation level.
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In general, QE and RES interation rates at the vertexing level are small beause
of the small vertex reonstrution eieny due to the absene of hadroni traks.
Moreover, the osillated νe QE+RES simulation is absent from the oial MC prodution.
Nevertheless, 1.5± 0.4 prompt νe QE+RES are expeted in 2008-2009 data and
are therefore interesting to take into aount.
5.1.3 Kinematial variables
In 2009, I arried out a simplied analysis at the generation level with the
following kinematial variables : the eletron energy, the neutrino energy, the transverse
momentum of the eletron and the missing transverse momentum at the interation
vertex. A Gaussian smearing of these variables has been applied aording to a 20%
resolution of the momentum and a 40% resolution of the energy as quoted in the thesis
of M. Besnier [39℄. A signiane analysis has been performed and a set of optimal uts
listed in table 5.4 has been obtained.
Variables Values of the ut
Eletron energy Ee < 20GeV
Neutrino energy Eν < 25GeV
Eletron transverse momentum pe
T
< 1.8GeV/
Missing transverse momentum at interation vertex pmis
T
< 1.6GeV/
Table 5.4: Set of uts dened by a signiane study on MC samples of eah hannel.
This analysis, and another one based on a likelihood ratio seletion giving similar
results and desribed in the work of F. Brunet [101℄ dened the following neutrino rates
in the OPERA experiment summarized in table 5.5.
signal τ → e νNCµ νCCe beam
ξ 0.53 0.53 0.48 0.53
ε 0.75 0.68 7× 10−4 0.30
ε× ξ 0.40 0.36 3.4× 10−4 0.16
N
5 ans
evt
10.3 4.3 2.3 26.2
Table 5.5: Eienies and neutrino rates expeted in the OPERA experiment for ve
nominal years, i.e. 22.5× 1019p.o.t. ξ eieny inluded BF, vertex nding
and ED trigger eienies and a duial volume ut quoted in the work of M.
Komatsu et al. [102℄. ε eieny orresponded to the uts on the kinematial
variables mentioned above. The MNSP parameters value was extrated from
the global analysis of G.L. Fogli et al. [31℄. Sine the νNCµ MC sample had
not been proessed at that time, result for this hannel had been taken from
the work of M. Komatsu et al. [102℄.
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This analysis arried out in 2009 has been performed with dierent input rates as
the ones used in this thesis work whih explains that the numbers in table 5.5 are slightly
dierent from those given in the next setions.
As expeted the number of prompt νe is higher than the signal by a fator 2.5.
The two bakground soures were equivalent but all these numbers were overestimated
beause of a rough treatment of the detetion eienies. Another dierene with the new
study oming in the next setions is the osillation probability sine the measurement of
the mixing angles have reently hanged aording to the results presented in setion 1.3.
Finally, the analysis at the generation level has been a good opportunity to test the
disriminating apability of the variables and dene them for the nal analysis.
To optimize the appearane of osillated νe in our analysis, all bakground soures
have to be kept as low as possible. A set of kinematial uts will be applied and has to
be dened by a MultiVariate Analysis (MVA), method desribed in appendix E.2, on
relevant variables listed in the following :
 Eletron energy Ee
As mentioned above, an eletron energy upper ut is neessary. In addition a lower
ut would be useful to suppress the NC bakground produing photon showers at
lower energies than eletrons of the signal. The performane of the eletron energy
estimation tool has been ompletely desribed in hapter 4 whih explained the
agreement between data and MC, and the alulation of the systemati errors whih
are used in this study.
 TT visible energy Evis
TT
The neutrino energy is not easily dedued from the eletroni response of the
detetor sine the latter ontributes to only 2-3% of the total energy [87℄. However,
the output of the TT will give a useful information about the visible energy whih
an be inluded in the MVA. A brief desription of this measurement is given in
setion 3.1.3.
Figure 5.1: Sketh showing the denition of the Φ
had
angle.
 Event topology pmis
T
and Φ
had
The position resolution of nulear emulsions an also be used to measure the
angle of eah harged trak with an auray of about 1 mrad. This allows
momentum measurement by using the MCS with a resolution of about 20% and
the reonstrution of kinematial variables haraterising the event, i.e. the missing
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transverse momentum at the interation vertex and the transverse momentum of a
trak with respet to hadroni shower diretion alled Φ
had
angle as shown in gure
5.1. These variables are built with the momentum measured of eah harged trak.
Unfortunately, the MCS algorithm [43℄ has not been yet implemented in the new
OpEmuRe framework. A parametrisation as a funtion of 1/p and depending on
the number plates used has been omputed and will be applied on the MC true
value of the momentum. Note that these variables are useless for νe QE interations
sine there is no hadroni shower.
 Rejeted variables Σ
trk
, pe
T
and θ
PM
These variables, i.e. the trak multipliity at primary vertex Σ
trk
, the eletron
transverse momentum pe
T
and the angle between a primary trak and its mother
θ
PM
have been inluded in this study and showed a low disriminating power whih
an ause overtraining eets of the MVA method if they would be inluded as
explained in appendix E.2.
A new study to evaluate the osillated νe and its assoiated bakground soures
rates an be arried out taking into aount all detetor eienies and resolutions. The
osillation study at the generation level has seleted relevant kinematial variables and
the eletron reonstrution tool allows to estimate the eletron showers energy. It is also
used to take into aount the eletron identiation eieny. Finally, the TT visible
energy estimation and the trak reonstrution with the MCS algorithm reonstrut the
remaining kinematial variables.
5.2 Osillated νe Rate Calulation And Measurement
The aim of this study is to estimate with MC simulations the number of events
expeted for the osillation signal and all bakground hannels desribed in setion 2.6.
The MC samples used for this study represent eah hannel and have been proessed in the
OpEmuRe framework from the generation up to the event loation, the reonstrution
of the eletromagneti shower and their identiation. These samples are desribed in
setion 3.1.5.1 and listed below.
 MC_nue_1k : νe from the beam ontamination.
 MC_nueqe_1k : νe QE+RES interations from the beam ontamination.
 MC_osillated_nue_1k : osillated νe.
 MC_osillated_nue_3k : osillated νe generated with νµ energy spetrum.
 MC_taue_3k : osillated ντ with τ deay in eletroni mode.
 MC_numun_3k : νµ NC interations.
 MC_numu_3k : νµ CC interations.
5.2.1 Input variables
Relevant variables for this study are dened in setion 5.1.3 at the generation level,
applying a Gaussian smearing. To go further, this study will use reonstruted variables
with the reonstrution proess whih is applied through the OpRelease software. The
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disriminating power of these inputs for any bakground soures has thus to be heked.
Figure 5.2 shows their distributions for the signal and eah bakground soure.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the input variables of the MVA : the visible energy Evis
TT
, the
eletron energy Ee, the missing transverse momentum at primary vertex p
mis
T
and the phi angle Φ
had
for the signal and eah MC bakground hannel
superimposed. The blak thik line represent the signal, i.e. the νµ → νe(e)
osillation hannel. The red, yellow and green histograms orrespond to the
prompt νe, the νµ → ντ (τ → e) and the νµ NC hannels, respetively.
The mean value of eah of these variables for eah bakground soure has been
omputed and is summarized in table 5.6.
νe
Prompt
νe
τ → e νµNC
〈Evis
TT
〉 (MeV)
462
943
850 635
〈Ee〉 (GeV) 8.7 12.9 8.5 3.4
〈Φ
had
〉 (rad)
1.8
1.8
1.7 1.4
〈pmis
T
〉 (GeV/)
1.3
1.9
1.9 1.7
Table 5.6: Mean value of the input variables for eah bakground and for the signal.
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Evis
TT
has a disriminating power for prompt νe events sine their energy
distribution has a long tail above 1 000MeV whereas osillated νe do not exeed this
value. Ee presents also a disrepany between prompt and osillated νe but also with
νµNC beause of the lower energy spetra of the photons in these proesses. p
mis
T
for νµ
NC and τ → e hannels peak to a lower value than the signal beause of the presene of
missed π0 in NC events and beause of the two esaping neutrinos in the eletroni deay
of the tau lepton in the τ → e hannel. The prompt νe hannel presents a pmis
T
of the same
shape as the signal. For the same reason, pmis
T
should be a good disriminating variable
for the τ → e bakground and νµ NC. However, the Deay Searh Proedure (DSP) is
not yet implemented in the MC simulation, implying that the topology is not ompletely
desribed in the τ → e hannel. The vertexing simulation used in this study presents a
poor eieny and some systemati eet in the attahment of traks to the reonstruted
vertex. That is why the rate of the events used in this MVA, method desribed in setion
E.2, is low with respet to the number of loated events espeially for the NC hannel.
The input variables distributions show that the τ → e bakground is the most
diult to disriminate from the signal. Given the mirometri spatial resolution of the
OPERA detetor, one an use the kink topology of these events to rejet them. Later in
setion 5.5.1, a detailed explanation is given to justify the use the Impat Parameter (IP),
dened as the minimal distane of approah of the eletron trak to the vertex, as
an additional input to the MVA ; gure 5.3 shows its distribution for signal and eah
bakground soure.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the IP for the signal and eah MC bakground soure
superimposed. The blak thik line represent the signal, i.e. the νµ → νe(e)
osillation hannel. The red, yellow and green histograms orrespond to the
prompt νe, the νµ → ντ (τ → e) and the νµ NC hannels, respetively. The
last bin shows the overow of eah distribution.
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Figure 5.2 shows that a pre-seletion an be performed on the visible energy in
the Eletroni Detetors Evis
TT
as well as the missing transverse momentum at the primary
vertex pmis
T
to redue the bakground ontribution while the signal eieny is kept at
100% ; these uts are summarized in table 5.7 and the eets of these uts on the signal
and the bakground soures are detailed in table 5.8. Then, the kinematial variables
feed the MVA to optimize the bakground rejetion where signal/bakground separation
is less obvious.
Cut value
Evis
TT
(MeV) 1000
pmis
T
(GeV/) 3.4
Table 5.7: Pre-seletion set of uts to disriminate the signal from the bakground
soures
signal prompt νe τ → e νNCµ νCCµ mis−−→ νNCµ
Eieny of the ut
Evis
TT
< 1 000 MeV (%)
100 65.3 71.6 90.5
90.5
Eieny of the ut
pmis
T
< 3.4 GeV/ (%)
100 93.2 90.1 90.5
90.5
Eieny of the two uts
ombined (%)
100 63.1 66.7 85.7
85.7
Table 5.8: Eienies of the pre-seletion uts on the signal and the various bakground
soures.
The ut eienies are not taken into aount in the following MVA ; they will
be added to the MVA result afterwards to alulate the nal expeted rates in table 5.11.
5.2.2 Disrimination of the νe signal with respet to bakground
hannels
Loation eieny as well as eletron identiation eieny have been estimated
with their statistial and systemati unertainties in setion 3.2 and 4.3. A set of
disriminating variables is also desribed in setion 5.1.3 and their ontribution to eah
hannel has been studied in setion 5.2.1. Typial method to optimize uts on variables to
maximize the νe signal appearane while the bakground is minimized is the use of MVA
and, espeially, the omputation of Fisher's oeients or the use of ANN to ompute
a lassier separating the νe signal from the bakground. Both of these tehniques are
formally desribed in setion 3.3 and the signiane as dened in equation 5.8 will be
looked at to estimate the performane of these methods.
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S =
N
S√
N
S
+ N
B
(5.8)
where N
S
and N
B
are the number of signal and bakground events respetively.
Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of lassiers omputed in the two analysis
methods and their separation apability is illustrated in table 5.9.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of lassiers for the Fisher method on the LHS and for the
ANN method on the RHS for the νe signal and for all bakground ombined.
Classier Optimal ut Signiane νe Signal eieny Bakground eieny
Fisher -0.1336 25.4 0.947 0.448
ANN -0.7803 23.3 0.907 0.604
Table 5.9: Optimal ut on lassiers and their assoiated signiane, νe signal and
bakground eienies.
MVA method
νe Signal eieny with
bakground at 10%
νe Signal eieny with
bakground at 30%
Fisher
0.239 0.731
ANN
0.369 0.555
Table 5.10: Signal eienies for both methods Fisher and MLP for dierent values of
the bakground ontamination.
These two methods have been preliminary seleted for their best performane in
lassiation. They gave similar optimization of the lassiation on the MC true study
shown in setion 5.1.3. Here, as it is shown on gure 5.4 and in table 5.9, the MultiLayer
Pereptron (MLP) method is less eient to separate signal from bakground soures
beause of the limited statistis to train properly the ANN. Fortunately, the Fisher's
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method is able to optimize the ut on the lassier to deliver a 95% eieny on signal
with respet to 45% bakground ontamination.
In general, more statistis would be helpful for both methods to improve the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) ; for the MLP method to ensure the onsisteny between
the training and the test samples, for the Fisher's method to obtain reliable Probability
Density Funtion (PDF) of the distributions of the input variables.
The νe signal eieny versus the purity is plotted and shown in gure 5.5 and
a summary of the νe signal eieny as a funtion of the bakground rejetion is given in
table 5.10.
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Figure 5.5: Eieny versus purity for the νe signal with respet to the bakground
soures for the two methods Fisher and ANN.
The prompt νe hannel is an irreduible bakground below 30 GeV and denitely
the most important in terms of rate whih means the signal eieny has to be taken as
higher as possible to detet an exess of events. If we want to ahieve a low bakground
at 10% level for instane, the signal eieny will drop to 25-35%. The Fisher's method
will be used to evaluate the expeted rates in the following.
5.2.3 Expeted event rates
Seletion eieny has been obtained from setion 5.2.2, inluding event loation
and eletron identiation. One an ompute the nal optimized expeted number of
events in the OPERA experiment as in table 5.11. The unertainties on the rates are
systemati and are omputed with the quadrati sum of the systemati unertainties
on the uxes quoted in table 2.5, on the event loation quoted in table 3.6 and on the
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eletron identiation quoted in setion 4.3.3. In fat, those unertainties are onsidered
as unorrelated sine we simply ount event numbers to estimate these rates without
utting on a inuene parameter of this study, for instane the energy of eletrons.
signal prompt νe τ → e νNCµ νCCµ mis−−→ νNCµ
Expeted neutrino
events in 2008-2009
4.6±0.3 31.5±2.4 2.9±0.3 1180±120 3530±360
Event loation +
eletron
identiation
eieny
0.323±0.023 0.51±0.04 0.21±0.02 (5.0±0.3)×10−3
(7.7±0.6)
×10−4
N
evt
expeted in
2008-2009
1.49± 0.15 16.1± 1.7 0.61± 0.09 5.9± 0.7 2.7± 0.3
N
evt
expeted 
22.5× 1019p.o.t. 6.3± 0.6 68± 7 2.6± 0.4 25± 3 11.5± 1.3
N
evt
expeted in
2008-2009 after
MVA
1.41± 0.15 4.6± 0.5 0.28± 0.04 1.1± 0.1 0.5± 0.1
Nevt expeted 
22.5× 1019p.o.t.
after MVA
6.0± 0.6 20± 2 1.2± 0.2 4.7± 0.4 2.2± 0.4
Table 5.11: Neutrino rates expeted in the OPERA experiment for 2008-2009 data
(5.3×1019 p.o.t.) and ve nominal years, i.e. 22.5× 1019 p.o.t.. The MNSP
parameters value was extrated from the global analysis of
G.L. Fogli et al.[27℄.
The prompt νe hannel being an irreduible bakground, the number of events
is greater than the signal one ; however, the signiane has been improved thanks
to the MVA analysis. The SNR of the signal with respet to all bakground soures
before MVA is 0.059. The SNR of the signal with respet to all bakground soures
after MVA is 0.22. The other bakground soures whih were higher or equivalent to
the osillated νe have been drastially redued. The signiane of the signal with
respet to all bakground soures is in 2008-2009 : 0.5 σ and with a luminosity of
22.5× 1019p.o.t. : 1.0 σ. These signianes are inferred from 6.0 signal events divided by
the square root of (6+20+1.2+4.7+2.2) bakground events. The main limits to that study
are the ontamination of the beam, the poor loation eieny at low energy where the
SNR is maximal, as shown in gure 3.6 and the π0 ontamination represented by the ν
NC
µ
and the νCCµ
mis−−→ νNCµ hannels whih ould be redued with a spei photon/eletron
separation algorithm as already disussed in setion 4.3.2.
This study has dened the expetations in terms of event rates on MC sample
with a full detetor simulation.
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5.3 OPERA Data Analysis
OPERA is an on going experiment still analysing data. This means that a data
sample has to be determined to be used in this analysis. Data taking starts with "simple"
events, whih are published earlier in the year, the "ompliated" ones whih need several
sanning and reonstrution proedure to quote a result arrive later. That is why, I only
analysed data of a whole year.
5.3.1 Data seletion
The analysis hain, desribed in setion 2.4, represents a strong workload implying
at least one year delay between the real-time data taking and the publiation of the
reonstruted event in the database. The fully analysed sample available for this thesis
work is 2008 and 2009 data. The 2010 year data has been ompletely sanned but the
deay searh and νe searh proedures are not nished yet. 2008-2009 data summary is
given in table 5.12.
2008 2009
0µ 1µ 0µ 1µ
Events found by the ED
406 1292 1097 2460
Events loated in ECC
169 834 360 1490
Events analysed for νe
searh
505
Table 5.12: Summary of the event loation in 2008 and 2009 data. 1µ numbers are
quoted as a referene sample. 0µ represents the sample in whih we look for
eletrons [58℄.
In the 0µ data olletion, a spei proedure has been applied in order to nd
eletrons desribed hereafter.
5.3.2 Eletron hannels searh proedure
This νe searh proess has been systematially applied on the loalized events
summarized in table 5.12 and it onsists of a strategy based on two algorithms :
the CS shower hint desribed in OPERA study [103℄ and the eletromagneti shower
reonstrution and identiation thoroughly studied in setion 4.3.
 CS shower hint : rst an algorithm looks for lusters of traks in the CS
orresponding to a shower. An eletron hint is validated if the luster is formed
of at least three traks or more and if the position dierene and angular dierene
between the luster and the other CS traks are stritly less than 2mm and 150mrad
respetively.
 Eletron identiation : it is applied on a standard 10 plates volume if the former
CS shower hint did not reognize the event as an eletron and on the entire brik if
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the CS shower hint algorithm did validate the event as an eletron andidate. The
result of the shower identiation algorithm nally distinguishes events ontaining
an eletron from those without an eletron.
The interest of the CS shower hint algorithm is to trigger events in the ineieny
of the eletron identiation algorithm in a 10 plates volume whih an be reovered with
a larger number of plates. If the vertex of the event is loated downstream the brik,
less than 10 plates ould be available for analysis whih represents a diulty not only to
identify eletrons but also to estimate their energy and to measure the momentum of other
traks. In this ase, a two-briks analysis an be disussed as it is done in setion 4.5.1.
Moreover, additional pattern reognition algorithms are used to improve the
eletron identiation eieny. Those are CS to vertex hint, SB shower hint and gamma
hint, they are desribed in the work of U. Kose[103℄.
5.3.3 Seleted eletron events
Vertex plate
number
Correted
Eletron
energy
(GeV)
Evis
TT
(MeV) pmis
T
(GeV/) Φ
had
(
◦
)
IP (µm)
43 9.1
1032.34 0.6 150
2.4
12 18.7
332.415 1.4 102
0.1
45 3.4
1106.35 1.4 140
0.4
28
27.8
668.387 1.5 159
1.6
53 3.0
487.298 0.2 -
-
35
4.0
339.42 0.7 65
0.6
49 2.5
387.681 0.4 111
3.0
4 23.3
855.084 1.6 153
3.5
37 6.5
1137.96 0.9 170
0.3
35 16.4
1131.8 0.7 134
0.9
43 11.1
406.227 0.2 174
1.0
47 5.4
413.25 0.3 153
1.1
31 25.1
950.462 0.9 62
0.2
41 13.6
2107.54 0.5 128
1.6
32 10.8
513.544 0.7 72
2.3
15 15.6
2108.2 1.1 130
3.6
46 8.3
1967.98 1.7 9
0.9
45 5.1
1821.45 2.6 153
0.4
31
24.7
1967.5 1.0 123
0.3
Table 5.13: 2008 and 2009 eletron data summary with their assoiated kinematial
variables needed by the analysis.
CS shower hint have triggered 86 events out of 505 events of the 2008-2009 data
ampaign and the eletron identiation algorithm has onrmed 19 of these. These
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former νe events onstitute the data olletion given in table 5.13. For eah event, the
eletron shower energy estimation has been proessed to measure the eletron energy.
Other kinematial variables measurements have been also arried out : visible energy in
the TT Evis
TT
, the missing transverse momentum at primary vertex pmis
T
and the transverse
momentum of a trak with respet to hadroni shower diretion Φ
had
.
5.4 OPERA Performane On νµ → νe Osillation
Table 5.13 gives all the information needed by the analysis proedure dened in
setion 5.2.2 to optimize the SNR for a searh of a νe osillation signal in this dataset.
First, one has to hek if these data are ompatible with the MC simulations used in the
previous analysis.
5.4.1 Comparison of MC simulations with data
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show plots of the input variables of the MC simulations
superimposed with the distribution of these variables from the dataset.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the MC with data distributions of variables dened as inputs
of the disriminating analysis : : Evis
TT
, Ee, p
mis
T
and Φ
had
. Blak dots
represent the data. Yellow and green histograms orrespond respetively to
MC simulation of all bakground soures and the signal normalised to data.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the MC with data distributions of the IP dened as an input
of the disriminating analysis. Blak dots represent the data. Yellow and
green histograms orrespond respetively to MC simulation of all
bakground soures and the signal normalised to data. The last bin shows
the overow of eah distribution.
First, these MC distributions have been normalised to data sine this omparison
studies the reliability of the OPERA simulation to separate the signal from the bakground
hannels. In deed, the absolute normalisation of the MC does not ontribute to the
separation power of the kinematial variables.
The IP distribution of the MC simulation has a long tail beyond 3.5µm whih
is not ompatible with data. On the one hand, the IP ontribution in the signal
eieny with respet to the bakground rejetion in the disrimination study presented
in setion 5.2.2 is small (few perent). On the other hand, the vertexing algorithm used
in this study is basi and introdues some systemati eets on the IP omputation. In
fat, the use of this vertexing algorithm is not straightforward with the data. The IP as
an input variable to the MVA will be onsequently removed from the following analysis.
Note that the DSP properly applied will provide a uniform algorithm for MC simulations
and data in the future.
The agreement between MC and data is good for all other variables and espeially
for the eletron energy Ee. For the visible energy in the TT E
vis
TT
, disrepanies are
observed but we know that eletromagneti omponent of the neutrino interation is poor
in the EDs. If the agreement on the eletron energy is good, one an not forget that,
as it has been presented in hapter 4, the systemati unertainty on the energy of the
eletron showers is important espeially in the downstream half-brik where information
leakage beomes signiant : indeed our data are mainly loalized in this part. The energy
estimation within two briks reported in setion 4.5.1 would improve this situation.
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The phi angle Φ
had
and the missing transverse momentum at the primary vertex
pmis
T
would be also aeted sine they use the eletron energy to determine the momentum
of the eletron trak.
These distributions, showed in gure 5.6, are given as inputs to the MVA for
the νe searh analysis whih lassies the data as signal or bakground with a ut on the
Fisher lassier dened in setion 5.2.2. In addition, from table 5.11, the MC expetations
in terms of event rates in the signal and in the bakground regions an be omputed with
their assoiated systemati unertainties. The resulting numbers are given in table 5.14.
MC expetations Signal 7.9± 2.7
MC expetations Bakgrounds 18.9± 4.8
Data seleted as signal 6±2
Data seleted as bakground 13±4
Table 5.14: Signal and bakground MC expetations versus data. MC expetations
unertainties are systemati. Data unertainties are statistial.
Note that 9 events in the data have been lassied as bakground by the
preliminary uts on the visible energy in the TT Evis
TT
and on the missing transverse
momentum at the primary vertex pmis
T
.
Table 5.14 shows learly an agreement between MC expetations and the data
proessed in the MVA taking into aount the unertainties.
5.5 τ → e Searh
On the same priniple as the νe searh analysis, the performane of OPERA in
τ → e detetion an be studied based on the knowledge of the eletron detetion given in
hapter 4 and of the event loation given by setion 3.2. A spei proedure to searh
for τ -deay topology alled Deay Searh Proedure (DSP) is rst presented as well as its
implementation in this study. Then, the analysis presented in setion 5.2 is started over
searhing for τ → e detetion.
5.5.1 The DSP
After a neutrino interation is loalized in a sanning laboratory, the DSP,
desribed in detail in the thesis of T. Strauss [56℄ has to be performed to nd possible
deays downstream the primary vertex, as explained in setion 3.1.4. The DSP was
implemented in the FEDRA framework and was hene applied to the MC generated
events. With studies done in Bern, the need of a ommon proedure for event analysis
was shown and the DSP was optimized using these results, espeially taking into aount a
higher number of emulsion lms to be sanned to reover eieny losses of reonstruted
traks due to bad emulsion quality. However, this proedure has not been yet fully
implemented in the OpEmuRe framework whih delays its use for the τ → e searh
study.
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The working group in harge of the development of the DSP algorithm has
nevertheless omputed eienies, summarized in table 5.15, for the τ → e hannel.
But they annot be used further in this work sine the DSP eieny of misidentifying
bakground hannels as a deay topology is unknown. The kinematial and topologial
seletions will be applied in the exat same way as for the νe searh and, as a rst
approah to the DSP eet on the event rates, the most disriminant riterion of the
DSP, the IP ut - IP < 10µm - will be applied.
τ → e DIS τ → e QE
Long deays Short deays Long deays
58.4± 2.2 % 54.8± 2.2 % 22.1± 1.7 %
Table 5.15: The DSP eienies for dierent topologies long and short deay for τ → e
hannels QE and DIS proesses [104℄.
5.5.2 Disrimination of the τ → e signal with respet to
bakground hannels
The loation eieny as well as the eletron identiation eieny have been
estimated with their statistial and systemati unertainties in setion 3.2 and 4.3. A set
of disriminating variables is also desribed in setion 5.1.3 and their ontribution to eah
hannel has been studied in setion 5.2.1. Figure 5.2 shows that none preliminary ut an
be performed before the MVA in order to redue the bakground ontribution without
aeting the signal eieny. The same statistial tools as those desribed in setion 5.2.2
will be used. The signiane as dened in equation 5.8 will be looked at to estimate the
performane of these analyses.
Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of lassiers omputed in the two analysis
methods and their separation apability is illustrated in table 5.9.
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ombined.
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Figure 5.8 shows that the lassiers distributions for signal and bakground are
superimposed. It is thus diult to set a ut to separate them eiently.
Classier Optimal ut Signiane Signal eieny Bakground eieny
Fisher 0.53 22.4 1 1
ANN -0.011 22.6 1 0.95
Table 5.16: Optimal ut on lassiers and their assoiated signiane, signal τ → e
and bakground eienies.
The τ → e signal eieny versus the purity is plotted and shown in gure 5.9
and a summary of the τ → e signal eieny as a funtion of the bakground rejetion is
given in table 5.17.
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Figure 5.9: Eieny versus purity for the τ → e signal with respet to the bakground
soures for the two methods Fisher and ANN.
MVA method
τ → e Signal eieny
with bakground at 10%
τ → e Signal eieny
with bakground at 30%
Fisher
0.05 0.14
ANN
0.21 0.45
Table 5.17: Signal eienies for both methods Fisher and MLP for dierent values of
the bakground ontamination.
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The onlusion to this study is that is too diult to separate the τ → e signal
from the bakground soures, espeially from the νe without taking into aount properly
the kink topology using the DSP proedure.
5.5.3 Expeted event rates
Seletion eienies have been obtained from the MVA reported in setion 5.5.2,
inluding event loation and eletron identiation, one an ompute the nal optimized
expeted number of events in the OPERA experiment in table 5.18. The unertainties
on the rates are systemati and are omputed with the quadrati sum of the systemati
unertainties on the uxes quoted in table 2.5, on the event loation quoted in table 3.6
and on the eletron identiation quoted in setion 4.3.3. In fat, those unertainties
are onsidered as unorrelated sine we simply ount event numbers to estimate these
rates without utting on a inuene parameter of this study, for instane the energy of
eletrons.
τ → e signal osillated νe prompt νe νNCµ νCCµ mis−−→ νNCµ
Expeted neutrino
events in 2008-2009
2.9±0.3 4.6±0.3 31.5±2.4 1180±120 3530±360
Event loation +
eletron
identiation
eieny
0.21±0.02 0.323±0.023 0.51±0.04 (5.0±0.3)×10−3
(7.7±0.6)
×10−4
N
evt
expeted in
2008-2009
0.61±0.09 1.49±0.15 16.1±1.7 5.9±0.7 2.7±0.3
N
evt
expeted 
22.5× 1019p.o.t. 2.6±0.4 6.3±0.6 68±7 25±3 11.5±1.3
N
evt
expeted 
22.5× 1019p.o.t.
after MVA
2.6±0.4 5.3±0.5 62±6 24±3 10.9±1.2
Table 5.18: Neutrino rates expeted in the OPERA experiment for ve nominal years,
i.e. 22.5× 1019p.o.t.. The MNSP parameters value was extrated from the
global analysis of G.L. Fogli et al.[27℄.
The expeted number of τ → e events in 2008-2009 is ompatible with our data
sine there is still no suh event. Here, the MVA gives poor results beause of the absene
of a proper estimation of the event topology. The observation of a νµ → ντ (τ → e)
osillation signal is possible with a signiane of 0.3σ inferred from 2.6 signal events
divided by the square root of (2.6+5.3+62+24+10.9) bakground events.
With an IP ut, the observation would be somehow not too limited by various
bakground soures thanks to the good rejetion apability of this future study as a global
analysis whih would be run on OPERA data sample to see if a τ → e andidate ould
emerge.
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In onlusion, this hapter has shown a alulation of the event rates expeted in
the OPERA experiment based on a full MC simulation of the detetor for the νµ → νe
osillation study. A MVA has been set and has shown a good apability to rejet ll
the bakground soures to let an osillation signal emerge with a signiane of 1.0 σ
omputed with MC simulations for the nominal luminosity.
A MC/data omparison has been given for this analysis and has shown a good
agreement. It also stressed that a dediated study of the π0 bakground onduted on
both MC simulations and OPERA data is ruial as well as a dediated photon/eletron
separation algorithm.
Finally, another osillation study in the νµ → ντ (τ → e) hannel has been arried
out and has shown a limited potential without a proper DSP. Nevertheless, the systemati
study performed for the νµ → νe osillation study will be useful for the study of the τ → e
mode.
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Conlusion
The OPERA experiment is designed to measure the νµ → ντ osillation in
appearane mode in the muon neutrino CNGS beam. The signature of this signal is
searhed with the tau detetion through its deay hannels, among them the eletroni
one. Thanks to a sensitivity to eletrons, OPERA an also investigate the osillation in
the νµ → νe hannel through the detetion of eletrons esaping the eletron neutrino
interations. This thesis work has allowed to develop analysis tools to optimize and
estimate the OPERA apability in measuring the νµ → νe osillation and eventually,
setting a onstrain on the mixing angle θ13. It also gives the performane in the νµ → ντ
osillation detetion in the eletroni deay of the tau lepton.
We present a alulation of the neutrino expeted rates and their assoiated
unertainties in the OPERA detetor based on the present knowledge of the beam
omposition, neutrino ross setions and status of the OPERA detetor. In the
2008-2009 data sample, without taking into aount any detetor and seletion eienies,
4.6±0.3 osillated νe events are expeted in the detetor while all assoiated bakground
soures ontributes to 2.9±0.3 events for the τ → e hannel, 1180±120 events for
the νµ NC hannel, 31.5±2.4 events for the prompt νe hannel, 2.1±0.5 for the
prompt νe QE+RES hannel and 138±14 for the νµCC mis−−→ νµNC hannel ; for the nominal
luminosity aumulated for the total duration of the experiment, a multipliation fator
of 4.25 is applied. These rates are not only neessary to estimate the OPERA sensitivity
to the νµ → νe osillation but are also used as inputs in the MC simulation of the detetor.
The result of the analysis of this simulation and its omparison to data in terms of event
loation is also reported. It gives event loation eienies of (64± 5)% for the osillated
νe hannel and (52± 6)% for the νµ → ντ (τ → e) hannel.
The purpose of this thesis work, using the eletron detetion, the reonstrution
and analysis of eletromagneti showers is ruial. The identiation of eletron shower
and its energy estimation are based on the use of an Artiial Neural Network tool in
the ROOT framework. The performane of the eletron identiation and the energy
estimation are assessed with MC simulations. The eletron identiation requires the
standard volume of 10 plates (1.8X0) to ahieve eienies of (80±17)% for the νµ → νe(e)
hannel and (87±26)% for the νµ → ντ (τ → e) hannel. The energy estimation has to
be used with at least 20 plates (3.5X0) to reah the best performane. A orretion has
been dened to the energy of eletrons as a funtion of the shower axis angle to ome to
a alorimetri resolution of
σE
E
= 50%.
Finally, the results of this study are ombined to searh for the osillation signals
in the two studied hannels. A MultiVariate Analysis (MVA) in the TMVA software is run
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with MC simulations in order to determine the apability of our experiment to isolate the
osillation signals among all bakground soures. The relevant kinematial variables to
separate the dierent ontributions are the visible energy in the Eletroni Detetors, the
eletron energy, the missing transverse momentum at the primary vertex and the angle
between the eletron and the transverse momentum of the hadroni shower. A dediated
proedure to searh for νe events in data has been proessed on the 2008-2009 data sample
and implemented in the simulation. The omparison between the MC expetations and
the 2008-2009 data gives a good agreement. For the nominal luminosity aumulated for
the total duration of the experiment, the result of the MVA analysis shows a possibility
to measure the νµ → νe osillation in the OPERA experiment with a signiane of 1.0σ.
The νµ → ντ (τ → e) osillation signal is expeted to be measured with a signiane of
0.3σ.
Nowadays, nulear reator experiments have measured θ13 and onrmed the
3ν osillation piture. These latest results lead the present neutrino experiments to
investigate the remaining undetermined parameter : the CP violation phase δ. In addition
the rst or seond otant value of the atmospheri mixing angle θ23 is still to determine.
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Appendix A
Neutrinos And The Standard Model
A.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) desribes the strong, eletromagneti and weak
interations of the known elementary partiles where interations are represented by the
exhange of mediator elementary partiles.
The strong interation is the fore responsible of the binding between protons and
neutrons in an atom nuleus and also of the ohesion of quarks omposing these partiles.
This interation is very peuliar sine its oupling onstant inreases as a funtion of the
distane between the two interating partiles but shows an asymptoti freedom when
the distane is of the order of the atom radius. The mediator of the strong interation is
oloured, i.e. harged with respet to the strong interation, and therefore an interat
with itself. This self oupling of the mediator is responsible of the inreasing oupling
onstant with the distane.
The eletromagneti interation is the fore responsible of the binding of eletrons
to the nuleus in an atom. It orresponds to the exhange of photons between harged
partiles.
All partiles are sensitive to the weak interation but its oupling onstant is
small ompared to the previous fores beause its mediators are massive implying a short
range interation.
The SM is a renormalizable gauge theory based on the quantum eld theory
that merges the quantum mehani and the speial relativity. The symmetry group
that desribes the interations is SU(3)
C
× SU(2)
L
× U(1)
Y
with U stands for a unitary
matrix, S means that the determinant of the matrix is equal to 1, the number N between
brakets is the dimension of the matrix N× N. The indies rely eah group on an
interation : C means olor and stands for the strong harge, L means left-handed and
stands for the weak interation sine it violates parity and Y means weak hyperharge,
together with the isospin I3, the weak harge, it gives the eletri harge through the
Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation: Q = I3 +
Y
2
. The SU(3)
C
term is the gauge group of
the strong interation mediated by 8 massless gluons (g). The theory behind is alled
Quantum ChromoDynamis (QCD) and it an be deoupled from the other interations.
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The SU(2)
L
and U(1)
Y
terms orrespond to the weak and eletromagneti interations
respetively. The uniation of these two interations leads to the eletroweak interation
mediated by bosons, partiles with spin 1 : three massive ones for the weak fore (W
±
, Z
0
)
and a massless one (the photon γ) for the eletromagneti fore.
The elementary partiles are divided into two ategories fermions, partiles with
spin
1
2
, and bosons, partiles with spin 0 or 1. On the one hand, fermions are separated
into quarks and leptons. Quarks are sensitive to all interations unlike leptons that are
sensitive only to the eletroweak interation. Among the leptons, it should be remarked
that neutrinos are neutral and thereby only subjet to the weak fore resulting in a small
ross-setion responsible of their elusive nature. Their interations are through harge
urrent with the exhange of a harged weak boson W
±
or through neutral urrent and
the exhange of the weak neutral boson Z
0
. There are three generations where the two
last generations are replia of the rst one with a higher mass. In the ase of neutrinos,
it is the eletron neutrino νe assoiated to the eletron (e
−
), muon neutrino νµ assoiated
to the muon (µ−) and tau neutrino ντ assoiated to the tau (τ−). Table A.1 summarizes
the partiles of the SM and their properties.
Generation First Seond Third
νe Q = 0 νµ Q = 0 ντ Q = 0
Leptons mass< 2 × 10−6 MeV mass< 0.19 MeV mass< 18.2 MeV
spin=
1
2 e Q = −1 µ Q = −1 τ Q = −1
mass= 0.511 MeV mass= 105.7 MeV mass= 1.777 GeV
u Q = 23 c Q = 23 t Q = 23
Quarks mass= 1.7 − 3.3 MeV mass= 1.27 GeV mass= 171.2 GeV
spin=
1
2 d Q = − 23 s Q = − 23 b Q = − 23
mass= 4.1 − 5.8 MeV mass= 101 MeV mass= 4.2 GeV
Interation Eletromagneti Weak Strong
W± Q = ±1
Bosons γ Q = 0 mass= 80.399 MeV g Q = 0
spin=1 mass= 0 MeV Z0 Q = 0 mass= 0 MeV
mass= 91.1876 MeV
Table A.1: Summary of the elementary partiles of the SM, the interation mediators.
Mass and harge of eah omponent are given. Quarks do not exist as free
partiles, the indiated masses are the input parameters of the QCD. The
neutrino masses are derived from weak deays kinematis. The
orresponding elementary antipartiles of the elementary partiles have the
same mass and opposite harge. Note that the Higgs boson, mediator of the
mass generation, is absent of this table.[21℄
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This panorama has to be ompleted by the Higgs boson of spin 0 that gives
rise to mass terms for the elementary partiles and massive bosons through the Higgs
mehanism. The disovery of this partile is one of the main purpose of the experiments
taking plae at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN in Geneva (Switzerland). At
M. Goldhaber et al. experiment's time [9℄, neutrinos were thought massless until neutrino
osillation was disovered. The SM desribes aurately the experimental observations
but it is nevertheless believed to be an eetive theory at low energy sine the strong and
eletroweak interations are not yet merged and the gravitation is not aounted for. For
now, tests have been performed to look for new physis unsuessfully.
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Appendix B
Neutrino Properties
B.1 The Disovery Of Neutrinos
The neutrino
1
was rst postulated by W. Pauli in 1930 in an attempt to save the
priniple of energy onservation. β-deay was believed to be a 2-body deay orresponding
to disrete values of the energy for the emitted eletron but the β-deay spetrum of the
tritium
3H → 3He++ e−+ νe was found to be ontinuous what mathed a situation with
another partile in the nal state. When E. Fermi developed his theory of weak interation
[1℄ inluding the β-deay as a 3-body proess, he deided to all the famous Pauli neutral
partile "neutrino" ; it was in 1934. On the same year, H. Bethe and R. Peierls showed the
peuliar nature of the neutrino beause they alulated its ross setion [2℄ and predited
the neutrinos were not easy to be deteted. However the inverse β-deay : ν+p→ n+e+
reation was used by F. Reines and C.L. Cowan in 1956 to detet neutrinos for the rst
time. They used 2 tanks of 200 litres of a mixture of water and admium hloride eah
as a duial target and 3 tanks of 1400 litres of liquid sintillator eah as detetors of
harged partiles plaed in the viinity of the Savannah River nulear power plant in South
Carolina (USA) and found an event rate ompatible with 3 per hour. By measuring this
low rate with respet to the huge number of neutrinos produed in a reator ore, they
onrmed the elusive harater of the neutrino. In addition, preise measurements of the
energy spetrum of the β-deay proess [4℄ gave hints of the smallness of the neutrino
mass implying a massless neutrino in most of theoretial alulations inluding the SM.
Later, in 1962, L. Lederman et al. [5℄ observed neutrinos in the pion deay whih
mainly produed muons when interating. This neutrino was identied to be of muon
type νµ.
1
The neutrino was rst alled neutron but was renamed in 1933 to neutrino by E. Fermi after the
disovery of the neutron in 1932 by J. Chadwik.
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B.2 Parity Non-Conservation
In 1956, T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang made a review of the latest experimental
results and showed that there was no evidene for parity onservation in the weak
interation [105℄. To hek if parity is onserved, in 1957, C.S. Wu and her olleagues
deided to look at the β-deay of polarized 60Co nulei [106℄. A 60Co sample was ooled
(0.003 K) and plaed in a solenoid (2.3 T) so that the
60
Co total angular momentum
is aligned with the magneti eld diretion. The parity operator reverses the partiles
momenta while leaving the spin unhanged. Thus, if parity is onserved, eletrons should
be emitted isotropially in the
60
Co sample rest frame. A detetor was plaed above
the
60
Co sample to detet eletrons. As an be seen on gure B.1, it was found that
the eletrons were preferentially emitted in the opposite diretion of the magneti eld,
even when it was reversed. It was a strong indiation that parity is violated by the
weak interation leading to the V-A struture of the weak interation where V stands for
vetor and A for axial vetor, with A remaining unaeted under the parity operator on
the ontrary of the V part.
Figure B.1: Counting rate over ounting rate mean value when the
60
Co sample is warm
as a funtion of time. One an see that eletrons are preferentially emitted
in the opposite diretion of the magneti eld indiating parity
violation [106℄.
C.S. Wu et al. later onrmed these observations on β+ emitters and even more
beautifully demonstrated by M. Goldhaber et al. in 1958 that moreover determined the
neutrino heliity. The heliity being dened as the projetion of the angular momentum
~
S on the momentum
~
P :
h =
~
S · ~P
|~S| |~P|
(B.1)
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The parity operator reverses the momentum but not the angular momentum and
thus the sign of the heliity should hange under the appliation of the parity operator.
B.3 Measurement Of The Neutrino Heliity
The Goldhaber experiment proved that neutrinos have negative heliity and that
the parity is maximally violated by the weak interation. M. Goldhaber et al.[9℄ used
152
Eu that, after apturing an orbital eletron, deays into a neutrino and
152
Sm
∗
whih
subsequently deays to
152
Sm and a γ :
e− + 152Eu (J = 0) −→ 152Sm∗ (J = 1) + νe (B.2)
152
Sm
∗ (J = 1) −→ 152Sm (J = 0) + γ
Sine
152
Eu has an angular momentum (J) equal to zero, the neutrino spin and
the
152
Sm
∗
angular momentum should have opposite orientations following the eletron
spin orientation. Furthermore, the
152
Sm
∗
deays into
152
Sm that has J=0 and a γ that
should thus have a spin aligned with the angular momentum of
152
Sm
∗
. The heliity
of the γ is the same as the 152Sm∗ that should then be the same as the neutrino sine
they have both opposite momenta and angular momenta. Hene measuring the γ heliity
gives the neutrino heliity. As shown in equation B.1, to measure the heliity, one has
to determine the partile momentum and its polarization. It was respetively ahieved
through resonane and the use of a magnet. The resonane is ahieved when the emitted γ
an be reabsorbed on
152
Sm
∗
. However, some energy is lost in the reoil during the deay
and in the possible re-absorption proess. The Doppler shift an reover this energy loss
only if the neutrino is emitted in a preise diretion allowing the neutrino momentum
determination [107℄. It has been found that the neutrino has only a negative heliity
leading to a neutrino mass set to zero in the SM. A similar experiment for antineutrinos
has been arried out involving the emission of a photon following the positron deay of
the
203
Hg nuleus. The polarization is onsistent with the earlier statement that only
right-handed antineutrinos take part in weak interations.
B.4 The Seond Generation Of Neutrinos
In the 1960's, two leptons, the eletron and the muon, were known and only one
neutrino without knowing if it should be assoiated to one lepton or to both of them. In
1962, L. Lederman, M. Shwartz and J. Steinberger found that neutrinos from pion deays
are related to muons showing the existene of two generations: (e, νe) and (µ, νµ). Pions
were aelerated towards a detetor at Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA) made of
spark hambers. From the pion deay in ight arose a muon and a neutrino with the
muon being stopped by a beam dump before deay. Measurements of harged urrent
neutrino interations in oinidene with the beam yielded 29 muons and 6 eletrons with
the 6 eletrons being ompatible with the bakground expetations [5℄. It was therefore
the disovery of the νµ.
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B.5 Disovery And Study Of Eletroweak Currents At
CERN
From the observations, theorists attempted to build a satisfatory theory of the
weak interation. Several problems arose and were solved leading around 1973 to a viable
renormalizable gauge theory prediting, in addition to the mediators of harged urrent,
the harged bosons W, the existene of neutral urrent mediated by a massive boson alled
Z. The Gargamelle experiment was a large bubble hamber ylinder operated under a 2T
magneti eld loated at CERN in Geneva (Switzerland). Alternatively, neutrinos and
antineutrinos were produed using the SPS to be deteted through interations either
on eletrons or nulei. In the ase of neutral urrent, the signature would be a unique
sattered eletron or hadrons respetively. The exitement for neutral urrent began
with the observation of an isolated sattered eletron in an antineutrino run. In 1973,
the experiment laimed the observation of 102 neutral urrent events. In 1974, it was
shown that they have a at spatial distribution ompared to the bakground one giving
strong ondene in the result and thereby in the reently elaborated theory of the weak
interation [108℄. In addition, the W and Z bosons were disovered in 1983 by UA1 (and
subsequently UA2) experiment [109, 110℄ at the SPS aelerator, a protons-antiprotons
ollider at CERN. In the 1990's, the Large Eletron Positron (LEP) ollider studied the
properties of Z and W with high statisti positron-eletron ollisions allowing preise
knowledge of the energy in the enter of mass. The W resonane was rst found in
the neutrino hannel thanks to the missing energy and the Z resonane allowed the
determination of the number of neutrino generations.
B.6 Number Of Neutrino Generations
The neutral Z boson deays into a fermion and the assoiated antifermion.
Hadrons and leptons are deteted while neutrinos are not. However, they ontribute
to the total Z boson width. The number of neutrino speies Nν is inferred through [8℄ :
Nν =
Γ
inv
Γ
l
(
Γ
l
Γν
)
SM
= 2.9840± 0.0082 (B.3)
where Γ
inv
is determined from the measurements of the deay widths to all visible
nal states and the total width, Γ
l
is a lepton avour ontribution to the width and Γν
is the theoretial ontribution of one neutrino avour. The ratio
Γ
l
Γν
is used to redue the
unertainty.
As an be observed on gure B.2, the Z width was found to be best tted by
three neutrino avours. It has however to be notied that it is a proof of the existene of
only three speies that are ative with a mass lower than 45.5 GeV orresponding to the
Z mass divided by two. There is a possibility of sterile neutrinos that do not ouple to
the Z boson from some osillation experiments [111℄.
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Figure B.2: Measurements of the hadron prodution ross-setion around the Z0
resonane. It is best tted by the existene of three neutrino speies [8℄
B.7 The ντ Disovery
The τ lepton was disovered at SLAC in the USA in 1975 leading to the hypothesis
of the ντ existene. The τ lepton was found to be heavy with 1.8 GeV/
2
, implying a
travel distane of a few mm before its deay. It was therefore very diult to reveal
a ντ CC interation. The rst onrmation of its existene ame from the Z width at
LEP and its diret detetion was brought only in 2000 by the DONUT experiment at
FermiLAB (Chiago, USA) [7℄. This experiment was using emulsions for a satisfatory
spatial resolution and an aurate determination of the kink pattern of τ deays that is
due to the high mass dierene between the τ and its daughter partiles.
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Appendix C
Addendum To Neutrino Properties
C.1 A Left-Handed Neutrino ?
First, if one assumes a fermion, i.e. a neutrino, it an be desribed by the Dira
equation :
Hψ = (−→α · −→p + βm)ψ (C.1)
Considering neutrino has a zero mass, it gives two deoupled equations for
two-omponent spinors χ(p) and Φ(p) :
Eχ = −−→σ · −→p χ (C.2)
EΦ = +−→σ · −→p Φ
where σ are 2x2 Pauli matries.
Then, eah of these equations has respetively a solution whih desribes a partile
with a positive energy and a negative heliity λ = −1
2
for the rst one : a left-handed
neutrino νL and an antipartile with a negative energy and a positive heliity λ = +
1
2
for the seond one : a right-handed antineutrino νR. At this point, a useful reminder
about weak interations is needed : the weak urrent J
µ
for an eletron and its neutrino
is dened by :
J
µ = ψeγ
µ1
2
(1− γ5)ψν (C.3)
where this form is alled the V-A form and ψe stands for the eletron wave-funtion,
ψν stands for the neutrino wave-funtion and γ
µ
and γ5 stand for Dira operators. The
1
2
(1− γ5) term ensure the V-A form and that parity will be maximally violated through :
1
2
(1− γ5)uν =
(
I 0
0 0
)(
χ
Φ
)
=
(
χ
0
)
(C.4)
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As far as the neutrino interats only by the weak urrent, it beomes
straightforward from equation C.4 that only a left-handed neutrino and a right-handed
antineutrino, respetively an exist. Of ourse, this statement an only be made if the
neutrino mass is stritly zero. Otherwise, the development is the same as for a standard
massive lepton whih an have both negative or positive heliities.
C.2 See-saw Mehanism
Sine dierent experiments bring the evidene of a massive neutrino, espeially
about neutrino osillation as shown in setion 1.1, it is needed to look beyond a model
where the neutrino is massless and nd the theoretial origin of the neutrino mass. The
mehanisms of neutrino mass generation are not really understood ; in fat, mehanisms
of the eletron mass generation is not yet understood as well, but several possible
explanations an be disussed. Neutrino mass should be onsidered in the general ontext
of all fermion masses. Two topis an be distinguished : origins of the smallness of neutrino
mass ompared to masses of harged leptons and quarks and origins of the dierene of
mixing pattern between leptons and quarks. Both of them are disussed in the leture of
A. Smirnov[18℄.
Setion 1.2.2 set the dierent mass terms, nevertheless setion 1.2.2.2 explained
that m
L
annot break the eletroweak symmetry whih leads to exlude this term from
the mass matrix sine the mass generation ours through oupling to a Higgs doublet.
Consequently, the mass matrix turns to :
M =
(
0 m
D
mT
D
M
R
)
(C.5)
After diagonalisation of that matrix, the mass eigenstates are :
|m±| = 1
2
(M
R
±
√
M2
R
+ 4m
D
mT
D
) (C.6)
The See-saw limit assumption is M
R
≫ m
D
whih allows to distinguish two
neutrinos with two masses at dierent order : m
heavy
∝ M
R
and m
light
∝ mDmTD
M
R
. The
word see-saw beomes meaningful sine the produt m
heavy
m
light
= m
D
mT
D
having to be
onstant. IfM
R
tends to be large,m
light
will be small whilem
heavy
will be large. Typially,
M
R
ould onverge to the M
GUT
sale whih means a large value and a window opened
on the new physis.
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The mass eigenstates aording to the See-saw mehanism are :
νL
light
= ν
L
+
√
m
light
m
heavy
νC
R
(C.7)
νL
heavy
= ν
R
+
√
m
light
m
heavy
νC
L
νR
light
= νC
L
+
√
m
light
m
heavy
ν
R
νR
heavy
= νC
R
+
√
m
light
m
heavy
ν
L
Finally, the left-handed neutrino desribed in the weak interation is a mixture
of the left-handed light neutrino and the right-handed heavy neutrino.
C.3 β-Deay Experiments
β-deay is a three body deay with the emission of an eletron and a νe :
A
Z
Y→ A
Z+1X+ e
− + νe (C.8)
The mass dierene between the initial and nal states gives the exess energy
Q (end point) that is shared between the νe and the e
−
by negleting the X atom reoil.
Hene, if the neutrino is massive, it aets the Q value but also the dierential deay rate
dN
dT
given by :
dN
dT
∝ (Q− T)
√
(Q− T)2 −m2νe (C.9)
where T is the eletron kineti energy and mνe the neutrino mass.
One an see on gure C.1 and from equation C.9 that the eet of the neutrino
mass is the most pronouned lose to the end point. Consequently, the β-deaying isotope
has to be hosen in order to have as muh deays as possible in this region. This is ahieved
with an atom showing a small Q-value (18.57 keV) and a short half-life time (12.3 years)
as tritium (
3
H). Experimentally, eletrons of the Q-value region are seleted thanks to
the ombination of magneti and eletri elds. The past experiments Mainz [112℄ and
Troitzk [113℄ measured respetively at 95% C.L.:
mνe < 2.3 eV (C.10)
mνe < 2.5 eV
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2 x 10-13  
 
 
mν = 1 eV
a)
b)
mν = 0 eV
Figure C.1: The eletron energy spetrum of tritium β-deay: the omplete spetrum on
the LHS and the narrow region around the end point E on the RHS. The
β-spetrum is shown for neutrino masses of 0 and 1 eV [114℄.
The two ollaborations have merged in an experiment with an improved
sensitivity alled KArlsruhe TRItium Neutrino experiment (KATRIN) that will soon start
and try to lower the sensitivity down to 0.2 eV [29℄.
C.4 Neutrinoless Double β-Deay Experiments
In the SM, the double β-deay is a seond order eletroweak transition
overwhelmed by the lassial β-deay unless the latter is forbidden. This happens for
instane to the
76
Ge where the β-deay daughter nuleus 76As has a higher energy level
on the ontrary of
76
Se allowing the double β-deay to be viewed through the spetrum
of the two eletrons. An interesting ase is the possibility to see the neutrino emitted at
the rst β-deay vertex being reabsorbed at the seond β-deay vertex : the neutrinoless
double β-deay as illustrated on gure C.2. Let us take for instane the ase of 2e2νe.
The antineutrino emitted at the rst vertex has positive heliity while to be absorbed at
the seond vertex, it should be a neutrino of negative heliity. Thereby, this reation is
uniquely possible for massive Majorana neutrinos. Note that a Dira partile has the two
heliities only if it is massive. Furthermore, only Majorana neutrino exhibits the equality
partile-antipartile. The neutrinoless double β-deay half-life of a nuleus N , T 1
2
(N) is
given by :
T
−1
1
2
(N) = F(Qββ,Z)|M2|〈mν〉 (C.11)
where M2 and F(Qββ,Z) are the nulear matrix element and the phase spae fator,
respetively, and mν is the eetive Majorana mass.
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Figure C.2: Feynman diagram of the neutrinoless double β-deay [115℄
One should look for the highest phase spae fator element orresponding to
the highest end point nuleus out of the 35 double β-deay emitters in the periodi
table. Several experiments have been arried out with dierent tehniques (germanium
rystals, bolometers, traking detetors) and dierent nulei (germanium, tellure dioxide,
molybdene, selenium, xenon) reahing a sensitivity for instane for one of them, Nemo3, of
〈mν〉 < 0.3−1.3 eV. No signal has been yet observed but future generations of experiment
are in development inreasing the mass of double β-deay emitter and will expet a
sensitivity of 〈mν〉 < 0.04− 0.4 eV depending on the tehniques employed.
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Appendix D
Phenomenology Of Eletromagneti
Showers
D.1 Passage Of Charged Partiles Through Matter
Charged partiles, like pions, muons, kaons or protons, having an energy lower
than 100GeV, loose energy in matter primarily by ionization and atomi exitation.
Nulear diusion are, usually, negligible in the alulation of the energy loss. The mean
rate of energy loss (or stopping power) is given by the Bethe-Bloh equation D.1 :
−dE
dx
= Kz2
Z
A
1
β2
[
1
2
ln
2mec
2β2γ2T
max
I
2 − β2 −
δ
2
]
(D.1)
where z is the harge of the inident partile, Z and A are the atomi number and the
atomi mass of the absorber respetively, T
max
is the maximum kineti energy whih
an be imparted to a free eletron in a single ollision, I is the mean exitation energy
measured in eV and K = 4πNAr
2
emec
2
measured in MeV.mol−1.m2. The average energy
loss has a very harateristi dependene on the veloity of the inident partiles as shown
for a muon going through opper on gure D.1. The funtion is haraterized by a broad
minimumwhih position drops from βγ = 3.5 to 3.0 as Z goes from 7 to 100. In this energy
region, the inident partile are alled Minimum Ionizing Partile (mip) and, expressing
the absorber thikness in unit of x = ρ∗d, where ρ is the density of the absorber (g.m−3)
and d is the thikness (m), it is found that for a mip the average energy loss varies from a
value of 2MeV.g−1.m2 for low-Z materials to 1.1MeV.g−1.m2 for high-Z materials, suh
as lead. For lower βγ-values than in the mip region energy loss inrease as 1/β2 while for
greater βγ-values, as in eletron showers energy range in OPERA, energy loss inreases
approximately logarithmially.
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Figure D.1: Stopping power (= 〈−dE/dx〉) for positive muons in opper as a funtion of
βγ = p/Mc [70℄.
D.2 Multiple Coulomb Sattering
A harged partile traversing a medium is deeted by many small angle
satterings. Most of these deetions are due to Coulomb sattering from nulei, and
hene the eet is alled Multiple Coulomb Sattering (MCS). For hadroni projetiles,
the strong interations also ontribute to multiple sattering. The Coulomb sattering
distribution is well desribed by the theory of Moliere. It is roughly Gaussian for small
deetion angles, but at larger angles, greater than a few θ0 dened in D.2, it behaves
like Rutherford sattering, having larger tails than does a Gaussian distribution. It is
suient for many appliations to use a Gaussian approximation for the entral 98% of
the projeted angular distribution, with a width given by D.2.
θ0 =
13.6 MeV
βcp
z
√
x
X0
[
1 + 0.038 ln
(
x
X0
)]
(D.2)
where p, βc and z are the momentum, the veloity and the harge of the inoming
partile, respetively and
x
X0
is the absorber thikness in term of radiation length expressed
in 4.1.
Sine this formula is depending on the momentum of the passing through partile,
it an be used for partile identiation.
Appendix E
Statistial Methods
E.1 Linear Method : The Fisher Disriminant
The Fisher disriminant has been introdued by the genetiist Sir Ronald Fisher
in 1936 [116℄ in order to lassify iris aording to their physial properties. This method
ombines linearly the input variables to reate an output variable optimized to separate
two populations. The oeients of that linear ombination are alled Fisher's oeients.
This output variable determines an axis in the input variables spae where lasses
projetions (signal and bakground) are well separated keeping populations of eah lass
as onned as possible.
Let us onsider a sample exlusively omposed by events to lassify in two
ategories signal and bakground and a vetor X of n variables X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn).
X
s
and X
b
are the vetors orresponding to signal and bakground respetively.
The mean distributions vetors are dened as 〈Xs〉 = (〈xs1〉, 〈xs2〉, . . . , 〈xsn〉) and
〈Xb〉 = (〈xb1〉, 〈xb2〉, . . . , 〈xbn〉). The event lassiation of the two populations will depend
on :
 the mean value of the distributions for eah sample, signal and bakground merged
 the mean value of the distributions for eah sample and for eah variable, signal and
bakground separated
 the ovariane matrix C given by the relation C = B +W where B and W are two
ovariane matries desribing the spread with respet to the mean value of the
whole sample for B (Between) and with respet to the mean value of the proper
lass W (Within).
The Fisher's oeients Fk are given by [117℄ :
Fk =
√
N
s
N
b
N
s
+ N
b
n∑
l=1
W
−1
kl (x
s
l − xbl ) (E.1)
where N
s
and N
b
are the number of signal and bakground events respetively.
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The Fisher's disriminant for event i is then given by the relation :
F(i) = F0 +
n∑
k=1
Fkxk(i) (E.2)
where F0 is the oset whih entres the disriminant value about 0 for all the lasses of the
sample. An example of a Fisher's disriminant distribution is shown below in gure E.1,
details of the analysis whih inferred this plot is given in the setion 5.2.
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Figure E.1: Example of a Fisher's disriminant distribution. The signal is in blue and
the bakground in red.
E.2 Non-Linear Method : The Artiial Neural
Network
An Artiial Neural Network (ANN) is an analysis tool whih the priniple derives
from the biologial neural network. A neuron is formally a non-linear parametrized
funtion of several variables alled inputs whih an give one or several output variables.
A neural network is thus a ombination of parametrized funtions whih an be simplied
with respet to a biologial neural network by only allowing one-way onnexions from a
layer to another one, i.e. neurons of a layer n are fed with inputs oming from neurons of
the layer n−1 and feed neurons of the layer n+1. Note that there is no onnexion between
neurons belonging to the same layer. This kind of network is known as a MultiLayer
Pereptron (MLP) omposed at least of one input layer of neurons and one output layer
of neurons, then hidden layers an be inserted in between as shown on gure E.2.
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Figure E.2: Example of a simple neural net struture.
A weight is assoiated to a onnexion between two neurons meaning that the
output of a neuron is multiplied and then given as an input for the following neuron. If
there are multiple inputs for one neuron, they are linearly ombined to feed this neuron.
The typial response of a neuron is a non-linear funtion ombining all inputs. This
funtion is usually a sigmoid whih is a realisti binary response :
f(x) =
1
1 + e−kx
(E.3)
The arhiteture of the ANN, number of layers and number of neurons per layer,
is hosen empirially aording to the performane of the analysis. Nevertheless, the
Weierstrass theorem whih, if applied to neural nets, tells that for a MLP, a single hidden
layer is suient to approximate a given ontinuous orrelation funtion to any preision,
as far as the number of neurons is suient. One usually hooses more than one hidden
layer to keep the number of neurons relatively low, the robustness and the training time
are thus signiantly better.
One the ANN struture is determined, the ANN has to be trained. This phase aims to
modify the network to teah it the desired behaviour. In other words, the training adjusts
the weights to get the expeted output value. We ommonly use MC samples to train the
ANN. For eah event of the sample, the output is ompared to the expeted value and
weights are adjusted iteratively to minimize the error funtion E :
E =
1
2
(
N∑
a=1
ya − yˆa
)
(E.4)
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This method prevents that the net response is a dierential funtion of the
weights. The error funtion values are going bak from a layer to the previous one :
the bak-propagation training method. Due to the fundamental properties of the ANN,
this analysis tool takes into aount linear and non-linear orrelations. However, the
neural nets are sensitive to overtraining eets if low disriminating variables are given
as inputs.
The output of an ANN goes to -1 for the bakground events and +1 for the signal events ;
in between we an nd bakground events whih look like signal and vie and versa.
Figure E.3 shows an example of a neural net output.
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Figure E.3: Example of a neural net output distribution. The signal is in blue and the
bakground in red.
A probability to look like signal is assigned to eah event.
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Figure F.1: Loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex depth in the brik on
the RHS and as a funtion of the MC true neutrino energy on the LHS. The
neutrino events with energy less or equal to 20 GeV on the top panels and
the neutrino events with energy greater than 20 GeV on the bottom panels.
All these plots have been obtained with MC simulation of the νµ → νe
osillation hannel.
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Figure F.6: In the top panel, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex
depth in the brik. In the bottom panel, loation eieny as a funtion of
the MC true neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with
MC simulation of the prompt νe hannel by using only the OpCara
"CONTAINED" or "BORDERSOFTNC" lassiation.
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Figure F.7: In the top panel, loation eieny as a funtion of the MC true vertex
depth in the brik. In the bottom panel, loation eieny as a funtion of
the MC true neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with
MC simulation of the prompt νe QE+RES hannel by using only the
OpCara "CONTAINED" or "BORDERSOFTNC" lassiation.
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tion of the MC true vertex
depth in the brik. In the bottom panel, lo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y as a funtion of
the MC true neutrino energy. Both of these plots have been obtained with
MC simulation of the νµ → ντ with the τ lepton into its ele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ay
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Résumé : Un vaste programme international est en ours pour déterminer les paramètres
du phénomène d'osillation des neutrinos et approfondir la onnaissane de la matrie de
mélange des neutrinos (MNSP). Le déteteur OPERA, qui est installé dans le laboratoire
souterrain du Gran Sasso en Italie, a pour but prinipal de mettre en évidene l'apparition
de neutrinos de type tau dans un faiseau de neutrinos initialement de type muon,
produit au CERN (CNGS) 730 km en amont. Il est aussi en mesure de déteter les
osillations des neutrinos muon en neutrinos életron, donnant aès au paramètre de
mélange sin(2θ13)
2
, où θ13 est le dernier angle de la matrie MNSP nalement déterminé
en 2012 onjointement par Daya Bay, RENO et Double Chooz. Pour déterminer la
présene des ντ dans le faiseau, le déteteur OPERA est omposé de ibles alorimétriques
utilisant une alternane de plaques de plomb et de lms d'émulsion. Ceux-i permettront
de reonstruire les traes des partiules hargées résultant des interations neutrino
ave une préision inégalable (de l'ordre du miron). La reherhe des événements
de signal d'osillation νµ → νe sera basée sur l'aptitude à identier les életrons, à
rejeter les événements de fond où un π0 est produit et à soustraire le fond dominant
intrinsèque provenant du faiseau. Ce travail de thèse a pour objetif l'élaboration
de méthodes d'analyse pour améliorer les performanes du déteteur OPERA dans la
reherhe d'osillations νµ → νe.
Mots-Clefs : neutrino, osillation, angle de mélange, gerbe életromagnétique,
simulation Monte-Carlo, OPERA.
Abstrat : An international program is ongoing to measure the neutrino osillation
phenomenon and to determine the neutrino mixing matrix (MNSP) parameters. OPERA
is a long-baseline neutrino experiment loated at the Gran Sasso Laboratory in Italy,
730 km from CERN, downstream in the CNGS neutrino beam. The OPERA experiment
is designed and optimised for a diret appearane searh of νµ → ντ osillations. It an
also detet the νµ → νe osillation driven by sin(2θ13)2, where θ13 is the last mixing
angle nally measured by the Daya Bay, RENO, and Double Chooz experiments in 2012.
To observe the presene of ντ interations in the beam, the OPERA detetor is omposed
of alorimetri targets made of a modular struture alled the "brik": a sandwih of lead
plates interspaed with emulsion layers. The latter allows reonstruting traks of harged
partiles produed in the neutrino interations with a mirometri resolution. The searh
for the νµ → νe osillation signal is based on the apability of identifying the eletrons,
rejeting bakground events where neutral pions are produed and keeping under ontrol
the intrinsi and dominant bakground soure from the beam ontamination. This work
aims to elaborate analysis methods to improve the OPERA detetor performane in the
νµ → νe osillation searh.
Keywords : neutrino, osillation, mixing angle, eletromagneti shower, Monte-Carlo
simulation, OPERA.
